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ABSTRACT 
Tonal Adaptation of Loanwords in Mandarin: Phonology and Beyond  
by 
Zhuting Chang 
Advisor: Dianne Bradley 
 This study examines the tonal adaptation of English and Japanese loanwords in 
Mandarin, and considers data collected from different types of sources.  The purpose overall is to 
identify the mechanisms underlying the adaptation processes by which tone is assigned, and to 
check if the same mechanisms are invoked regardless of donor languages and source types.  Both 
corpus and experimental methods were utilized to survey a broad sampling of borrowings and a 
wide array of syllable types that target specific phonetic properties.   
 To maximally rule out the effect of semantic tingeing, this study examined English place 
names that were extracted from a dictionary and from online travel blogs.  And to explore how 
semantic association might interfere with the adaptation processes, this study also investigated a 
separate corpus of Japanese manga role names and brand names.  Revisiting discussions in 
previous studies about how phonetic properties of the source form might affect tonal assignments 
in the adapted forms, this study also included an expanded reanalysis of adaptations elicited in an 
experimental setting.   
 Observations made in the study suggest that the primary mechanisms behind tonal 
assignments for loanwords in Mandarin operate at a level beyond any usual phonological 
concerns: the adaptation processes are heavily reliant on factors that are inherent to Mandarin 
lexical distributions, such as tone probability and character frequency.  Adapters apparently 
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utilize their tacit knowledge about such distributional properties when assigning tones.  Also 
crucial to the tonal assignment mechanism is the seeking of appropriate characters based on their 
meanings, either to avoid unintended readings of loanwords or to form desired interpretations.  
Such adaptation mechanisms are mainly attributable to the morpho-syllabic nature of the Chinese 
writing system, the language’s high productivity of compound words, and its high incidence of 
homophony.  Also noted in the study is the influence of prescriptive conventions formulated for 
formally established loanwords.   
 Research findings reported in this study highlight such non-phonological aspects of 
loanword adaptation, especially the role of the writing system, that have been underestimated to 
date in the field of loanword phonology and cross-linguistic studies of loanword typology. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background  
 Over the past two decades, loanword phonology has established itself as a major area of 
research, but it has mainly focused on issues regarding segmental rather than suprasegmental 
adaptation.  Looking at East Asian languages such as Korean, we see a large body of work done 
on consonant and vowel adaptations, either broadly or with a specific focus.  For example, Ito, 
Kang and Kentstowicz (2006) examined these aspects with a focus on featural properties; and 
with respect to the treatment of word-final coronals, alone, many investigations have also been 
undertaken, such as Davis and Cho (2006), Davis and Kang (2006), Kang (2003), and Sohn 
(2001).  Compared with the scope and depth of work on segmental adaptation, much less 
attention has been given to suprasegmental adaptation.  The latter is not only of intrinsic interest 
since word-level prosody is an integral part of a loanword’s sound pattern, but is especially 
intriguing in cases where there is a suprasgemental mismatch between donor and recipient 
languages, as occurs in borrowings from a stress language (such as English) into a pitch-accent 
language (such as Japanese), or from either of these classes of languages into a tone language 
(such as Mandarin).    The current study looks into precisely this area, and investigates how tones 
in Mandarin are assigned to loanwords from English and Japanese.   
 Kubozono’s (2006) paper, entitled “Where does loanword prosody come from?” spurred 
growing interest in this aspect of loanword phonology.  For example, Kang (2010) surveyed 
suprasegmental adaptation in a number of languages, including Hungarian, Finnish, White 
Hmong, Lhasa Tibetan, Kyungsang Korean, Yanbian Korean, to name but a few, paying 
particular attention to the categorization of recipient languages by suprasegmental type.  She 
remarks that while many tone and pitch-accent languages exhibit faithful preservation of input 
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prominences, East Asian languages typically ignore the donor language prominence partially or 
even completely, even in contexts where native tonotactic constraints do not block a more 
faithful preservation.  Such languages instead assign tones or pitch accents based on other 
assignment mechanisms.  These were either specific to the loanwords or evident in the native 
phonology, and such mechanisms could function at the segmental or suprasegmental level.  
Using English loanwords as an example, tones in Lhasa Tibetan are assigned based on the 
presence or absence of voicing in the initial consonant of the input words in English, while in 
Kyungsang Korean, syllable weight of the adapted forms in Korean plays the key role.  
 It is worth noting that such default mechanisms as reported in the studies above are 
largely phonological.  By contrast, as we discuss in this dissertation, Mandarin presents an 
exceptional case to the mainstream literature: although it also ignores donor language 
prominence, its tone assignments are primarily driven by mechanisms that lie beyond 
phonological concerns, such as tone probability, character frequency, and even meaning.  
Mandarin has a morpho-syllabic writing system that encodes meaning into each writing unit ⎯ 
the character, which is also a syllable-tone combination.  Therefore, loanword adaptation in 
Mandarin is not only a matter of rendering sound but can also be concerned with locating 
characters that are semantically appropriate or desirable.  This observation gives Mandarin a 
unique status among East Asian languages, and also highlights the orthography as an important 
factor behind such mechanisms, which has arguably been underestimated by previous research in 
loanword adaptation.   
1.2 Research questions and approach 
With a focus on Mandarin as the recipient language and English and Japanese as the 
donors, this study asks two essential questions: first, what are the mechanisms behind the tonal 
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adaptation of loanwords in Mandarin? Second, are the same mechanisms invoked regardless of 
loanword types and donor languages?  
To explore the questions above, we target two types of borrowings for English 
loanwords: formal and informal adaptations.  Formal adaptations refer to loanwords that have 
been integrated into the lexicon of the recipient language, have been officially recognized, and 
can be located in publications like dictionaries.  Such adaptations tend to follow certain 
prescriptive conventions that have been adopted in China for treating loanwords.  For example, 
the National Committee for Terms in Science and Technologies takes charge of providing 
official adaptations of loanwords for science and technology, while the Ministry of Civil Affairs 
hosts a research institute responsible for adapting foreign place names, and the Xinhua News 
Agency is largely responsible for adapting foreign political terms.  However, little information is 
available about how the norms of adaptation were formulated by these various authorities, or to 
what extent speakers follow these norms when they create loanwords in the course of their 
ordinary lives.  Therefore, we also look at informal adaptations, which refer to loanwords that are 
adapted in casual settings, such as those found in user-sourced threads on internet forums.  Such 
adaptations may or may not follow conventions as seen in a dictionary, or they may follow those 
conventions to some extent, and therefore can provide us a chance to observe adaptation 
variations.   
For both types of borrowings, we focus on place names in the current study.  As 
discussed in Chapter 2, semantic-tingeing (selecting a character so as to create a favorable 
meaning) is likely to be minimized in adapting proper names, especially place names and 
personal names, so that outputs are maximally sound-based.  For formal adaptations, we consider 
renditions of English place names extracted from A Handbook for the Translation of Foreign 
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Geographical Names (hereinafter referred to as “dictionary”).  For information adaptations, we 
take in renditions collected from travel blogs that were published on lotour.com, a website where 
users share their travel experiences.  We discuss these two sources further in Chapter 5. 
The investigation of the formal and information adaptations adopts corpus analysis, 
which can encounter a “spotty data” problem (Duanmu 2008): there are often insufficient 
existing loanwords in Mandarin to pin down critical aspects of processes or constraints that enter 
into loanword adaptation, particularly as these concern the assignment of tone.  The current study 
avoids this problem by reanalyzing the data collected by Chang and Bradley (2011), which 
elicited Mandarin speakers’ responses to novel stimuli that were phonotactically legal English 
nonsense words: participants were instructed to imagine they were hearing new English 
loanwords, and asked to suggest the most natural way to say or write these words in Mandarin.  
The stimuli materials were carefully constructed so as to survey a wide array of syllable types 
that included onsets and codas with specific phonetic properties.   
On top of these issues, this study also looks for tone variations caused by differences in 
donor languages and genre of the text.  In addition to English, we added Japanese as a second 
donor language and examined loanwords that feature manga role names and brand names.  We 
investigate whether changing the donor from a stress language (English) to a pitch-accent 
language (Japanese) would have any impact on tone patterns in Mandarin adaptations.  We also 
check if the desire to portray a particular manga role or corporate image would affect character 
selections, which could in turn bear on tone choices.   
Through examining different loanword types, donor languages and genres of text, this 
study searches for consistency in tonal assignment patterns, identifying types of variation, and 
locating the driving forces behind any converging or diverging patterns.  With the data 
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predominantly presented in characters, this study also seeks to reveal the largely unexamined 
role of orthography (writing system) in loanword adaptation, as brought to our attention by 
investigating Mandarin as a unique recipient language.  
1.3 Basic properties of the recipient language 
 Mandarin is considered the official language of Mainland China and Taiwan.  In this 
study, we examine Mandarin adaptations as used in the Mainland.  Unlike most of the world’s 
languages, the native Chinese writing system is not alphabetic.  In an alphabetic writing system, 
the basic unit of representation, such as a letter in English, indicates sounds, without any 
reference to meaning.  In standard Chinese orthography, each writing unit (a character) indicates 
both sound and meaning.  The characters do not, however, readily disclose information on how 
to pronounce them.  To represent the standard pronunciation of Mandarin sounds, the Latin 
alphabet is used with a few diacritics; this romanization system developed in the 1950s by the 
Chinese government is referred to as Pinyin.  Since then Pinyin is most commonly used in China 
for teaching school children to read, and it also allows the standardization of Chinese names 
internationally.  Lately, Pinyin has also been used as a major keyboard input method for 
transmitting Chinese characters on computers and mobile phones.  
1.3.1 Segmental inventories and syllable structure  
 Mandarin has 19 phonemic consonants and 3 allophones (palatals), as presented in Table 
1.1 below in Pinyin, with IPA transcriptions in square brackets indicating the surface forms.  The 
palatals ([tɕ, tɕʰ, ɕ]) are in complementary distribution with the velars ([k, kh, x]), dentals ([ts, tsh, 
s]), and retroflexes ([tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ]) (Duanmu, 2000).  All consonants other than the nasal [ŋ] (spelled 
“-ng” in Pinyin) can occur in the onset; only [n] and [ŋ] can occur in coda position. 
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Table 1.1 Mandarin consonants  
 Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar 
Stop  b    [p] 
p    [ph] 
d    [t] 
t     [th]  
  
g    [k] 
k    [kh]  
Affricate  z    [ts]  
c    [tsh] 
zh    [tȿ]  
ch    [tȿh]  
j    [tɕ] 
q   [tɕh] 
 
Fricative f     [f] s    [s] sh    [ȿ]  x   [ɕ] h    [x]  
Nasal m   [m] n    [n]    ng  [ŋ]  
Liquid   l     [l] r      [ɻ]   
There have been various analyses of Mandarin vowels, among which this study adopts 
the system described by Lin (2008) who investigated detailed aspects of Mandarin vowel 
adaptations, as discussed in next chapter.  Mandarin is seen as having five phonemic vowels, /i, 
u, y, ə, a/, with /ə/ and /a/ unspecified for backness.  Vowel /ə/ has allophones [e, ə, ɤ, o], and 
vowel /a/ has allophones [ɛ, a, ac, ɑ].  The surface vowels are listed in Table 1.2 below in Pinyin 
and IPA form (in square brackets), with the central low vowel denoted as [ac].  
Table 1.2 Mandarin vowels1 
 Front 
Unrounded 
Front 
Rounded 
Central Back 
Unrounded 
Back 
Rounded 
High i   [i] ü   [y]   u   [u] 
Mid e   [e] 
a   [ɛ] 
 
e   [ə] e   [ɤ] o   [o] 
Low a   [a] 
 
a   [ac] a   [ɑ] 
 
 
 The maximal size of a Mandarin syllable ⎯ a segmental sequence hereafter referred to as 
a string ⎯ is either CGVV or CGVN, where C is an onset consonant, G a glide ([j, w, ɥ]), VV 
 
1 When the high vowels [i, y, u] occur before another vowel, they behave as glides [j, ɥ, w]. Among the high vowels, 
[i] and [u] can also follow a non-high vowel to form a diphthong (Duanmu 2005).  
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either a long vowel or a diphthong, and N a nasal ([n, ŋ]).  Examples illustrating possible 
Mandarin string shapes are shown in Table 1.3 below:   
Table 1.3 Mandarin string shapes 
VV VV VN GV GVV GVN 
[ac:] [ai] [an] [ja:] [jau] [jɛn] 
CVV CVV CVN CGVV CGVV CGVN 
[tac:] [tai] [tan] [tja:] [tjau] [tjɛn] 
 
1.3.2 Tone inventory  
 In Mandarin, every string has the potential to take one of four canonical tones or a neutral 
tone which has no intrinsic pitch value; the latter is mostly taken by grammatical morphemes and 
will not be addressed in this study.  Mandarin tones are contrastive as exemplified in Table 1.4 
below, where the same string can have distinct meanings due to tonal differences.  Meaning 
differences are reflected through character choices in the Chinese writing system, which is 
discussed in §1.3.3.  
Table 1.4 Mandarin tones 
Tone Pitch Contour Chao Pinyin Character Gloss 
Tone 1  High-Level 55 mā 妈 mother  
Tone 2  Mid-Rising  35 má 麻 hemp  
Tone 3  Low-Dipping  214 mă 马 horse  
Tone 4  High-Falling  51 mà 骂 to curse  
Neutral   ma 吗 question marker  
  
 The “Chao” representation in the tone listing above uses 5 for the highest pitch in a 
speaker’s range, and 1 for the lowest (Chao 1930).  Each tone is represented by a starting pitch 
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and a final pitch, and optionally, a mid pitch2; diacritics added to the Pinyin letters indicate the 
pitch movement.  Henceforth, I use abbreviations T1, T2, T3 and T4 to represent the tones; when 
necessary for clarity, Chao digits or descriptive terms ‘High’, ‘Rising’, ‘Low’ and ‘Falling’ are 
also used.  The examples in Table 1.4 show that when carrying different lexically specified 
tones, the same string (spelled ‘ma’ in Pinyin) could mean mother, hemp, horse, or to curse, and 
such meanings are represented by distinct characters (妈, 麻, 马, 骂). 
 In principle, every possible segmental combination could be compatible with any tone, 
given that tone-bearing units can be freely associated with any suprasegmental element by 
association lines in terms of Autosegmental Theory.  This is not the fact, however: Chu and Jiang 
(2006) report that only 42.7% of Mandarin strings are compatible with all four tones; thus, the 
majority of strings exhibit tone gaps, so called.  Wu (2006) reports, for example, that many 
strings with sonorant onsets are incompatible with T1, so that syllables such as [lan], [lǝŋ] and 
[ljɛn] occur with T2, T3 and T4 but not T1.  When the string onset is voiceless unaspirated, there 
is an entire paradigm missing in the CVN template, so that strings such as [tan], [tiŋ] and [pan] 
are never found with T2.  Such patterned tone gaps may find diachronic explanations in a 
phonetically based consonant-tone interactions with consequences for tone evolution, such as 
tone splits and mergers sensitive to voicing contrasts in the syllable onset (Chen, 2000).  There 
are also, however, accidental tone gaps that lack systematic explanations (Wang, 1998).  
 Applied to the current study of tone assignments in loanword adaptations, tone gaps are 
related to the notion of tone probability that will be introduced and discussed in Chapter 4.  A 
tone has zero probability for a string if their combination results in a gap, because there will be 
 
2 Wu (2006) noted that the complete contour of Tone 3 (214, low dipping ⎯ short falling plus rising) only appears 
in pre-pausal position or in careful and emphatic speech. In colloquial speech, Tone 3 is often realized as short 
falling (21), or simply as a low tone. 
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no characters (morphemes) formed for the string-tone combination.  Tone gaps therefore 
contribute to the formation of important distributional patterns within the Mandarin lexicon, the 
knowledge of which motivates tone selections by Mandarin speakers in the context of loanword 
adaptation. 
1.3.3 Writing system 
Although Pinyin is the standard romanization of Mandarin and serves as an 
approximately phonetic script for the language, the official writing system for Mandarin uses 
characters and most Chinese publications are presented in this form.  This allows speakers of 
different dialects in China to communicate through writing.  Even for loanwords, the standard 
written form uses character formats, e.g., Hawaii is written as ‘夏威夷’ ([ɕja.wei.ji], T4.T1.T2).3 
 The Mandarin writing system can be seen as morpho-syllabic with each character 
typically representing a one-syllable morpheme, as illustrated in Table (1.4).  For example, the 
three characters used for adapting Hawaii mean summer (夏), prestige (威), and alien (夷), 
respectively.  The Chinese language is also known for its highly productive creation of 
compound words, formed by piecing together characters (Arcodia, 2007).  For example, the 
word ‘工作’ (to work, job) is formed by placing together ‘工’ (labor) and ‘作’ (to perform), and 
the expression ‘工作狂’ workaholic is formed by adding ‘狂’ (insane) to ‘工作’ (to work, job).  
Such robust compounding processes, however, seem best avoided in adapting loanwords, 
especially proper names, because the purpose of the adaptation is to nativize sound rather than 
meaning.  It will be undesirable, for example, to render a person’s name into a Mandarin form 
 
3 In this dissertation, examples of loanword adaptation are presented in the format of source spelling followed by 
Chinese characters, IPA transcriptions of the strings, tone sequences, and term-by-term translation of each character 
when necessary. 
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that is interpretable as workaholic.   
 Such avoidance, however, might not be straightforward, since Mandarin has a high 
incidence of homophony.  The same string-tone combination (hereafter referred to as a t-string) 
can be represented by several different characters.   
 Table 1.5 Homophones for Mandarin t-string mā, má, mǎ, mà 
String T-strings (Pinyin) Characters (gloss) 
[mac] [mac]+T1 (mā) 妈 mother  
 [mac]+T2 (má) 麻 hemp, 蟆 toad … 
 [mac]+T3 (mǎ) 马 horse, 玛 agate, 码, a weight, 犸 mammoth 
 [mac]+T4 (mà) 骂 to curse, 蚂 grasshopper … 
 
As shown in Table 1.5 above, t-string mā is represented by only one character, while t-strings 
má, mǎ, and mà can each be represented by multiple characters, which are listed in frequency 
order based on Da (2004), whose database is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  All the characters 
shown have different meanings.  This gives Mandarin a unique status as a borrowing language, 
because to render an adaptation of a syllable, the adapter needs to make several decisions 
regarding the choice of segments, tones, and characters among a series of candidates.  
1.4 Outline of the study 
This remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows:  Chapter 2 summarizes the 
general characteristics of Mandarin loanword adaptation by reviewing representative studies on 
consonant, vowel and tone adaptations of English borrowings in Mandarin.  Chapter 3 reviews 
the main theoretical frameworks employed in loanword phonology, and discusses how the case 
of Mandarin could constitute a challenge to those perspectives.  Chapter 4 presents a reanalysis 
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of the Chang and Bradley (2011) corpus that features experimentally elicited adaptations.  
Chapter 5 discusses formal and informal adaptations by investigating Mandarin renditions of 
English place names extracted from dictionary and travel blog sources.  Chapter 6 explores the 
adaptation of Japanese manga role names and brand names.  Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation 
by summarizing the key findings, addressing the research questions, suggesting directions for 
future research, and discussing the contribution to the field of loanword phonology.
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Chapter 2: General Characteristics of Mandarin Loanword Adaptation 
 This chapter reviews several studies that investigate the segmental and suprasegmental 
adaptations of loanwords in Mandarin, which capture important characteristics of the adaptation 
processes that could be interpreted through the perspective of perceptual similarity or featural 
mapping.  Moreover, some of these studies also report observations that could not be given a 
pure perceptual or phonological account and thus reveal areas where new contributions can be 
made.  
2.1 Segmental adaptation 
2.1.1 Perceptual similarity and consonantal adaptation 
In her important dissertation research, Miao (2006) explored the extent to which 
perceptual similarity plays a role in the mechanism by which “foreign” consonantal segments are 
adapted to fit the inventory and syllable structures of a borrowing language.  Her study focused 
on consonantal adaptations, whether these occurred in legal syllable structures, or in structures 
that required repair, and surveyed loans into Mandarin from three donor languages: English, 
German, and Italian.  The corpus consisted of 2423 loanwords, the major contributing languages 
being English (1177 words, 48.6%) and German (977 words, 40.3%), with a lesser contribution 
from Italian (269 words, 11.1%).   
The data were collected from four text sources, and were assumed to have been adapted 
by bilingual speakers.  Those sources were websites hosted within Mainland China (news, 
business, online shopping), and Chinese websites hosted outside the mainland, with a specific 
avoidance of sites for which a language other than Mandarin might be relevant (e.g., Cantonese); 
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additional contributions to the corpus came from commodity displays in department stores and 
supermarkets (within Mainland China), and assorted print materials (dictionaries, in-flight 
service magazines).   
With a wide collection of text sources, Miao’s dissertation surveyed different types of 
loans and explored how loan types (e.g., company names, brand names) could influence the role 
of perceptual simulation.  Additionally, Miao’s study also probed the role of Chinese characters 
when the adaptation process involves semantic tingeing.  For example, the desire to establish a 
positive advertising image of a company or brand could lead to the search of a particular 
character, which could in turn lead to the deviation from the faithful mapping of a segment.   
2.1.1.1 Source types and adaptation strategies 
Miao classified her corpus into subtypes, the majority of which were proper nouns, these 
being the names for companies, brands, places, persons, organizations, schools, sports clubs or 
teams.  All remaining data were grouped together as “others” (names of English tests, 
technological terms and movie titles).  The composition of the proper nouns differed across the 
three donor languages: as shown in Table 2.1 below, the English corpus was dominated by 
company and brand names, while the German and Italian data were predominantly place names.  
The other types of proper nouns account for less than 10% of the data across the three languages.     
Table 2.1 Major types of proper nouns in English, German, Italian corpora (Miao 2006)   
 English (%) German (%) Italian (%) 
Company name 51 12 6 
Brand name 15 6 10 
Place name 2 61 72 
Personal name 14 6 3 
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In adapting different types of proper nouns, different adaptation strategies were used, 
which Miao classified as phonemic (transcribing sound), semantic (translating meaning), and 
hybrid (both phonemic and semantic)4.  Miao further divided loans of the phonemic type into 
two subtypes: “purely phonemic loans” (PP) and “phonemic loans with semantic association” 
(PS).  Adaptations of the PP subtype approximated the sound of the borrowed word, purely, 
while those in the PS category also carried meaning associations.  For example, Nautica (apparel 
brand) was considered a PP, because its adaptation form ‘诺迪卡’ ([nwo.ti.khac], promise-
enlighten-card) seems intended to simulate only the form of the English word.  In contrast, 
Reebok (footwear company) was considered a PS, because its adaptation form ‘锐步’ ([ɻwei.pu], 
quick-footstep) not only simulates the source pronunciation but also carries meaning associations 
(shoes that help one walk fast).  Rejoice (brand name for shampoo), on the other hand, was 
considered a semantic loan, because its adaptation form ‘飘柔’ ([phjau. ɻou], float-soft) exploits 
only meaning associations (shampoo that makes hair soft and floaty).   Hybrid loans differ from 
PS loans in that the phonemic and semantic strategies were performed by distinct characters.  In 
the PS loans, on the contrary, the two strategies are fused in the choice of a single character.  For 
example, in adapting Reebok, character ‘锐’ ([ɻwei]) performed the dual function of simulating 
Ree ([ɹi]) in the source pronunciation and delivering the meaning of quick.  Similarly, character 
‘步’ ([pu]) simulated bok [bɒk] in the source pronunciation and at the same time delivered the 
meaning of footstep.  In a hybrid loan, the semantic part typically took the form of a tag attached 
to the phonemic part.  For example, Barbie (brand name for a doll) was adapted as ‘芭比娃娃’ 
 
4 Miao mentioned a fourth adaptation strategy, graphic loan, which keeps the borrowings in their original form, i.e., 
Latin alphabets without modification.  Since there were only four instances of graphic loans that occurred in Miao’s 
corpus (AMD, CIO, DEC, 3i), these are excluded in the current discussion. 
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([pac.pi.wac.wac], Barbie-doll).  In this adaptation, ‘芭比’ ([pac.pi], palm leaf-compare) fulfills 
the sole function of simulating the source pronunciation for Barbie, while ‘娃娃’ ([wac.wac], 
doll) as a separate part of the adaptation indicates the nature of the brand.  
Table 2.2 Major types of adaptation strategies in English, German, Italian corpora (Miao 2006)   
 English (%) German (%) Italian (%) 
Purely Phonemic (PP) 30 63 52 
Phonemic Semantic (PS) 12 3 5 
Semantic 27 8 6 
Hybrid 31 26 36 
 
In constructing her corpus, Miao sought a fair sampling of loans without a priori 
constraints so as to reflect the range and type of borrowings seen in modern Mandarin.  The 
result revealed an interesting correlation between the corpus composition and the distribution of 
adaptation strategies.  As we see from Table 2.2 above, the percentage of PP loans was much 
lower for English data (30%) than for German (63%) and Italian (52%), while the percentage for 
PS and semantic loans, taken together, was higher for English data (39%) than German (11%) 
and Italian (11%).  This correlated to the fact that place names constituted a very large portion of 
the German and Italian loans, while company names and brand names made up a higher 
proportion in the English data. The Semantic links between the source and adaptation forms help 
convey a desirable advertising image of the referent.  The low rate of PS and semantic loans in 
the German and Italian data reflects the higher percentage of place names among the adaptations 
where meaning association is much less likely.   
In Miao’s view, both linguistic and socio-cultural reasons lead Mandarin speakers to 
favor semantic translation or semantically-tinged adaptation.  Mandarin orthography is both 
monosyllabic and monomorphemic in that one writing unit (the character) corresponds to one 
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syllable with an associated tone and one morpheme simultaneously.  Modern Mandarin words 
are typically composed of at least two characters, and both characters contribute to the meaning 
of the entire word.  This feature poses a sharp contrast to Indo-European language such as 
English, where monomorphemic words can often be polysyllabic, and it is not the case that each 
syllable contributes to the meaning of the entire word.  Therefore, phonemically adapting each 
constituent syllable does not make the meaning of a word transparent.  Citing Masini (1993), 
Miao illustrates this point with the trisyllabic word parliament, which used to be adapted 
phonemically as ‘巴力门’ ([pac.li.mən], hope-strength-door) in the mid to late 19th century.  In 
both source and adaptation forms, none of the three syllables speaks to the meaning of the entire 
word, which is normal for English but unusual for Mandarin.  Therefore, in modern Mandarin 
this adaptation has been replaced by a semantic translation, ‘议会’ ([ji.xwei], discuss-meeting), 
where each constituent character adds to meaning, i.e., (roughly) a meeting place things are 
discussed.   
In addition, as Miao mentioned, the cultural desire to preserve purity of the mother 
tongue disfavors phonemic loans, which can be both phonologically and morphologically 
different from the core vocabulary of the language.  This discussion points to the unique and 
possibly crucial status of characters in the process of loanword adaptation in Mandarin.  Their 
combinations are not just an assembly of syllabic constituents; instead, character choices have a 
direct impact in the conveying a word meaning.  Miao’s argument suggests that Mandarin 
speakers have often made a conscious effort to choose particular characters, so that the adapted 
form can convey desirable meaning links to the source form.  In fact, such semantic 
considerations sometimes overrode phonological faithfulness in some cases in Miao’s corpus, 
triggering what she terms a deviant output.  For example, the expected segmental adaptation for 
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Tide (brand name of laundry detergent) is [thai.tɤ] (e.g., ‘汰德’, eliminate-virtue), while the 
actual adaptation is ‘汰渍’ [thai.tsɹ̩] (eliminate-stain), with the second syllable deviating from 
what might otherwise be the expected form.  Both the expected and deviant forms are licit in 
Mandarin phonotactically; however, the deviant form leads to a better meaning association than 
the target form, in that it carries the idea of removing stains.  Miao expected higher rates of 
variation in phoneme substitutions for this kind of semantically motivated loanword adaptation.   
With the role of characters in mind, the current study investigates loanword adaptations 
mainly in the written form.  The four corpora examined in this dissertation feature data produced 
in characters, except for the experiment corpus in which half of the data were elicited in spoken 
form.  To focus on phonetically-motivated adaptations, however, the studies presented in this 
dissertation exclude adaptations using meaning-based or meaning-motivated strategies, such as 
the semantic and PS cases that were a crucial part of Miao’s study.  Considering the fact that 
certain types of loanwords could induce the use of meaning-based strategies, we include only 
place names in our English corpora.  On the other hand, to probe the effect of character meaning 
on sound-based adaptations, we also constructed a corpus featuring names of Japanese manga 
roles and brands.  The purpose behind the design of the Japanese corpus was to examine how 
character choice might exert an influence on adaptations when the context is otherwise 
maximally phonological.        
2.1.1.2 Deviant adaptation and semantic association 
Since the corpus of experimentally elicited adaptations in the current study (see Chapter 
4) was constructed based on the observations made by Miao (2006) for consonantal adaptation, 
we now review in more details the adaptation patterns reported in her study, which focused on 
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word-initial and word-final consonant clusters.  She reported that adaptation patterns were 
largely predictable, in terms of manner (continuancy, sonorancy), place, and laryngeal properties 
(aspiration) of both onset and coda consonants.  Stops, for example, were typically adapted as 
stops with place features matched to those of the source forms.  With regard to laryngeal 
features, voiced stops were usually adapted as voiceless unaspirated in Mandarin, and voiceless 
stops, as voiceless aspirated, given that Mandarin basically lacks a true voicing contrast but 
instead uses aspiration phonemically.  Miao referred to such adaptations where a foreign 
phoneme is mapped to its phonologically/phonetically closest correspondent a faithful output. 
When a substitute that differs from the expected faithful match in certain ways is chosen, it is 
referred to as a deviant output.  For example, a voiceless stop in English is adapted as a voiceless 
unaspirated stop in Mandarin.   
In what follows, we will focus on English loanwords (setting aside German and Italian), 
which is the main donor language examined in the current study, and review the adaptation 
patterns for data in the PP and PS categories (n=494).  We will review stops and affricates, 
fricatives, nasals and glides, and liquids.  For each group of sounds, we summarize the faithful 
and deviant adaptation forms, as reported by Miao (2006), collapsing onset and coda differences 
(except for liquids).  Adaptations in the coda position typically involved an epenthetic vowel, 
except for [n] and [ŋ], which are the only licit codas in Mandarin, and the liquids.  
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Table 2.3 Adaptation variation in stops and affricates (Miao 2006)   
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[ph, th] [p, t] [kh] [k] [tɕh] [tɕ] [tʂʰ] [tʂ] [ts] [ʂ] [j] 
/p, t/ 118 73 27          
/b, d/ 125 2 97       1   
/k/ 112   88 4 1 7      
/g/ 28   7 68  25      
/tʃ/ 16     56 13 25   6  
/dʒ/ 36     39 33  19 3  6 
 
Deviation from the most common adaptation forms typically happened under two 
circumstances: first, faithful adaptations created illicit forms in terms of Mandarin phonotactics; 
second, deviation established better semantic associations.  Let us take a look at stops and 
affricates first.  Using /g/ as an example, it was predominantly adapted as voiceless unaspirated 
[k] in Mandarin (68%), as is shown in Table 2.3 above.  Deviations mostly took the form of 
affricate [tɕ] (25%), which typically occurs when the faithful adaptation creates illicit forms in 
terms of Mandarin phonotactics.  Note that in Mandarin, velar stops ([k] and [kh]) are not 
compatible with the high front vowel [i], making both [ki] and [khi] illicit forms.  To illustrate, 
consider an adaptation of the word Gere (e.g., in personal name Richard Gere): a faithful 
adaptation would include an illicit syllable [ki].  Therefore, stop [k] took as its correspondent 
palatal affricate [tɕ], creating the licit form [tɕi.ɚ] as the actual adaptation.  The underlying 
mechanism for adopting the palatal sound as [k]'s replacement aimed (per the hypothesis 
advanced by Miao) to achieve perceptual similarity, since a consonant can tend to be perceived 
as palatalized when followed by a high front vowel.  Given the lack of palatal stops in Mandarin, 
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the employment of the palatal affricate as a substitute would be considered to be a minimal 
change perceptually.   
Deviation from the most common adaptation forms could also be a result of an apparent 
aim to achieve a suitable meaning association.  As shown in Table 2.3, 27% of the /p, t/ were 
adapted as unaspirated [p, t].  In Miao’s examples, the petroleum company name Texaco was 
adapted as ‘德士古’ ([tɤ.ʂɹ̩.ku], virtue-gentleman-ancient), which created a desirable image of a 
classic well-mannered gentleman.  However, this adaptation involves a deviation from the 
faithful form for /t/ and /k/, both of which were adapted as unaspirated.  The faithful adaptation 
[tʰɤ.ʂɹ̩.kʰu] (e.g., 特是苦, especially-is-bitter/miserable) could create an undesirable image of a 
poor product.  This suggests that the deviation might not only be a result of a search for more 
desirable characters but also an avoidance of less desirable ones.  We will explore this possible 
cause of deviation in the current study.       
 The adaptation patterns for affricates resembled those for stops in that the majority of the 
English affricates were mapped onto their closest counterparts in Mandarin presenting 
approximate place features (e.g., /tʃ/ →[tɕh] or [tʂʰ]; /dʒ/→[tɕ] or [tʂ]).  It is interesting to notice 
that adaptation of affricates displayed a more common and wider range of variations compared 
with stops.  As will be discussed in Chapter 4, a similar observation regarding the higher 
variability of affricate substitutions was also made in the corpus of elicited adaptations in the 
current study.  A possible explanation is that in terms of perceptual similarity, one English 
affricate can be equally well mapped onto more than one Mandarin close counterpart.  For 
example, the English post-alveolar affricate /tʃ/ can be mapped onto either the palatal affricate 
[tɕ] or the retroflex affricate [tʂ] in Mandarin.  The contrast between the two affricate candidates 
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is far less distinct than that between two stop candidates, which could have contributed to the 
increased variability in adaptation forms.    
Deviations typically involved the feature of voice/aspiration.  The most prominent case is 
/dʒ/, for which there were more aspirated [tɕh] (39%) than unaspirated [tɕ] (33%).  The reason 
could again be attributed to the search for or avoidance of a particular meaning association.  In 
Miao’s examples, Johnson & Johnson (pharmaceutical company name) is adapted as ‘强生’ 
([tɕʰjɑŋ.ʂəŋ], strong-life), which helps promoting a desirable advertising image of better health, 
though deviation occurred to /dʒ/ in terms of aspiration.  Another example is Johnnie Walker 
(Scotch whiskey brand), which is adapted as ‘琼尼沃克’ ([tɕʰjuŋ.ni.wo.kʰɤ],  jade-nun-fertile-
gram).  The same type of deviation occurred to /dʒ/ but not for achieving a desirable meaning 
association.  Instead, it could be a move to avoid an adverse association, because the faithful 
form, [tɕjuŋ.ni.wo.kʰɤ] (e.g., ‘窘尼沃克’, embarrassed-nun-fertile-gram) creates an awkward 
image of the company.     
Table 2.4 Adaptation variation in fricatives (Miao 2006)   
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[f] [s] [ʂ] [ɕ] [x] [ts] [tʂ] [tɕ] [tɕh] [kh] [w] [ɻ] [j] 
/f/ 27 100             
/v/ 20 40          60   
/s/ 83  65 18 17          
/z/ 20  20 45   20 10 5      
/θ/ 10 10 70 20           
/ʃ/ 13   23 69     8     
/ʒ/ 2            50 50 
/h/ 51    20 78     2    
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Different from stops and affricates, fricatives in Mandarin do not contrast in aspiration, 
while those in English do contrast in voicing.  Miao reported that the majority of the English 
fricatives were mapped onto their closest Mandarin counterparts in terms of place, with the 
voicing contrast neutralized.  Deviations typically occurred to the place feature.  For example, as 
shown in (4) above, 65% of alveolar /s/ was mapped onto dental [s] as a faithful form, and the 
rest was mapped onto retroflex [ʂ] or palatal [ɕ] as a deviant.  Deviation also occurred to the 
manner feature, though not as common as place.  For example, 65% of /z/ was adapted as 
fricatives ([s], [ʂ]), while 35% was adapted as affricates ([ts], [tʂ], [tɕ]).  Fricative [v] was 
adapted as [f] exclusively in the coda position but as on-glide [w] most of the time in the onset.  
Consonant [ʒ] was mapped on to on-glide [j] in the onset position and approximant [ɻ] in the 
coda position, but the data were scant (n=2).  
As with stops and affricates, deviations could be attributed to Mandarin phonotactic 
constraints or the achievement of a meaning association.  For example, Cigna (name of a health 
service organization) and Sears (name of a department store) were adapted as ‘信诺’ ([ɕin.nwo], 
trust-promise) and ‘西尔斯’ ([ɕi.ɚ.sɹ̩], west-you-this), with /s/ in the onset of the first syllable 
mapped onto a deviant form [ɕ], instead of the faithful form [s].  A possible reason is the fact that 
[s] in Mandarin cannot be combined with high front vowels, such as [i] or [y], so the 
corresponding output of [sin.nwo] and [si.ɚ.sɹ̩] are illicit forms.  Another possible motivation for 
the deviation is to locate a desirable meaning association.  For example, ‘信诺’ (trust-promise), 
the adaptation for Cigna, sets up a positive image of a trustworthy company that keeps its 
promise.  Additionally, retroflex fricative [ʂ], which is a deviant form, was adopted for adapting 
/z/ in Febreze (brand name for household odor eliminators) and /θ/ in Theragram (medicine 
name), as opposed to the faithful form [s].  It is evident that the two adaptations, 纺必适 
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([fɑŋ.pi.ʂɹ̩], fabric-certainly-suitable/comfortable) for Febreze and 施尔康 ([ʂ̩ɹ̩.ɚ.kʰɑŋ], grant-
you-health) for Theragram, could contribute to the establishment of a positive advertising image 
by alluding to the comfortable fabric created by Febreze and good health provided by 
Theragram.  
Table 2.5 Adaptation variation in nasals and glides (Miao 2006)   
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[m] [n] [ŋ] [w] [j] [w] [x] 
/m/ 118 88 4 6 2    
/n/ 181  81 19     
/ŋ/ 12 33  67     
/j/ 4     100   
/w/ 53      77 23 
 
The adaptation of nasals and glides is much more straightforward, given the absence of 
voice or aspiration contrast in both English and Mandarin and the fact that there is a very close 
match for all the segments between the two languages.  As it turned out, the majority of the 
sounds were mapped onto their Mandarin counterparts, as shown in Table 2.5 above.  Deviation 
occurred to the place or manner feature for resolving a phonotactic constraint, achieving a 
desirable meaning association, or avoiding a less desirable association.  For example, [m] is not a 
licit coda in Mandarin, so when it shows up in the coda position in the source word, 
resyllabification occurs in the adaptation process by moving [m] to the onset position and adding 
an epenthetic vowel.  Alternatively, [m] is kept in the coda position but replaced by [n] or [ŋ], 
creating a deviant form.  Another example of the phonotactic constraint is Pantene (brand name 
of hair care products), which is adapted as ‘潘婷’ ([pʰan.tʰiŋ], surname PAN-elegant).  In the 
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adaptation of coda /n/ in the second syllable, deviation occurred, and alveolar /n/ was adapted as 
velar [ŋ].  Although it is possible that the deviation was made to achieve a desirable meaning 
association (a hair product that makes one look elegant), it is also very likely that the motivation 
was to avoid an illicit string ⎯ [tʰin] in Mandarin.  In terms of semantic association, another 
example is Pentium (brand name of computer processors).  In its adaptation form, ‘奔腾’ 
([pən.tʰəŋ], run fast-gallop), two deviation occurs: first, /p/ in the first syllable was adapted into 
an unaspirated [p]; second, /m/ in the second syllable was adapted as [ŋ].  Obliviously, the 
motivation was to achieve a desirable advertising image of the product as a processor with 
soaring speed.  In adapting glides, Warner in Times Warner (Time is translated based on word 
meaning) was adapted as ‘华纳’ ([xwac.nac], splendid-accept).  Glide /w/ in the first syllable was 
mapped onto fricative [x] in deviation.  The faithful form [wac] is a licit form in Mandarin, but it 
was not selected, most likely due to the undesirable meaning association, because the 
corresponding character “娃” refers to a baby/young girl or a doll.   
Table 2.6 Adaptation variation in liquids (Miao 2006)   
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[l] [ɚ] [ɻ] 
/l/ (onset) 50 100   
/ɹ/ (onset) 53 94  6 
/l/ (coda) 44 9 91  
/ɹ/ (coda) 21  100  
 
The adaptation of liquids displayed a unique variation pattern that correlated to their 
syllable locations.  According to Miao, the faithful adaptation for [l] and [ɹ] in the onset position 
is [l] and [ɻ] respectively.  However, in her corpus both [l] and [ɹ] were predominant adapted as 
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[l], as shown in Table 2.6 above.  Miao related it to the biased distribution of strings and t-strings 
that have [l] or [ɻ] as onset in the Mandarin sound system.  In reference to the Modern Chinese 
Dictionary (2001), she reported that 94 t-strings were listed with [l] as the onset while only 34 
strings were listed with [ɻ] as the onset.  Ignoring tone variations, the number of strings that start 
with [l] and [ɻ] is 26 and 15.  Additionally, she pointed out that [l] is compatible with a much 
larger group of vowels than [ɻ].  She suggested that the preference in [l] over [ɻ] was a result of 
the unmarkedness of [l] in Mandarin phonology.  When in coda position, the two liquids were 
predominantly adapted as rhotacized vowel [ɚ], instead of using the more common strategy of 
resyllabification with an epenthetic vowel.  Miao associated it to the report by Espy-Wilson 
(1992) that coda liquids are phonetically very similar to a back vowel, especially in American 
English.  As will be discussed in Chapter 4~6, a similar observation was made in the current 
study that the tone adaptation patterns were to very sensitive to the distributional properties of 
Mandarin phonology.         
As with the other types of consonants, the deviation forms for liquids reflect an attempt to 
achieve desirable meaning associations, but for some cases it also reflects a competition between 
perceptual assimilation and meaning association.  For example, Dole in Dole Food (food 
company name; Food is translated based on word meaning) and Dunhill (brand name luxury 
goods) were adapted as ‘都乐’ ([tou.lɤ], all-happy) and ‘登喜路’ ([təŋ.ɕi.lu], climb up-lucky-
road).  In these adaptations, /l/ in the coda position was not adapted as the rhotacized vowel in 
the faithful form.  Instead, it was resyllabified as an onset and adapted as [l] followed by an 
epenthetic vowel.  The deviant forms achieved a desirable meaning association for both 
brands/companies, i.e., food that makes everyone happy and goods that take one onto a lucky 
path.  The faithful forms, [tou.ɚ] (e.g., ‘都尔’, all-you) and [təŋ.ɕi.ɚ] (e.g., ‘登喜尔’, climb up-
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lucky-you) are not able to achieve such positive meaning associations.  This is, however, a 
different case in Reebok (foot company name) and Rimmel (cosmetics brand name) which were 
adapted as ‘锐步’ ([ɻwei.pu], quick-footstep) and ‘瑞美尔’ ([ɻwei.mei.ɚ], lucky-beautiful-you).  
In both words, /ɹ/ was not adapted as [l] in the faithful form but was mapped onto [ɻ] in the 
deviant form.  The deviant adaptations can present a desirable image of the brands as shoes that 
make one walk faster and cosmetics that bring one beauty and luck.  However, the faithful forms, 
such as [li.pu] (e.g., ‘力步’, powerful-footstep) and [li.mei.ɚ] (e.g., ‘丽美尔’, pretty-beautiful-
you) can also achieve such purpose by alluding to shoes that can create powerful steps and 
cosmetics that can make one look beautiful.  What is the motivation for selecting the deviant 
forms?  According to Miao, the English “r” is usually pronounced as a central approximant [ɹ], 
which is perceptually a closer match to Mandarin [ɻ] than [l].  Therefore, it’s interesting to see 
that sometimes perceptual similarity could override the influence of the distributional bias in the 
native phonology, even when the candidate suggested by the biased phonology could achieve a 
meaning association as desirable as the perceptual candidate.    
2.1.1.3 Experiments and the role of frequency 
In addition to the corpus study, Miao also conducted three ‘live’ experiments, the purpose 
of which was to test whether the adaptation patterns would conform to those observed in the 
corpus data.  As discussed earlier in this section, her corpus analysis showed higher variability in 
adaptations involving semantic associations, such as brand names and company names.  
Therefore, to minimize semantic interference, tokens used in her experiments were presented to 
the participants as place names.  Note that we also used place names for the major part of the 
current study out of the same consideration.  
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The first experiment was a perceptual one, where participants were asked to evaluate the 
similarity between a series of English stimuli and their four types of Mandarin adaptation forms.  
The purpose was to test if faithful renditions of the target consonants in terms of 
voicing/aspiration, as proposed in the corpus study, would also be favored over deviant forms in 
the experiments.  A second purpose was to test if vowel insertion would be a preferred repair 
strategy over consonant deletion, as observed in the corpus study.  In the second and third 
experiment, the same participants were asked to respond to the same English stimuli by making 
the corresponding Mandarin renditions in pinyin and character format respectively.  When 
responding in pinyin, participants were told that they did not need to mark the tones.  When 
responding in characters, however, tones were automatically reflected through character choices.  
Since the third experiment is most relevant to the experiment reanalyzed in the current study, we 
will focus on this experiment only in the following discussions. 
The English stimuli used in Miao’s experiments were constructed as C1VC2 syllables, 
where C1 was a liquid or nasal (/1, m/), vowel as /i/ or /ʌ/, and C2 was a plosive (/p, b, t, d, k, g/), 
e.g., /lit/, /mʌd/.  Since /l/ and /m/ have an almost identical counterpart in Mandarin as C1 onset, 
the purpose of the experiment was to investigate how Mandarin speakers nativize the C2 coda, 
which are all illicit in Mandarin.  The English stimuli were uttered with a falling pitch contour.  
Ten adult Mandarin-English bilinguals born in Mainland China participated in the experiment.  
They were native Mandarin speakers, and at the time of the experiment, they had lived in an 
English-speaking country for two to seven years.  The participants were asked to listen to the 
English stimuli and write down their renditions for the English tokens in Chinese characters.  
One participant lost track of the order of the stimuli, so the corresponding responses were 
excluded from the analysis.   
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Miao reported that vowel epenthesis was used exclusively as the repair strategy for the 
illicit codas, and variations only occurred to the voiceless stops in terms of aspiration.  Voiced 
stops were adapted as unaspirated stops exclusively.  For voiceless stops, however, the 
variability differed: /p/ displayed a much higher rate of variation than /t/ and /k/.  Only 14% of /t/ 
and 6% of /k/ were rendered as unaspirated, while 64% of /p/ was rendered as unaspirated.  Miao 
did not explain this pattern.  By examining the characters picked by the participants, we may find 
a possible explanation.   
As we see from Table 2.7 below, the English /p/ in the coda position received two pairs 
of renditions in Mandarin in terms of the segmental string of contents ⎯ [phu]/[pu] and 
[phwo]/[pwo].  Except for [pu], each string was represented by more than one character, as 
selected by the participants.  Relying on the character frequency list constructed by Da (2004), 
which we will introduce in Chapter 4, we extracted the frequency information of the characters, 
and presented them in values per million, as shown blow.   
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Table 2.7 Characters chosen for /p/ in coda position in Experiment 3 (Miao 2006)   
English 
Stimulus 
Mandarin 
String 
Mandarin 
Character 
Frequency 
(per million) 
Gloss 
/p/ [phu] 普 328.5 general/universal 
  仆 46.4 servant  
  浦 29.8 riverside 
 [pu] 布 587.3 cloth 
 [phwo] 破 347.6 damaged 
to destroy  
  婆 91.0 mother-in-law 
old woman 
  坡 65.9 slope 
 [pwo] 波 304.1 wave  
  伯 219.7 uncle  
  博 172.4 extensive/ample 
to win 
  勃 68.1 prosperous 
  卜 37.7 radish 
 
In Table 2.7 above, the aspirated (faithful) renditions were represented by two high-
frequency characters ⎯ ‘普’ [phu] (328.5) and [phwo] ‘破’ (347.6 occurrences per million).  In 
contrast, the unaspirated (deviant) renditions, [pu] and [pwo], were represented by four high-
frequency characters ⎯ ‘布’ [pu] (587.3), ‘波’ [pwo] (304.1), ‘伯’ [pwo] (219.7) and ‘博’ [pwo] 
(172.4).  Since the desire to make certain semantic associations could override phonological 
faithfulness, as Miao suggested, it is possible that the same overriding effect could be triggered 
by the desire to pick strings that are associated with more high-frequency characters.  This might 
explain the higher rate of [p] than [ph] in the participants’ selections.    
Although a similar frequency pattern is observed in the /t/ and /k/ pairs (the unaspirated 
renditions are represented by characters with higher frequencies), the functions of those 
characters are different from the ones associated with /p/.  As we can see from Table 2.8 below, 
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when associated with [tɤ], ‘的’ was the sole character that has an extremely high frequency 
(32840.0).  This character is a grammatical morpheme that functions as a possessive marker.  As 
we will see in Chapter 5, grammatical morphemes are rarely used in place names.  When this 
character is set aside, the frequency difference between the aspirated and unaspirated forms is 
much smaller, e.g., ‘特’ (1235.6) vs. ‘得’ (1089) and ‘德’ (872.9), so the faithful rendition 
(aspirated form) prevailed.  A similar argument can be made for [kɤ]: the sole character that 
boosted the frequency of the unaspirated category was ‘个’ (6199.3), which is also a grammatical 
morpheme that functions as a measure word (noun classifier).  When this character is set aside, 
the frequency of the characters that represented the aspirated forms becomes higher than the 
unaspirated forms, except for ‘各’ ([kɤ], each/every), which can also be considered as a 
grammatical morpheme of distributive quantifier, so the faithful rendition to prevailed.   
Table 2.8 Characters chosen for /t/ and /k/ in coda position in Experiment 3 (Miao 2006)   
English 
Stimulus 
Mandarin 
String 
Mandarin 
Character 
Frequency 
(per million) 
Gloss 
/t/ [thɤ] 特 1235.6 special 
especially 
 [tɤ] 得 1089.0 to obtain 
  德 872.9 virtue 
  的 32840.0 possessive marker 
/k/ [khɤ] 可 3797.8 can/may/should  
  克 858.1 gram  
to overcome 
  科 804.9 branch 
subject 
 [kɤ] 个 6199.3 measure word  
  各 999.6 each/every 
  格 692.4 grid 
standard 
style 
  哥 225.4 elder brother 
  葛 41.1 a plant name 
a surname 
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2.1.2 Featural mapping and vowel adaptations 
 With regard to vowel adaptations, Lin (2008) constructed a corpus that consisted of 4200 
proper names (place and people) taken from Oxford Advanced English-English and English-
Chinese Dictionary (1978).  The selection of place and personal names as the target of 
investigation maximally ruled out the influence of semantic tingeing.  A total of 8974 vowel 
tokens were extracted from the proper names.  She reported that more peripheral vowels in the 
source form, such as the cardinal vowels, exhibited less variability in the adapted forms.  In 
contrast, mid-central vowels displayed most variability.  More specifically, tense vowels were 
more faithfully adapted in terms of backness than their corresponding lax ones.  High and low 
vowels showed less deviation in height than mid vowels.  Mid-central vowels displayed most 
variability both in height and backness.   
Table 2.9 Most frequently used correspondents to English ‘corner’ vowels (Lin 2008) 
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[i] [u] [ei] [ou] [wo] [ac] [a] [ɑ] [ai] [ja] 
[i] 536 83  9        
[ɪ] 1625 79  9        
[u] 492  82  9 4      
[ʊ] 148  74  9 5      
[æ] 847      39 36  6 9 
[ɑ] 605      64  17   
  
 The corpus of experimentally elicited adaptations in the current study was constructed 
based on the reports made by Lin (2007, 2008) for vowel adaptation.  To minimize the 
variability, we selected the four ‘corner’ vowels in English (/i, u, æ, ɑ/) for the stimuli.  The most 
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frequently used adaptation forms of English ‘corner’ vowels in Lin’s study are displayed in 
Table 2.9 above.  The majority of the vowels were mapped onto their closest Mandarin 
counterparts in terms of backness.  Exceptions included front [æ] (39% mapped to central [ac]) 
and back [ɑ] (62% mapped to central [ac]).  Lin noted that low central vowel [ac] in Mandarin is 
a common match for either a front or back low vowel in English ([æ], [ɑ]).  For example, [æ] in 
Sally is adapted as [ac] in [ʂac.li]; [ɑ] in Carter is also adapted as [ac] in [kʰac.tʰɤ].  Lin proposed 
that /a/ in Mandarin is unspecified for and/or ambiguous between front and back: for example, /a/ 
surfaces as front [a] before [n] but back [ɑ] before [ŋ].  As an illustration, Sam is adapted as 
[ʂan.mu], and /a/ surfaces as front [a] before [n] in [ʂan].  In comparison, Bond is adapted as 
[pɑŋ.tɤ], and /a/ surfaces as back [ɑ] before [ŋ] in [pɑŋ].  The design of the experiment in the 
current study drew upon Lin’s proposal regarding the allophonic variation of /a/ in Mandarin.  To 
elicit the target output of [an] and [ɑŋ] in the Mandarin adaptations, we intentionally placed [æ] 
in front of [n] and [ɑ] in front of [ŋ] in our English stimuli, e.g., [bæn.tə], [bɑŋ.kǝ] (see §4.1 for 
more details).  In terms of vowel height, the mapping was not as faithful as backness, but 
deviations were minimal, i.e., between high and mid ([i]→[ei], [u]→[ou]), but not between high 
and low.  The only exception was low vowel [æ], 9% of which was mapped onto [ja], with a 
glide derived from high vowel [i].   
Table 2.10 Most frequently used correspondents to English mid-central vowels (Lin 2008) 
SOURCE 
ADAPTATION 
TOTAL 
VARIATION (%) 
[ə] [ɤ] [ac] [wo] 
[ə] 2106 15  29  
[ɚ] 152  18  26 
[ʌ] 155 19  19  
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 In contrast to ‘corner’ vowels, the adaptation of central vowels was more chaotic.  Lin 
reported that there were 19 adaptation variants for [ə], 17 for [ɚ], and 15 for [ʌ].  Consider [ɚ] as 
an example, it was adapted as [wo] in Bird, [ɤ] in Curt, [ou] in Ervine, [ei] in Burnett, [ai] in 
Spencer, [u] and [ac] in Wordsworth, to name but a few from the examples provided by Lin.  The 
most frequently used adaptation forms for the three English mid-central vowels are displayed in 
(10) above.  The combined percentage of the two most frequently picked variants for each mid-
central vowel was less than 45%.   
 Based on her observation that vowels with better perceptual contrasts and saliency 
(peripheral, tense vowels) displayed much less variability than vowels with relatively poor 
perceptual contrast and saliency (mid-central, mid, lax vowels), Lin argued for the incorporation 
of perceptual factors in the loanword adaptation process, though the dominant role is 
phonological, such as feature mapping.  
2.2 Suprasegmental adaptation 
 In this section, we will review studies that explored the role of stress, onset and coda in 
the English source words, the influence of loanword source types (common nouns vs. proper 
names) and adapter types (bilingual vs. monolingual speakers), and the correlation between tone 
distribution patterns in the adaptation forms and the corresponding tone frequency patterns in the 
Mandarin lexicon.   
2.2.1 The role of stress, onset and coda 
2.2.1.1 Stress-to-tone and depressor consonants 
Wu (2006) examined data collected from a reference book of loanwords in Chinese and 
reported an association of stress in English source words and tone assignments in Mandarin 
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adaptations.  Specifically, initially stressed syllables of English disyllabic words tend to be 
adapted with T1 (or T2) in Mandarin.  Wu suggested that Mandarin tends to maximize 
perceptual similarity by realizing English stress with the tone that has the highest pitch (T1) in 
the Mandarin inventory.  She also claimed that such stress-to-tone association can be modulated 
by acoustic-phonetic factors that depress F0 initially in the nuclear vowel of the string in the 
adapted forms.  Wu invoked the notion of depressor consonant, in that voicing, more specifically 
sonorancy (given that voiced obstruents are basically absent in Mandarin), can lower the onset 
F0 of the following vowel.  This was supported by her observation that in her study the majority 
of the Mandarin adaptations with sonorant onsets were assigned T2.  For example, modern was 
adapted as [mwo.təŋ].  The string [mwo] corresponds to the stressed syllable in the source word, 
and was expected to take T1.  However, given that [mwo] has a sonorant onset, the string was 
assigned T2 instead.  Referring to Xu and Xu (2003), Wu also reported a depressor effect of 
onset aspiration in F0.  The effect was indirectly reflected through the preference in T1, over T2, 
for adaptations with unaspirated onsets.  In other words, strings with unaspirated onsets were 
perceived with a higher pitch, which suggested that aspiration may have a lowering effect in the 
F0 of the following vowel.  Using [mwo.təŋ] as an example again, [təŋ] corresponds to the 
unstressed syllable in the source word but was assigned T1, which is expected to be assigned to 
strings that correspond to stressed syllables in the source words.  Since [təŋ] has an unaspirated 
onset, T1 is selected.   
In order to test the effect of onset sonorancy and aspiration in tone choice, Wu also 
carried out an experiment.  A series of disyllabic English non-sense words were constructed in 
the template of CV.CV(C), CVN.CV(C), and CVV.CV(C), with the initial syllable of the word 
bearing the primary stress.  The onsets of the critical syllables included sonorant, unaspirated, 
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and aspirated consonants.  For each of the English word, two Mandarin adaptations were created, 
which differed minimally in tone for the critical syllables.  For example, the English word 
[ˈgəɹ.dʒɪt] was paired with two Mandarin adaptations, both of which had identical segmental 
sequence ([kɤ.tɕi]) and tone for the second string (T2), but differed in tone for the first string (T1 
vs. T2).  The English words were played auditorily to 15 Mandarin speakers from Taiwan.  For 
each English word, its two Mandarin adaptations were also presented on a computer screen in 
Chinese characters.  The Mandarin speakers were asked to decide which of the two adapted 
forms sounded closer to the English word.  Wu reported that participants in the experiment had a 
clear preference in T2 and T1 for critical strings with sonorant and unaspirated onsets, but the 
predicted favor in T2 was not conspicuous for critical strings with aspirated onsets.   
Wu offered an explanation through the notion of tonotactic gaps in Mandarin.  She noted 
that not all the strings in Mandarin are compatible with the four tones, and that the patterns of the 
tone gaps are not completely random.  More specifically, some of the patterns can be explained 
through the compatibility of tones and onset/coda properties: CVN strings with unaspirated 
onsets are typically incompatible with T2, while CVN strings with sonorant onsets are generally 
incompatible with T1.  However, Wu pointed out that syllables with aspirated onsets do not 
display such patterned tone gaps in the Mandarin lexicon.  Therefore, Mandarin speakers in her 
experiment might not have obtained sufficient cues for adopting T2, except for the acoustic-
phonetic difference in F0.  Wu’s study suggested that in addition to the stress-to-tone perceptual 
mapping effect between source and recipient language, a stronger driving force for tone 
assignment can be associated with the internal configurations of the recipient language, 
especially the compatibility of tones and strings, which in term reveals acoustic-phonetic 
intricacies.    
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2.2.1.2 Contour-to-tone and the role of coda 
 Drawing upon Wu’s observations, Chang & Bradley (2011) conducted a small-scale 
experimental study by eliciting Mandarin speakers’ responses to novel stimuli that were 
phonotactically legal English nonsense words: participants were instructed to imagine they were 
hearing new English loanwords, and asked to suggest the most natural way to say these words in 
Mandarin.  The stimulus materials were constructed as disyllabic English nonsense word pairs, 
in which the critical syllable assumed either word-initial or word-final position, and always took 
primary stress, e.g., [ˈbi.kə] and [kə.ˈbi].  In the stimulus materials, the stressed syllable carried a 
high pitch accent, H*, and also carried low boundary tones when it was placed in word-final 
position, so that an H*L-L% pitch contour was formed.  The idea was to see whether participants 
reflect that contour in their Mandarin adaptations.  Both obstruent and sonorant onsets were 
included in the stimulus set, and among obstruents, differences in laryngeal features were also 
taken into consideration, so syllables with both voiced and voiceless onsets were included.    
 The observations made by Chang &Bradley converged with Wu in terms of depressor 
consonants: in the adapted forms, T1 was least preferred in strings with sonorant onsets, and T2 
was most favored in strings with aspirated onsets.  This agreement supports the claim that onset 
sonorancy and aspiration depress F0 in the following vowel in Mandarin.  Complementing Wu’s 
study, Chang & Bradley reported a notable boost of T2 and a total disappearance of T1 for CVN 
strings with sonorant onsets.  Differing from Wu, they reported that T4, not T1, was most 
favored in stressed English CV syllables with obstruent onsets, regardless of the position of the 
syllable (word initial or final).  This observation questions the association of T1 with stress per 
se, but suggests a mapping of F0 contour directly: the high pitch accent on the stressed English 
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syllable and the low boundary tone formed a falling pitch contour (whether syllable-internally or 
across syllables), which resembled the shape of T4 in Mandarin.    
2.2.2 Source type and the role of frequency 
 To re-examine the syllable onset effect on tone assignments, as reported by Wu (2006) 
and Chang & Bradley (2012), Zheng and Durvasula (2015) conducted a corpus study and a ‘live’ 
adaptation experiment with a focus on the influence of loanword source types and adapter types.  
For both corpora, the investigation was restricted to the stressed syllables in the English 
loanwords.  In the corpus study, three types of words were collected ⎯ common nouns (n=52), 
place names (n=25) and person names (n=1931), with the third type dominating the corpus.  The 
first two types of words were taken from A Dictionary of Chinese Loanwords (1993) and A 
Handbook of Foreign Geographical Names (1993), the latter of which is also the reference we 
used in the current study (see Chapter 6).  The third type was taken from A List of Common 
British and American (New English Chinese Dictionary 1988).   
 In terms of source types, Zheng and Durvasula reported that T3 was dispreferred by all 
three types of words and that a different variant of a high tone was favored by each of the three 
types of words.  For example, T2 (mid-rising) was the most favorite choice for common nouns, 
T1 (high-level) for place names, and T4 (high-falling) for personal names.  When investigating 
the syllable onset effect, only personal names were included in the analysis due to the limited 
data for common nouns and place names.  The observation confirmed the patterns reported by 
Wu (2006).  Note that personal names (and place names) were not included in Wu’s study.  She 
used only common nouns.  Therefore, the fact that the two studies reported the same onset effect 
may suggest that loanword types do not matter in tone assignments.  In the current dissertation, 
we also included different types of loanwords, i.e., place names, manga role names and brand 
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names.  We report that although differences in loanword types do not change the general 
distributional pattern of tonal assignments across corpus, it may affect tone choices for specific 
loanwords (e.g., female names, brand names) when there is a need to make a desired semantic 
association (see Chapter 6 for more discussion).    
    With a purpose to investigate the adapter effect, two groups of participants were recruited 
for the live experiment based on their L2 background.  The bilingual group consisted of ten 
Mandarin native speakers with more than ten years of English education in China.  The 
monolingual group was made up of ten Mandarin native speakers with no L2 knowledge of 
English.  The stimuli were constructed with 24 disyllabic English nonsense words with initially 
stressed syllables.  The syllable onset featured three types of consonants: voiceless obstruent [p, 
t], voiced obstruent (b, d, g), and sonorant [m, n, l].  Vowel qualities were not controlled.  Two 
experiments were conducted: in Experiment 1, the stimuli were played to the participants as 
isolated words; in Experiment 2, the same stimuli were embedded in the beginning or middle of 
a carrier sentence.  Compared to the previous studies, by adding a monolingual participant group 
and an experiment with stimuli embedded in a carrier sentence, Zheng and Durvasula probed 
into the effect of native language knowledge that could be consulted by the participants during 
the adaptation process in comparison to the acoustic features of the stimuli.  
 Observations from both experiments conducted by Zheng and Durvasula showed that T1 
and T4 were the most preferred tones overall, followed by T2 and T3.  However, there was a 
significantly stronger preference in T1 in Experiment 1, when participants were paying attention 
to only the acoustics, so there was a potential stress-to-tone perceptual mapping, as discussed in 
previous studies.  In Experiment 2, there was not a tone that was significantly more frequently 
selected than the others, suggesting that when part of the participants’ attention was directed to 
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their native language information (carrier sentence), the perceptual effect might have been 
weakened.  This inference was also supported by the observation that the bilingual group showed 
a strong preference for T1, even for strings with sonorant onsets, which contradicted the reports 
made by Wu (2006) and Chang & Bradley (2011), while the monolingual group showed more 
variably distributed tones selections.  This suggested that with a better knowledge of the English 
language, the bilinguals could be making more perceptual associations between the two 
languages than the monolinguals who were seeking more cues from their native language.   
 Different from their corpus results, Zheng and Durvasula reported that onset properties 
did not matter in their experiments overall: T1 was uniformly the most preferred tone for strings 
with unaspirated, aspirated or sonorant onsets.  However, when looking at the tone selections 
made by monolinguals alone, Zheng and Durvasula reported an interesting pattern: the ranking 
of the participants’ tone selections for strings with different onset properties matched such 
ranking in the Mandarin lexicon.  For example, in Experiment 1, T4 was the primary choice for 
strings with unaspirated onsets.  For strings aspirated onsets, T1 and T2 were picked more 
frequently than T3 and T4.  For strings with sonorant onsets, T4 and T2 were the first two 
choices.  Those patterns were all congruent with the frequency patterns in the Mandarin lexicon.  
Zheng and Durvasula calculated the tone frequencies based on the character frequencies 
extracted from the CCL Corpus of Chinese Texts (2009), which collected more than 72 million 
words from such sources as modern Chinese literature, newspaper, magazine, etc.  They 
proposed that monolinguals employed tone frequency in making their judgments of tone 
selections.  This proposal is very relevant to the current dissertation in that we make a similar 
hypothesis by invoking the idea of tone probabilities calculated from a database (Da 2004, see 
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Chapter 4 for more discussion), and explore the hypothesis by involving both corpus and 
experimental data.   
 Zheng and Durvasula also made note of the difference between established loanwords 
with settled Chinese orthography (characters) and those observed in live adaptation tasks as two 
separate types of data.  They reminded the readers that many of the established loans, especially 
place names and person names, could have been shaped based on authorities’ advice.  Citing Shi 
(2003), Dong (2012) also reported that a large role in importing new words into Mandarin is 
played by the China National Committee for Terms in Sciences and Technologies, and the 
translation of proper names is partially performed by the Proper Names and Translation Service 
in the Xinhua News Agency.  Members of the Term Committee and Translation Service are 
fairly advanced learners of English.  Similarly, in Chapter 1 of the current study, we discussed 
the “prescriptive” tradition of shaping loanword adaptation formats.  Such adaptations tend to 
follow certain prescriptive conventions that have been adopted for treating loanwords in China.  
The role of the conventions is investigated in Chapter 5 regarding the adaptation of place names 
in the dictionary corpus.    
2.3 Concluding remarks 
 In this chapter, we reviewed several studies that are most relevant to the current project 
on the tonal adaptation of loanwords in Mandarin.  While observations and arguments made in 
these studies provide important insights into the adaptation mechanisms from such perspectives 
as perceptual similarity and featural mapping, which have been widely addressed in the literature 
of loanword phonology, they also reveal aspects that have not been thoroughly explored, such as 
the relevance of semantics, the role of frequency patterns in the Mandarin lexicon, and the 
influence of prescriptive advice on shaping established loans. 
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 We will start approaching these aspects in Chapter 3 by reviewing important literature on 
the major frameworks of loanword phonology, and discussing how tonal adaptation processes in 
Mandarin could pose a challenge to these frameworks.  In Chapter 4, we will introduce a tool 
that can integrate lexical frequency into the analysis of tonal adaptations.  In Chapter 5, we will 
fully utilize this tool to assess the role of tone probability and character frequency by analyzing 
English place names.  We will also address the prescriptive tradition by examining place names 
extracted from a dictionary.  In Chapter 6, we will investigate the role of semantic associations 
by examining Japanese manga role names and brand names.
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Chapter 3: Approaches to Loanword Phonology 
 Over the past two decades, there was an increasing interest in the study of loanword 
phonology, and different perspectives have developed, which have contributed to a debate over 
the role of phonetics (including perception) in phonology.  Under the perceptual view, the 
process of loanword adaptation is seen as perceptually matching the words of one language onto 
another, e.g., Peperkamp & Dupoux (2001, 2003), Peperkamp 2005, Peperkamp et al. (2008).  
Speakers of the recipient language maximize perceptual similarity of a borrowed form with its 
pronunciation in the donor language.  An alternative view maintains that borrowing is 
phonological and that loanword phonology can give evidence about the nature of representations 
as well as the rules or constraint rankings of the borrowing language, e.g., Paradis & LaCharité 
(1997, 2008), LaCharité & Paradis (2000, 2005).  A third view features the combination of the 
perceptual and phonological approach, under which the input to the adaptation process is based 
on how the borrowers perceive the acoustic signal of the donor language, and then the 
perception-based input is modified by the borrowing language’s phonological grammar, e.g., 
Kenstowicz (2001), Yip (2006).   
 Beyond these three major approaches, it has been shown in the literature that a variety of 
other factors, such as orthography, morphology, and semantics, can be involved in loanword 
adaptation, e.g., Smith (2006), Dong (2012), Hsieh & Kenstowicz (2006), Chen and Au 
(2004).  Such factors, however, have been underexplored, especially in terms of suprasegmental 
adaptations.  Through investigating the tonal assignments of English and Japanese loanwords in 
Mandarin, the current study demonstrates that the adaptation process can be essentially non-
phonological, and it can be conducted maximally independently of the donor language.   
 In the following sections, we will review the three major approaches to loanword 
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phonology and discuss how tonal assignments can be interpreted through those perspectives.  In 
the last section, we will discuss non-phonological factors and discuss why Mandarin presents a 
unique case in this perspective. 
3.1 The phonology approach 
 Under the phonology approach, borrowers, who are bilinguals, accurately identify L2 
sound categories (i.e., categories in the donor language).  They operate on the mental 
representation of an L2 sound, not directly on its surface phonetic form.  Thus, loanword 
adaptation is generally based on the L2- (not the L1-) referenced perception of L2 phoneme 
categories.  Phonetic approximation plays a limited role.  If a given L2 phonological category 
(i.e., feature combination) exists in L1 (the recipient language), this L2 category will be 
preserved in L1 in spite of phonetic differences.  If the category does not exist in L1, it will be 
replaced by the closest phonological category in L1.  Category proximity is determined by the 
number of changes (in terms of structure and features) that an L2 phoneme must undergo to 
become a permissible phoneme in L1. 
 Supporting the phonology approach, LaCharité and Paradis (2005) argued that main 
adaptation patterns in the database of their study showed phonological, not phonetic proximity. 
They illustrated this point by displaying the behavior of two English lax vowels, /ɪ/ and /ʊ/, in 
two loanword corpora of Mexican Spanish and three loanword corpora of French (Paris, 
Montreal, Quebec).  In terms of F1 and F2 formant values, /ɪ/ and /ʊ/ were closer to /e/ and /o/ in 
the five corpora, but they were adapted to tense vowel /i/ and /u/ most of the time.  The category 
[+high, –ATR] is replaced by [+high, +ATR], thus preserving the phonological category [+high].  
With regard to suprasegmental adaptation, especially where there is a mismatch of 
suprasgemental types between donor and recipient languages, the determination of structural or 
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feature changes that an L2 toneme must undergo could become less straightforward.  For 
example, in the current study, we investigate possible associations between stress in English 
source words and tone in Mandarin adaptations.  Additionally, we explore the possible effect of 
accent patterns in Japanese as a donor language.  
To determine the features of tones, we should start with their phonological representation.  
There are many models regarding the representation of tone, e.g., Hyman (1993), Duanmu 
(1990), Bao (1990), and the most widely used feature system is the one proposed by Yip (1980).  
Her most important contribution is perhaps the notion of tonal register.   
(1) Phonological representation of tones 
 +Upper  +high  55  extra-high                                      o   (Tonal Node)    
                           –high  44  high                   
            -------------------------                                                    H 
            –Upper  +high  33  mid 
                          –high  11  low                                               l   h 
 
As shown in left panel of (1) above, the register feature, represented as [±Upper], divides the 
pitch range of the voice into two halves.  A second feature, [±high], sub-divides each register 
into two again, creating four tones (an increase in numerical value corresponds to an increase in 
pitch, as with Chao digits).  According to this proposal (Yip 2002), tonal features could spread 
independently of each other, putting [Upper] and [high] on different autosegmental tiers, as 
shown in right panel of (1) above.  This figure represents a high rising tone: H=[+Upper] 
register; l=tone feature [–high], and h=tone feature [+high].  Register and tone are both 
dominated by a tonal node.  As explained by Duanmu (1990), this concept nicely captures the 
interrelations among tones.  It predicts that there are relations between Extra-high and High, both 
being [+Upper]; between Mid and Low, both being [-Upper]; between Extra-high and Mid, both 
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being [+high]; and between High and Low, both being [–h].  
 With respect to Mandarin, this representation assigns the primary [+Upper] feature to T1 
(High, 55), T2 (Rising, 35), and T4 (Falling, 51), situating the tone onset in the upper half of the 
speaker’s register; the onset of T2 has middle pitch, considered as being low within upper 
register.  T3 (Low, 214) is assigned [–Upper] feature, situating its onset in the lower half of the 
register.  As reported in previous studies, T1, T2 and T4 tended to be assigned to strings in 
Mandarin adaptations that corresponded to stressed syllables in the English source words.  Since 
T1, T2 and T4 are grouped together by [+Upper], there seems to be a correspondence between 
English stress and [+Upper] register in tones.  If there is a stress-to-register mapping, how do we 
measure the phonological proximity?  If category proximity is determined by the number of 
changes that an L2 phoneme must undergo to become a permissible phoneme in L1, what 
changes should stress undergo to become a tone?   
Furthermore, Chang & Bradley (2011) reported a preference in T4 over T1 for Mandarin 
strings with an obstruent onset that correspond to stressed syllables in English.  According to 
Yip’s model, both T1 (55) and T4 (51) are assigned with [+Upper], since they have the same 
tone onset.  Only with this feature, it is hard to capture their difference.  The model proposed by 
Duanmu (1990), however, allows for overlapping contours.  To be precise, a fall in the upper 
register might be [52], which is very close to T4 (51).  According to this model, T1 and T4 can 
be distinguished, but the crucial question remains: how do we measure the phonological 
proximity between T4 and stress?  Why is a falling tone in the upper register considered a better 
match than a leveling tone in the same register?  Does the falling tone require fewer feature 
changes for stress to undergo?  Such scenarios of loanword adaptation that involve languages 
with different suprasegmental systems present problems to the phonology approach, and such 
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problems cannot be analyzed without reference to perceptual or acoustic similarity, which we 
will discuss in the following section. 
3.2 The phonetic/perception approach 
 Under the phonetic/perceptual view, loanword adaptations take place during perception 
due to the automatic process of phonetic decoding, which maps a continuous acoustic signal onto 
a discrete representation called the phonetic surface form, and phonological decoding maps the 
surface forms onto potential underlying forms.  During phonetic decoding, a given input sound 
from the nonnative/L2 system will be mapped onto the closest available phonetic category in the 
native/L1 system, in terms of either acoustic proximity or proximity in the sense of articulatory 
gestures.  Phonological proximity as reflected in the featural structure of segments is irrelevant 
(Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003).   
 Peperkamp et al. (2008) challenged the phonology approach with the case of Japanese 
adaptation of word-final [n] in loanwords from English and French.  The treatment of [n] showed 
an asymmetry: while it was adapted as a moraic nasal consonant in loanwords from English, it 
was adapted with a following epenthetic vowel in loanwords from French.  For example, English 
word pen was adapted as pen in Japanese (in romanization form), while French word Cannes 
([kan]) was adapted as kannu.  Based on the phonology approach, the input to loanword 
adaptations is constituted by the surface form of the source language, which is the same segment 
[n], and the adaptations are computed by the phonological grammar of the borrowing language, 
which is the same language Japanese.  Therefore, the treatment of the English and French [n] 
should be same.  Through experimental observations, Peperkamp et al. (2008) argued that the 
asymmetry was caused by phonetic differences in the realization of word-final [n] in English and 
French: French but not English word-final [n] had a strong vocalic release, which was perceived 
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by the Japanese listeners as their native vowel [ɯ] (written as u in romanization form).   
 With regard to suprasegmental adaptation, Silverman (1992) reported that English stress 
patterns were interpreted as tonal patterns by Cantonese speakers, assuming loanword operations 
proceed from a phonetic input, such as a superficial acoustic signal possessing no phonological 
structure.  He remarked that English phonological stress tends to correlate with phonetic pitch, 
and as Cantonese is a tonal language, phonetic pitch correlates with phonological tone.  Wu 
(2006) made similar remarks that stressed syllable of English is the site of a high pitch accent in 
citation contours, setting up a natural correspondence between Mandarin’s T1 and stress in 
English, based on F0; her assumption was that the loanwords in her study were mapped on the 
basis of acoustic similarity.  If the mapping of F0 as a phonetic category is the key point in tonal 
adaptation, it will be easier to explain the grouping of F1 (55), F2 (35) and F4 (51) as a better 
match to stress in previous studies, because either the onset or offset of those tones features 
higher F0 than T3 (214).   
 The next thing to be explained through the phonetic/perception approach is the special 
preference in T4 over T1, as observed in Chang & Bradley (2011).  If there is any other 
perceptual or acoustic similarity, it should be the mapping of F0 contour.  The materials design 
in the experiment created two conditions which put the stress syllable in word-initial and final 
positions.  When the syllable is in word-final position, there is a high pitch accent and low 
boundary tone forming over the syllable, thus creating a falling contour shape.  Among the four 
Mandarin tones, T4 features a falling contour. There is a mapping between the English input and 
the Mandarin surface form.  The leveling, rising and dipping contour of T1, T2 and T3 are less 
desirable.  Therefore, the perceptual/acoustic similarity based on F0 contour ranks T4 the 
highest, and the matching of pitch height based on tone onset gives the ranking of 
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T1(55)>T2(35)>T3(214).  The entire ranking of T4>T1>T2>T3 is thus formed, and this ranking 
is supported by the finding in Chang & Bradley (2011).  This analysis encounters a problem 
when the stressed syllable is placed at word-initial position.  In this context, the critical syllable 
is still a site of high pitch accent, but the low boundary tone is one-syllable away.  Though the 
entire word still features a falling intonation contour, it is hard to explain why Mandarin speakers 
should prefer to map this word-level contour, which is formed over two syllables, onto the tonal 
contour of a single Mandarin string.  
3.3 The phonology-perception approach 
The phonology-perception approach argues that loanword adaptation is not a pure matter 
of phonological proximity or phonetic similarity between the donor and the recipient language.  
Instead, the adaptation results from attempts to match the non-native percept of the donor 
language input, within the confines of the recipient language grammar.  The non-native percept 
reflects most of the donor language properties, but it differs from the percept of a native speaker.  
Such transformed percept serves as input to the recipient language phonology, and the native 
grammar imposes further changes based on the constraints in the native system (Yip 2006). 
Yip (2006) examined English loanwords into Cantonese, and she argued that native 
grammars set priorities as to which aspects of the non-native percept to preserve, and how to 
preserve them.  She reported that for Cantonese matching salient consonants and tone (the non-
native percept of English stress) takes precedence over matching prosodic structure, and this in 
turn is more important than matching vowel quality, with matching vowel length the least 
important of all.  For example, in adapting Jack or cake, a possible adaptation form is [tsɛ:k] or 
[tsa:k] with T5 (High tone) assigned, given the perceptual mapping of stress to a tone with high 
pitch (Silverman 1992).  However, the native phonotactic restriction bans long vowels before 
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obstruents with high tone, so the adaptation has to either shorten the vowel or change the tone.  
When shortening the vowel, the vowel quality has to change as well, since [tsɛk] and [tsak] are 
not licit strings in Cantonese.  Therefore, the alternative candidates are: (1) [tsɛ:k] or [tsa:k] with 
T4 (lowering the tone a notch), or (2) [tsɪk] with a short but different vowel.  Since Cantonese 
considers matching tones (stress) as more important than matching vowel quality or length, the 
adaptation adopts [tsɪk] with a perfect tone match but a poor vowel match.5 
In Mandarin, such phonotactic/tonotactic constraints based on string-tone compatibilities 
are evident through systematic tonotactic gaps.  As reported in Wu (2006) and Chang & Bradley 
(2011), such gaps were typically found in strings with nasal codas.  For examples, when 
combined with unaspirated obstruent onsets, strings such as [pan], [tan], [kan], [pɑŋ], [tɑŋ], 
[kɑŋ], [tʂan], [tɕjan], [tʂɑŋ], [tɕjɑŋ] are not compatible with T2.  When adapting loanwords, T2 
has zero probability with those strings.  Even if the acoustic similarity makes T2 one of the 
potential candidates for adapting stressed syllables in the source words, the tonotactic gaps 
confines its availability to certain types of strings.  This also explains why we would like to 
investigate the factor of tone probability in the current study, which we will discuss more in 
Chapter 4. 
3.4 Non-phonological perspective 
Even if phonological and phonetic factors have dominated the discussions of loanword 
adaptation, it has been suggested that external factors, i.e. neither phonological nor phonetic, can 
also influence the process.  Orthographic input, for example, can account for exceptional 
adaptation patterns.  Smith (2006) discussed the variations in the treatment of illicit coda 
 
5 Wiener and Turnbull (2016) provided counter examples for Mandarin that vowels were considered more important 
than tones in making lexical decisions (see §4.4).  
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consonants in English loanwords in Japanese.  Usually, illicit foreign coda consonants are 
repaired by vowel epenthesis.  For instance, English cream is modified to Japanese kuriimu with 
epenthetic vowel u.  However, variations in coda deletion can be found as well.  For example, 
English jitterbug (with illicit coda g) can be adapted as jittabaggu (epenthesis) or jiruba 
(deletion).  Smith argued that the existence of the variations is due to different input types.  
When the input is orthographic, the coda is preserved via vowel epenthesis, because the adapter 
notices the existence of the coda.  When the input is auditory, the illicit coda is deleted, because 
it is not perceived by the adapter.  
Dong (2012) provided another example that features the adaptation of an English first 
name ⎯ Charlene ([ʃɑɹˈlin]) in Mandarin.  This name is adapted as 查伦 ([tʂac.lun], T2.T2), 
which reflects a misinterpretation of the onset consonant ch in the source word.  In Charlene, ch 
should be pronounced as [ʃ], which is expected to be adapted into [ɕ] or [ʂ] in Mandarin, given 
their close matching sounds (see §2.1.1).  However, in Mandarin pinyin form, ch is pronounced 
as [tʂ].  Therefore, upon seeing Charlene, Mandarin speakers might have misinterpreted the 
pronunciation as *[tʃɑɹˈlin] (with [tʃ] being a close match of [tʂ] in Mandarin), and [tʃ] was back-
rendered into Mandarin as [tʂ] in the unfaithful adaptation of [tʂac.lun]. 
It’s important to note that the orthographic features discussed above are mainly 
concerned with input from the donor language.  Little has been explored regarding the 
orthography of the recipient language.  Mandarin presents a unique case in this aspect, especially 
in terms of tonal adaptation, because each orthographic unit (character) is also a morphemic unit, 
and each unit also contains a tone.  A tone change typically leads to a character change, which in 
turn leads to a change in meaning.  Loanwords in Mandarin are all presented in characters.  
Therefore, semantics is naturally involved in the process of tone adaptation.   
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Semantics is another external factor that could influence loanword adaptation.  Dong 
(2012) mentioned the use of proper characters in loanword adaptation (citing Chao, 1970), given 
the large presence of homophones in Chinese.  Chao (1970) pointed out that it is important to 
find the characters that not only match the source pronunciations but also carry the meaning of 
the source word.  The word proper means that the chosen characters should not have negative 
meanings and should not mislead readers to misinterpret the meaning of the loanwords.  
Therefore, adapters have to go beyond sound matching and explore semantic associations as 
well.  This is highly relevant to the current study in that we discuss extensively in Chapter 5 and 
6 the role of character avoidance and promotion in the process of locating an optimal tone for the 
adapted string.  Avoidance involves skipping characters that may lead to a misreading of the 
loanwords, and promotion refers to selecting characters that can establish a desired semantic 
association.  They are both important non-phonological strategies reported in this dissertation.   
A non-phonological factor that has not received enough attention in the field of loanword 
adaptation is the distributional properties of the recipient language.  In the current study, they 
refer to tone probabilities, which constitute the primary force behind tone assignments, and 
character frequency, which is one of the factors that lead to tone modifications.  We will 
elaborate on them in Chapter 4, 5 and 6.  Together with semantic associations, such non-
phonological factors independent of the donor language could introduce meaningful perspectives 
to the debates in loanword phonology.   
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Chapter 4: Experimentally Elicited Adaptation 
 This chapter reanalyzes the experimental study carried out by Chang and Bradley (2011), 
as reviewed in Chapter 2.  The reanalysis included data (a total of 307) that were cast aside in the 
original analysis.  In the current analysis, we reexamine the role of stress in tone assignments and 
conduct a preliminary investigation of Mandarin tone probabilities, discussing how such 
distributional properties could influence tone selections made by participants in a ‘live’ 
adaptation setting. 
4.1 Experimental design 
4.1.1 Materials, participants and procedure  
In Chang and Bradley (2011), the stimulus materials were constructed as 55 disyllabic 
English nonsense word pairs, in which the critical syllable assumed either word-initial or word-
final position, and always took primary stress, e.g., [ˈbi.kə] and [kǝ.ˈbi].  Thirty-one pairs used 
CV.kə versus kǝ.CV templates, and 24 pairs used the CVN.kǝ and kǝ.CVN templates.  For the 
stimuli with a nasal coda, the unstressed syllable was [tǝ] when N was an alveolar nasal, and [kǝ] 
when N was a velar nasal, e.g., [bæn.tə], [bɑŋ.kǝ].  
 The use of disyllabic syllables satisfies Mandarin’s minimal-word constraint: Duanmu 
(1990) stated that a minimal word in Mandarin must be a disyllabic trochee, and also that a full 
syllable must be a bimoraic trochee.   In the stimulus materials, the stressed syllable carried a 
high pitch accent, H*, and also carried low boundary tones when it was placed in word-final 
position, so that an H*L-L% pitch contour is formed.  The idea was to see whether participants 
reflect that contour in their Mandarin adaptations. 
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 Both obstruent and sonorant onsets were included in the stimulus set.  The motivation for 
including the sonorants was to test their lowering effect on the tone of the following vowel, as 
reported by Wu (2006).  She also mentioned a similar tone-depressing effect caused by 
aspiration.  Mandarin lacks a true voicing contrast but uses aspiration phonemically.  English 
voiced stops tended to be adapted as voiceless unaspirated in Mandarin, and voiceless stops, as 
voiceless aspirated (Miao 2006). Therefore, to test the effect of voicing and aspiration on tonal 
assignment, the experiment included syllables with both voiced and voiceless onsets in our 
English stimuli. 
 For the nucleus of the critical stressed syllables, the four ‘corner’ vowels in English were 
used, i.e., /i, u, æ, ɑ/.  The motivation for including in the material design a separate stimulus 
series involving nasal codas lies in the unspecified backness feature of the low vowel in 
Mandarin.  Lin (2008) reported that Mandarin’s only phonemic low vowel, /a/, is not specified 
for backness.  To encourage Mandarin speakers to produce low vowel allophones that differ in 
backness, [a] versus [ɑ], the experiment relied on Lin’s report that low front [a] occurs before 
[n], /an/→[an], and that low back [ɑ] occurs before [ŋ], /aŋ/→[ɑŋ].  
Table 4.1 Materials design for the critical syllables, shown together with the interpretations 
expected for Mandarin listeners (in parentheses).    
CV syllables  CVN syllables 
bi {pi} bu {pu} bɑ {pac}  bæn {pan} bɑŋ {pɑŋ} 
pʰi {pʰi} phu {phu} phɑ {phac}  phæn {phan} phɑŋ {phɑŋ} 
di {ti} du {tu} dɑ {tac}  dæn {tan} dɑŋ {tɑŋ} 
tʰi {tʰi} thu {thu} thɑ (thac}  thæn {than} thɑŋ {thɑŋ} 
  fu {fu} fɑ {fac}  fæn {fan} fɑŋ {fɑŋ} 
  su {su} sɑ {sac}  sæn {san} sɑŋ {sɑŋ} 
  ʤu {ʈʂu} ʤɑ {ʈʂac}  ʤæn {ʈʂan} ʤɑŋ {ʈʂɑŋ} 
  ʧu {ʈʂʰu} ʧɑ {ʈʂʰac}  ʧæn {ʈʂʰan} ʧɑŋ {ʈʂʰɑŋ} 
  ʃu {ʂu} ʃɑ {ʂac}  ʃæn {ʂan} ʃɑŋ {ʂɑŋ} 
mi {mi} mu {mu} mɑ {mac}  mæn {man} mɑŋ {mɑŋ} 
ni {ni} nu {nu} nɑ {nac}  næn {nan} nɑŋ {nɑŋ} 
li {li} lu {lu} lɑ {lac}  læn {lan} lɑŋ {lɑŋ} 
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 Table 4.1 above summarizes the critical English syllables used in the materials of the 
experiment, and specifies for each the interpretations expected from Mandarin listeners. 6 The 
expected Mandarin forms were predicted based on the findings of Miao (2006) and Lin (2008), 
who thoroughly investigated patterns of segmental adaptation for loanwords entering Mandarin.7  
The English stimulus tokens in the stimuli were randomized and read aloud by an adult male 
native speaker of American English, who was asked to read in a natural way as if he were 
making a declarative statement.  Thus, the intonation contour combined a high pitch accent and a 
word-final boundary tone.  Each token was read twice, separated by a short pause. 
 Eight adult Mandarin speakers (four males and four females) volunteered to participate in 
the experiment.  All were native Mandarin speakers born in Mainland China.  At the time of the 
experiment, the participants had lived in the United States for a period of time ranging from one 
to four years.  The participants were tested individually in a quiet room.  The stimuli were 
presented through headphones and were triggered by clicking on each of a series of speaker 
icons displayed on PowerPoint slides.  Before the experiment began, the participants read the 
task instructions (in Mandarin) and were trained with three practice items.  They were asked to 
find the most natural way to say or write the stimuli in Mandarin.  Among all the participants, 
half were asked to say the English words in Mandarin while the other half were asked to write in 
Chinese characters.  The motivation was to test the possible effect of written vs. spoken 
 
6 Among the possible combinations of onset consonants and vowels, some were excluded, e.g., /fi/, /si/, /dʒi/, and so 
on. For these, target forms do not exist in Mandarin lexicon, and no characters in the Mandarin writing system are 
available. Velar and glottal consonants were also omitted, to control the size of the corpus.  
7 According to Miao (2006), the faithful mapping for /dʒ/, /tʃ/ and /ʃ/ in English was their palatal counterparts in 
Mandarin ([tɕ], [tɕh], [ɕ]), though variants in the retroflex forms ([tʂ], [tʂh], [ʂ]) were also attested. In the current 
study, we adopt the retroflex forms as the target output to reflect adapters’ sensitivity to the coronal-dorsal 
distinction in Mandarin consonants, i.e., the English coronals (/dʒ/, /tʃ/, /ʃ/) are mapped to the Mandarin coronals 
([tʂ], [tʂh], [ʂ]) instead of dorsals ([tɕ], [tɕh], [ɕ]). Such sensitivity is also observed in the adaptation of the English 
low vowel in agreement with the coronal vs. dorsal character of a nasal coda (Hsieh et al 2005, Lin 2008).   
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modality, as well as the influence of Chinese orthography.   After the brief training, the 
experiment began.  The participant moved through 59 items, one by one, the first four of which 
were further (covert) practice.  A short break was offered, followed by the second half of the 
experiment, during which the participant heard a second 59 items, the first four of which were 
again (covert) practice items. 
4.1.2 Data treatment 
The complete design included 110 stimuli (constructed as 55 pairs), which generated a 
total number of 880 adaptation responses (55 critical syllables × 2 positions × 8 participants).  
Responses to one pair of stimuli, /tɑŋ.kǝ/ and /kǝ.tɑŋ/, were excluded from the analysis due to 
experimenter error, which reduced the number of responses to 864.  A second small group of 
responses set aside involved tone ambiguity caused by third-tone sandhi (Chao 1968).  In 
Mandarin, when two third tones are adjacent, the first T3 changes to T2.  This is usually 
explained through Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973), which prohibits the adjacency of 
identical tones.  If the participant produced a sequence T2+T3 in the spoken response, it is 
impossible to tell which of T2+T3 and T3+T3 was intended, the latter realized as T2+T3 due to 
sandhi.  We only removed such instances from the spoken data, because in the written responses, 
the Chinese characters reflect the citation tones.  Therefore, we were able to tell whether T2 or 
T3 was intended.  The total number of removed data was 7, i.e., some 0.8% of responses.  In all, 
then, 857 responses were available for analysis of the tone assigned.  
To maximally avoid complications in tone assignment that could be caused by featural 
mismatch, responses that exhibited non-target segmental realizations in onsets or rimes were also 
excluded in Chang & Bradley (2011).  For example, responses to 12 critical syllables with 
postalveolar onsets, i.e., /ʤ, ʧ, ʃ/ were excluded.  This stimulus series produced many non-target 
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forms, the tendency of which was also reported by Miao (2006).  There were also instances 
where [ph] was adapted as [p] or [x]; [b] was adapted as [f] or [w], which were set aside as well.  
Also removed from the original analysis were data involving diphthongs in rimes, and a few non-
target rimes that involved nuclear vowels and nasal codas.  The total number of excluded data 
that involved non-target onsets and rimes was 307.  In the current reanalysis, those data were all 
included, because the focus of investigation has moved away from the effect of segmental 
properties on tones.  Therefore, featural mismatch is no longer relevant. 
  Since the current reanalysis incorporates written responses in the form of characters, it’s 
important to note the existence of a multitude of homographs in Mandarin, i.e., there are 
characters that share the same form but differ in pronunciation, which in turn leads to differences 
in meaning.  When a homograph is adopted in a response, it is difficult to tell which 
pronunciation was intended by the participant.  For example, character ‘长’ was adopted in 
response to input [ʧɑŋ] in [ʧɑŋ.kə].  This character has two pronunciations ⎯  cháng ([tʂhɑŋ] T2) 
and zhǎng ([tʂɑŋ] T3).  When carrying the first pronunciation, the character means long; when 
carrying the second pronunciation, the character means to grow.  We need to know which one 
was intended by the participant.  There were 45 instances of homographs in the corpus, and 22 of 
them were specified with the choice of pronunciation by the participants either when they 
entered the responses during the experiment or immediately after the experiment when the 
responses were checked with the experimenter.  For example, the case of ‘长’ (example above) 
was resolved, because the participant marked cháng as the intended pronunciation in the answer 
sheet.  In the absence of participants’ specifications, we resolved 12 other cases based on the 
frequency of usage: for each case, one of the two pronunciations is discarded due to rarity.  For 
example, ‘莎’ has two pronunciations ⎯  shā ([ʂac] T1) and suō ([swo] T1).  The first 
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pronunciation is frequently used, because when carrying this pronunciation, the character is often 
adopted for girl names.  In contrast, the second pronunciation is only used when the character is 
referring to an uncommon herb, so this pronunciation is discarded.          
When frequency of usage is irrelevant, and the participants’ specifications are not 
available, we relied on the analyses of variations by Miao (2006) and Lin (2008) in resolving the 
homograph cases.  For example, in response to input [dʒæn], ‘粘’ was adopted as an output.  
This character has two pronunciations ⎯ zhān ([tʂan] T1) and nián ([njɛn] T2), both of which 
are frequently used.  With the first pronunciation, the character means to paste; with the second 
pronunciation, the character means glutinous.  Based on the observations made by Miao (2006) 
regarding the adaptation forms for [dʒ], [tʂ] was one of the three major variants (the other two 
was [tɕ] and [tʂh]).  None of the variant forms involved a change from an oral consonant to a 
nasal consonant, such as [n].  Additionally, in adapting vowels, one of the two major variants for 
[æ] was [ac] and [a], according to Lin (2008), and [jɛ] was not listed as a variant.  Therefore, it is 
very likely that zhān ([tʂan] T1) was the intended pronunciation, instead of nián ([njɛn] T2). 
There are ten cases of homographs that we are not able to resolve either by participants’ 
specifications, frequency of usage or variant forms reported by Miao or Lin.  Those cases were 
removed from further analysis.  The total number of data available for analysis after the 
treatment of homographs is 847. 
4.2 Default segmental adaptations   
 Before we move on to the analysis of tone assignments, it will be helpful to examine the 
segmental adaptation patterns and compare them with the observations reported in the studies 
that we draw upon, such as Miao (2006) and Lin (2008).  In the review of Miao (2006), we 
reported that the adaptation variations observed in her study tended to be driven by the attempt to 
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achieve desirable semantic associations, as represented by the group of data labeled as “PS” 
(phonetic loans with semantic association).  In the current corpus of experimentally-elicited 
adaptations, the stimulus list is highly restricted, involving no encouragement of semantic 
tingeing, and variations are less robust consequently. 
Table 4.2 Adaptation variation in stops: current study versus Miao (2006)   
SOURCE TOTAL 
ADAPTATION VARIATION (%) 
[ph] [p] [th] [t] [ph, th] [p, t] [ts] [x] [f] [w] 
current study           
/p/ 79 84 13 1     4   
/b/ 78  87       3 10 
/t/ 64   95 5       
/d/ 79   3 98       
Miao (2006)           
/p, t/ 118     73 27     
/b, d/ 125     2 97 1    
 
 In Miao’s investigation of stops, focus was placed on aspiration variations in the 
adaptation forms, which correspond to voicing difference in the source.  To highlight such 
differences, source forms with labial and alveolar stops were grouped together in her analysis (/p, 
t/; /b, d/).  As displayed in Table 4.2 above, the rate of faithful adaptations is much higher for /b, 
d/ (97%) than /p, t/ (73%), and variations mainly take the form of aspiration deviation.  In our 
study, labial and alveolar stops were analyzed separately (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/).  The rate of faithful 
adaptations is extremely high for /t/ (95%) and /d/ (98%), with variations manifested only in 
terms of aspiration.  The rate of faithful forms is also high for /p/ and /b/, but there are more 
types of variations.  Aspiration is a major type for /p/ but is not attested for /b/.  Additionally, 
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there are variations that take the form of fricatives and glides, which are not attested in Miao’s 
corpus.  The reason for such variations is unclear.   
Table 4.3 Adaptation variations of affricates: current study (C) versus Miao 2006 (M)  
SOURCE 
TOTAL 
(C/M) 
ADAPTATION VARIATION (C/M, %) 
[tɕh] [tɕ] [tʂʰ] [tʂ] [ts] [ʂ] [s] [j] 
/tʃ/ 63/16 24/56 3/13 67/25  5/0 2/6   
/dʒ/ 61/36 3/39 41/33 3/0 49/19 0/3  3/0 0/6 
 
 For affricates, as shown in Table 4.3 above, data in our corpus revealed an alternation 
between two faithful adaptation forms, differing in place of articulation (palatal vs. retroflex).  A 
similar pattern was observed in Miao’s study, though the dominant form is different.  In our 
corpus, the retroflex affricate is more popular than the palatal affricate, while in Miao’s corpus 
the palatal form is the preferred candidate.  It’s also worth noting that aspiration variation is 
much less robust in our corpus (8% for /tʃ/; 6% for /dʒ/) than it is in Miao’s corpus (13% for /tʃ/; 
39% for /dʒ/).   
Table 4.4 Adaptation variations of fricatives: C versus M 
SOURCE 
TOTAL 
(C/M) 
ADAPTATION VARIATION (C/M, %) 
[f] [s] [ʂ] [ɕ] [tɕh] 
/f/ 64/27 100/100     
/s/ 62/83  86/65 15/18 0/17  
/ʃ/ 64/13  2/0 91/23 8/69 0/8 
 
 As displayed in Table 4.4 above, adaptation of fricatives shows less variation in our 
corpus than in Miao’s corpus.  For example, [s] has three variations in Miao’s corpus ([s], [ʂ], 
[ɕ]) but two in our corpus ([s], [ʂ]).  As with the two post-alveolar affricates, the post-alveolar 
fricative /ʃ/ demonstrates an alternation between two adaptation forms in Miao’s corpus ([ʂ] 
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23%; [ɕ] 69%), with the palatal one being dominant.  In our corpus, /ʃ/ shows a stronger one-on-
one mapping to [ʂ] (91%), which coincides with the mapping of the affricates in terms of the 
preference in the retroflex form over the palatal form.           
Table 4.5 Adaptation variations of nasals and liquid: C versus M8 
SOURCE 
TOTAL 
(C/M) 
ADAPTATION VARIATION 
(C/M, %) 
[m] [n] [l]  [w] 
/m/ 99/106  99/98   1/2 
/n/ 79/20  95/100 5/0  
/l/ 54/54  5/0 95/100  
 
 As we can see from Table 4.5 above, the adaptation pattern of nasals and liquid is highly 
consistent between the two corpora: there is a strong indication of one-on-one mapping between 
the source form and its faithful adaptation.  An alternation between [n] and [l] is observed as a 
deviation peculiar to the current corpus: 5% of /n/ is adapted as [l], and 5% of /l/ is adapted as 
[n].  A closer examination of the data shows that such alternation was made by only two 
participants, both of whom grew up in south China (Hunan, Zhejiang Province) where variation 
between [n] and [l] in Mandarin pronunciation has been reported as common issue for people 
speaking the local dialects (Sun, 2012).   
  
 
8 In Miao’s corpus, most of the coda consonants in the source forms are resyllabified as onset consonants of 
epenthetic vowels through the adaptation process due to their illicit status in Mandarin in the coda position. The two 
exceptions are [n] and [ŋ], which are licit codas in Mandarin. Therefore, if a coda consonant in the source form (e.g., 
[m], [n]) is adapted as [n] or [ŋ], it tends to stay in the coda position instead of being resyllabified as an onset. In our 
corpus of experimentally elicited adaptations, all the critical consonants are onsets in both source and adaptation 
forms, making [n] and [ŋ] less comparable as a coda in the adaptation forms. Therefore, we removed such data 
(n=12 for /m/; n=161 for /n/) from Miao’s analysis for the purpose of comparison. Also removed is [ə] as an 
adaptation form for /l/ (n=40), because this adaptation form is restricted to /l/ in the coda position only.    
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Table 4.6 Adaptation variations of /i/ and /u/: current study (C) versus Lin 2008 (L)9 
SOURCE 
TOTAL 
(C/L) 
ADAPTATION VARIATION (C/L, %) 
[i] [u] [ei] [jou] [ou] [wo] 
[i] 109/536 98/83  2/9    
[u] 191/492 1/0 90/82  8/0 1/9 1/4 
 
 Regarding the adaptation of vowels, our corpus focuses only on the four ‘corner’ vowels 
in English, i.e., /i, u, æ, ɑ/.  As we can see from Table 4.6 above, the adaptation of [i] and [u] in 
our corpus displays a remarkable one-on-one correspondence.  Lin (2008) remarked that in her 
corpus, 11 types of Mandarin vowels/glide-vowel sequences were found to have been used to 
match [i].  In contrast, we located only two types in our corpus, so variation is much less diverse.  
The more prominent one-on-one mapping in our corpus can be attributed to a tightly controlled 
input set: all the stimuli involving the two vowels are open syllables with a simple onset.  For [i], 
the onsets in the stimuli are more restricted (only stops, nasals and liquid /l/), which has 
contributed to an extremely high rate of faithful mapping.   
 According to Lin (2008), Mandarin low vowel /a/ displays allophonic variation based on 
the segment preceding and following the vowel.  Neighboring segments that trigger the 
allophonic variation are on-glides, off-glides and nasal codas.  For example, the low vowel 
surfaces as [ɛ] only between on-glide [j]/[ɥ] and coda [n].  In the context of loanword adaptation, 
the occurrence of [ɛ] is likely induced by a syllable configuration in the source form that features 
a post-alveolar affricate/fricative in the onset and [n] in the coda, such as [tʃæn], [dʒæn], and 
[ʂæn].  As discussed previously in this section, a popular adaptation variant for the post-alveolar 
affricates/fricatives is the palatals ([tɕh], [tɕ], [ɕ]).  Therefore, a possible adaptation form for 
 
9 In Lin (2008), only the most frequently used correspondents of the source forms are listed, so for each source form 
the percentages of all the variants might not add to 100%. 
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[tʃæn]/[dʒæn]/[ʂæn] is [tɕhVn]/[tɕVn]/[ɕVn].  Constrained by Mandarin phonotactics, rimes 
following the palatal onsets must start with on-glide [j] or [ɥ], so the outputs are adapted as 
[tɕhj/ɥVn], [tɕj/ɥVn], and [ɕj/ɥVn].  Flanked by the on-glides and the nasal, [ɛ] is the only 
allophone of the low vowel that can be selected as the correspondence.  The discussion here 
shows that for adapting vowels that could map to the low vowel in Mandarin, the occurrence of 
certain variants in the adaptation forms is highly dependent on the syllable configuration in the 
source form.  Without knowing such information in the source, it’s not helpful to compare the 
adaptation patterns observed in different corpora.  In our current corpus, the source syllable takes 
the form of [Cɑ], [Cæn] or [Cɑŋ], but we do not have the corresponding information in Lin’s 
corpus.  Therefore, in the following discussions we will only present the patterns observed in our 
corpus. 
 Table 4.7 Adaptation variations of [ɑ], [æn] and [ɑŋ]10 
SOURCE TOTAL 
ADAPTATION VARIATIONS (%) 
[ac] [ɤ] [ai] [ɑu] [ja] [je] [wo]  
[ɑ] 180 84 1 4 1 8 1 1  
 [an] [ɑŋ] [ən] [əŋ] [uŋ] [jɛn] [jɑŋ] [wɑŋ] 
[æn] 190 81 2 6 2  7 1  
[ɑŋ] 170 11 76  1 4  6 3 
 
As we see in Table 4.7 above, with a tightly restricted input template, there is consistent 
one-on-one mapping between source and adaptation forms for syllables involving the low vowel.  
For [ɑ] in the CV template, low central vowel [ac] is the preferred match.  When nasal codas are 
added, the adaptation forms display the allophonic variation as anticipated: front [a] is the 
 
10 To keep syllable type consistent within the same group of data, we removed data involving insertion and deletion 
of coda, such as inserting coda [n] when adapting [ɑ] or deleting coda [ŋ] when adapting [ɑŋ] (n=12). 
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preferred mapping for [æ] in [æn], and back [ɑ] is the preferred choice for [ɑ] in [ɑŋ].  Recall 
that when designing the stimulus set we intentionally set up the [Cæn] vs. [Cɑŋ] templates to 
guide participants to pick the corresponding vowels.  Such patterned variations reflect the Rime 
Harmony discussed in (Duanmu 2000, 2007): Mandarin requires a front vs. back low vowel to 
co-occur with a dental vs. velar nasal coda, respectively.  Another prominent feature regarding 
the adaptation of low vowels is the adoption of on-glides, which correlates to the selection of 
onset consonants, as we discussed previously in this section, and triggers vowel variations due to 
Mandarin phonotactics. 
Comparing the input-output correspondence in the spoken and written data, it’s 
interesting to see that spoken responses were more subject to variations.  Non-faithful 
adaptations accounted for 19% of the written responses, compared with 26% for spoken 
responses.  Given the fact that it takes more time to initiate a response through the written mode, 
the written responses might be reflecting more of a metalinguistically guided choice.  It’s worth 
noting that in the current study, loanword data featuring place names and names of Japanese 
manga roles are all taking the written format. 
4.3 Motivations for tone variation   
4.3.1 The role of stress 
Based on Chang & Bradley (2011) and with the restored data, this section reinvestigates 
the possible association between stress patterns in the English source words and tone selections 
in Mandarin adaptations.  There are 846 valid data: 423 correspond to syllables with initial stress 
in the source; 423 correspond to final stress.  The overall tone pattern shows that for adaptations 
that correspond to stressed syllables, there is more association of T1 and T4 than T2 and T3.  The 
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Chi-square contingency test establishes a reliable dependency between initial/final stress and 
tone choice, χ2(3) = 15.7, p<.005.  As illustrated in Figure 4.1 below, T1 seems to be promoted 
by initial stress, and T4 by final stress. 
 
Figure 4.1 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of syllable position (initial, final). 
 
 Interestingly, in a more detailed analysis that compares spoken versus written responses, 
this stress-tone dependency seems to be entirely due to written responses, as illustrated in Figure 
4.2 below.  For spoken responses, the Chi-square contingency test returned no evidence of 
dependency between initial/final stress and tone choice, χ2(3) = 2.44, p>.10.  For written 
responses, the Chi-square contingency test established a strong association between initial/final 
stress and tone choice, χ2(3) = 17.92, p<.0005.  As shown in the figure below, there is a stronger 
promotion of T1 by initial stress and T4 by final stress.  We would like to investigate why the 
written responses demonstrated more sensitivity to the stress location.    
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Figure 4.2 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of response modality (spoken, written) and syllable position (initial, 
final). 
 
 After a closer examination of each participant’s responses, we found this stress-tone 
dependency highly attributable to the idiosyncratic performance of one participant (P5).  As we 
can see in Table 4.8 below, the assignment of T1 tends to be the greatest in the word-initial 
position, and T4 in the final position, suggesting a stress-induced or contour-induced effect, as 
reported in Chang & Bradley (2011).  However, comparing the two positions, the difference is 
small for all the participants except P5.  For the other seven participants, the maximal difference 
is 5 for T1 and 10 for T4.  For P5, in contrast, the difference is 22 for both T1 and T4.  This 
participant displayed a strong tendency to assign T1 to the initial position and T4 to the final 
position.   
 
Table 4.8 T1 and T4 assignments by 8 participants (P) in word-initial and word-final positions 
 INITIAL/FINAL POSITION 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 
T1 16/14 18/15 13/12 14/12 30/8 18/13 16/15 17/14 
T4 18/13 8/17 28/29 14/20 15/37 15/19 10/20 18/19 
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 To verify the potential interference of idiosyncrasy, we removed P5 from the analysis, 
and the effect of stress became no longer significant, χ2(3) = 6.1, p.50, as captured in Figure 4.4 
below.   
 
 
Figure 4.3 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of syllable position (initial, final), with Participant #5 removed 
 
We also checked the written responses after removing P5, and Chi-square test returned no 
evidence of dependency between initial/final stress and tone choice, χ2(3) = 5.04, p>.10, as 
displayed in Figure 4.4 below.  
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Figure 4.4 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of response modality (spoken, written) and syllable position (initial, 
final), with Participant #5 removed 
 
 
The examinations above suggest that stress played minimal role in tone assignments.  Therefore, 
we will leave this factor aside for the remainder of the study except for Chapter 6 where the 
corpus of Japanese manga character names will be investigated.   
4.3.2 Tone probability and observed patterns 
4.3.2.1 Tone probability 
 
 Recall that in §2.2.2 we reviewed the experiments conducted by Zheng & Durvasula 
(2015), based on which they hypothesized that Mandarin monolingual participants employed the 
knowledge of tone frequency in making their judgments on which tone to select for adaptation.  
Supporting their hypothesis, they reported the observation that the ranking of the participants’ 
tone selections for strings with unaspirated, aspirated and sonorant onsets matched the frequency 
ranking of tones for such string types in the Mandarin lexicon.  Considering the observation that 
tone adaptation processes could be sensitive to Mandarin distributional properties, we decided to 
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run a similar test by comparing tone patterns generated by participants’ selections with those 
predicted by tone probabilities that are computed from a database of Mandarin native lexicon.   
 Before we launch the comparison, it is necessary to define the term tone probability, as 
used in the current study.  The term refers to the likelihood that a given tone for a specific string 
would be selected to form a t-string, based on the frequency of the characters available for that t-
string.  In computing tone probabilities, we relied on the character frequency lists generated from 
the corpus constructed by Da (2004).  His lists were compiled based on a large collection of 
online Chinese texts retrieved from 16 websites that feature the use of formal Chinese, i.e., 
informal writings such as email messages and postings on message boards were not included.  
The texts cover both Classical and Modern Chinese, and the current study is only referring to the 
data featuring Modern Chinese.  The text materials were collected from a diverse range of 
subject fields, which are classified by Da as either informative (written for information and/or 
knowledge) or imaginative (written for entertainment or related to literary works).11  The total 
number of characters (tokens) in his corpus of Modern Chinese is 193,504,018 (approx. 193.5 
million).   
 
 
 
 
 
11 According to Da (2004), informative subjects include computer science, economics, education, government, 
health, history, law, military, news, philosophy, politics, popular science, religion, etc. Imaginative subjects include 
general fiction, children, detective, drama, history, Kongfu or martial arts, military, prose, literary review and 
science fiction, etc. 
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Table 4.9 Tone probabilities for string pa with character frequencies (per million) 
Tone  
(t-string) 
Available Characters (frequency) 
Character  
Frequency (SUM) 
Tone  
Probability 
T1 (pā) 啪 (12.7) 趴 (10.0) 葩 (1.0)  23.7 .05 
T2 (pá) 爬 (78.8) 琶 (4.7) 扒 (2.7) 耙 (2.6) 88.8 .17 
T3 (pǎ) none    0 0 
T4 (pà) 
怕 
(328.3) 
帕 (70.1)   398.4 .78 
Summed character frequency for pa: 510.9  
 
 In Table 4.9 above, we illustrate the calculation of tone probabilities using string pa 
([phac]) as an example.  Tonal probabilities were calculated by dividing the summed character 
frequency for a given t-string (e.g., pà) by the summed character frequency of that specific string 
(pa).  For pa, T3 has zero probability, because there is no character associated with this t-string.  
There are two characters available for T4, and both have relatively high frequency, which 
contributes to the high probability of this tone.  There are four characters available for T2, but 
their frequency is much lower, except for the first character (爬).  Therefore, the probability for 
T2 is brought down.  There are three characters for T1, and all of them have low frequency, so 
the probability for T1 is the lowest, compared with T2 and T4.  Therefore, T4 is the most 
probable tone with a likelihood of appearing 78% with string pa, while T1 is the least probable 
tone with a likelihood of appearing 5% with pa. 
 Recall that Mandarin has a very high incidence of homophony.  The same t-string can be 
represented by a number of different characters.  Also common in Mandarin is the existence of 
homographs, that is characters written the same way but pronounced differently.  Taking pa as 
an example, character ‘扒’ has two pronunciations – pá (pa with T2) and bā (ba with T1).  In Da 
(2004), frequencies are not listed separately for the two pronunciations, but are combined and 
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listed under the same character ‘扒’ instead.  As a native speaker of Mandarin, I relied on my 
experience with the language and resolved such homographs by splitting the values assigned by 
Da proportionately between different pronunciations to reflect their general frequency of usage.  
For example, character ‘扒’ is indicated with a frequency of 8 per million in Da’s corpus, and I 
assigned 1/3 of the value to pá and 2/3 of it to bā, because the latter tends to be used more 
frequently than the former.  When pronounced as pá, the character means to rake, and it is 
usually used in a limited context (e.g., to rake leaves).  The pronunciation is used more 
frequently when the character is combined with ‘手’ (hand), forming a two-character word ‘扒
手’, which means pickpocket.  In contrast, when pronounced as bā, the character means to strip, 
to push aside, to gather by hand, to hold onto, which allows it to show up in a bigger variety of 
contexts.   
 For t-string pá, we decided to exclude one character (筢) from subsequent analysis.  This 
character has a frequency of 0.04 per million in Da’s corpus, which we considered as rare.  Now 
we should discuss how the decision about cut-off values for such low-frequency characters were 
made.  Previous studies have used the value of less than 5 per million as an indicator of low 
frequency (Lee et al., 2004), or an average of 7.2 per million (Zhang, Perfetti & Yang, 1999; Wu 
& Liu, 1997).  Hui and Erickson (1988) indicated that literate Chinese are often estimated to 
know about 5,000 characters.  Following the character ranking in Da (2004), which features 
9,933 distinct characters ranked according to their frequencies (highest to lowest), the 5000th 
character in the rank list transfers to a frequency of about 0.95 per million.   
 I organized the 9,933 characters based on string types and assigned them into two 
categories based on my intuition as a native speaker: last recognized character, and first 
unrecognized character.  The former refers to the last character on the rank list for a specific t-
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string that is recognizable by a native speaker, e.g., ‘耙’ for pá with a frequency of 2.6 per 
million.  The latter refers to the first character on the rank list for the same t-string that is 
unrecognizable by the native speaker, e.g., ‘筢’ for pá with a frequency of 0.04 per million.  
Based on Da’s ranking, we assigned the 9,933 characters to 500-character “rank bins”.  Figure 
4.5 below shows the rank distributions of first recognized and last unrecognized characters, and 
the frequencies per million that are associated with the upper bound of each of the rank bins.  
Figure 4.567 presented the distributions on logarithmic scale.  We see the two types of characters 
overlapped between the rank of 3,500 and 6,000, with a sharp decline of recognized characters 
toward the upper end of 6,000. 
 
Figure 4.5 Character frequency per million on logarithmic scale (base 10) associated with the 
upper bound of 500-character rank bins, as a function character recognition (last recognized vs. 
first unrecognized) 
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Figure 4.6 Character frequency per million on logarithmic scale (base 10) associated with the 
upper bound of 500-character rank bins 
 
 We presented this reorganized list of characters to four native speakers of Mandarin 
separately and asked them to point out any characters that should not belong to their assigned 
category based on their intuition.12  For example, if they knew character ‘筢’, they would circle it 
as an indication of its misplacement into the category of unrecognized character.  Out of the 
9,933 characters, the average disagreement rate among the four informants was 1.5%.  And an 
average of 85.6% of the disagreement occurred to the characters that are categorized as first 
unrecognized.  Therefore, as inclusive as possible, we set the cut-off value more conservatively 
to the frequency of 0.5 per million.  Lowest-frequency characters ranked 5,659 through 9,933 in 
Da’s list were excluded from our analysis, i.e., they were not used as a reference to calculate tone 
probabilities.  This cut-off value also applied to homographs, i.e., homographs with a ranking 
higher than 5,659 were also removed from our analysis (before they were resolved).   
 
12 The four informants are two males, two females. The ages were 30, 30, 64, and 60. Two of them were Mandarin 
monolingual speakers, and two were Mandarin-dominant speakers. Two of them had a master’s degree, one had a 
bachelor’s degree, and one had an associate degree.    
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4.3.2.2 Predicted vs. observed tone patterns 
 Using tone probabilities computed from Da’s corpus (hereinafter referred to as “Da 
probability”), we also obtained the predicted tone probabilities for all the string types produced 
by the participants.  The predicted tone probabilities for a specific string type is calculated 
through multiplying the Da probabilities for this string by its number of valid occurrence in the 
corpus.  Using pan ([phan]) as an example, this string occurred 15 times in the corpus, all as 
faithful outputs produced by the eight participants in response to input [phæn] in [ˈphæn.tə] and 
[tə.ˈphæn].  The reason why there was 15 rather than 16 occurrences (8 participants  2 stress 
positions) was that in response to [ˈphæn.tə], one of the participants selected the variant form ban 
[pan] as the output, so this instance was removed from the calculation for pan.  The Da 
probability for pan is: T1: 0.09, T2: 0.28, T3: 0, T4: 0.63.  Multiplied by 15 occurrences, the 
predicted probabilities for pan is: T1: 1.42, T2: 4.13, T3: 0, T4: 9.45.  In other words, T4 is 
predicted to have the highest frequency of occurrence (9 times), followed by T2 (4 times), T1 
(1) and T3 (0).  The predicted ranking coincided with the observed ranking, as computed 
through adding up the number of times each tone is selected by the participants, though the 
number of occurrences indicates a slightly increased use of T1: T4 (8 times), T2 (4 times), T1 
(3), T3 (0).  It will be therefore interesting to check if the overall tone distribution observed in 
the corpus also matches the predicted pattern.  
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Figure 4.7 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of predicted vs. observed value (data labels indicate the number of 
occurrence) 
 
 We performed a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, and the result did not return a close 
match between the predicted and observed tone probabilities for the complete dataset in the 
corpus, χ2(3) = 42.39, p<.0005.  Although the observed distribution of the four tones maps onto 
the predicted patterns in general, as illustrated in Figure 4.7 above, there is a noticeable 
discrepancy for T1 and T3: in the observed patterns, T1 is boosted at the cost of T3.  Considering 
reports made in previous studies regarding the effect of sonorancy on tone assignments, we 
analyzed two subsets of data that feature strings with sonorant vs. obstruent onsets.    
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Figure 4.8 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin speakers’ adaptations of stress-bearing English 
syllables, as a function of onset type (obstruent, sonorant) and predicted vs. observed value (data 
labels suggest the number of occurrence). 
 
 As illustrated in Figure 4.8 above, we made an interesting observation that the deviation 
in T1 and T3 is significant only in the subset with obstruent onsets.  In this subset, the goodness-
of-fit test did not establish a close match between the predicted and observed values, χ2(3) = 
37.29, p<.0005.  In the subset with sonorant onsets, the decrease of T3 is still noticeable, but its 
contribution to the increase of T1, T2 and T4 is not significant.  The Chi-square test returned a 
good match, χ2(3) = 6.95, p>.05.  
 The discussions above suggest that the tone assignments observed in the live experiment 
reflected the general distributional properties in the Mandarin system.  For example, T4 is one of 
the two dominant tones, and the other dominant tone shifts from T1 to T2 when the string types 
change from obstruent onsets to sonorant onsets.  The observation that T3, which is the only tone 
with a low pitch register in Mandarin, is noticeably reduced, in association with a stressed 
syllable input, to the benefit of T1 for strings with obstruent onsets, suggests that stress effect 
might be present but minimal. 
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4.4 Discussions and concluding remarks 
 In concluding this chapter, we would like to relate the current investigation to a study 
conducted by Wiener and Ito (2016) on probability-based tone processing.  Their study tested 
Mandarin speakers on their prediction of Mandarin t-strings in response to the corresponding 
gated stimuli.  In their experiment, each t-string stimulus was fragmented into eight gates: the 
first gate consisted of the string onset up to the beginning of the first regular periodic cycle of the 
vowel, and the remaining rime was separated into six gates with a 40-millisecond increment.  At 
each gate, participants were instructed to make a prediction of the t-string after hearing its 
stimulus.  The stimuli included high-frequency and low-frequency strings.  One of the 
observations was that for low-frequency strings, when there were insufficient acoustic cues in the 
stimuli (e.g., with just the onset and 40 ms or 80 ms of the vowel), participants made more 
probability-based decisions and reported the most probable tone for the detected string.  The 
authors argue that Mandarin speakers trace tonal information of all morphemes when they 
activate lexical candidates, and through such learning experience they have stored distributional 
knowledge of the tones.  Given minimal speech fragments, they could start hypothesizing tone 
assignments based on such knowledge.  
 Relating to Wiener and Ito’s study, the current investigation of elicited adaptations 
suggests that such knowledge-based anticipatory mechanism may not be limited to processing 
within the native system.  Instead, it can be utilized for adapting loanwords in Mandarin as part 
of the tonal assignment process.  For example, after adapting the segmental content of a string, 
tone candidate can be hypothesized according to the ranking of tone probabilities, though the 
ultimate selection may be modified based on other conditions (e.g., semantic associations), 
which will be discussed in Chapter 5 and 6.   
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 Also relevant to the discussion here is the study by Wiener and Turnbull (2016).  In this 
study, Mandarin speakers were presented with illicit Mandarin t-strings (e.g., *[su]+T3) and 
were prompted to change them into licit forms by modifying a single consonant (e.g., [thu]+T3), 
a vowel (e.g., [sac]+T3), or a tone (e.g., [su]+T4).  In a fourth (free) condition, participants were 
also allowed to change any part of the string.  The study reports that changes made in the free 
condition were significantly more accurate than the consonant and vowel conditions, and in the 
free condition, participants overwhelmingly preferred to change the tone rather than the 
consonant or vowel.  Changes were also made significantly faster in the tone condition than the 
free condition, which was in turn faster than the consonant and vowel conditions.  Additionally, 
in the tone condition, the most probable tone was selected over 60% of the time.  Wiener and 
Turnbull argue that tones are more mutable in Mandarin than segmental elements.  Furthermore, 
Mandarin string initiates lexical access and search, and tone helps constrain lexical selections.  
Based on those reports and the discussion above regarding probability-based tone processing, we 
propose that in adapting loanwords in Mandarin, tonal assignment can be considered as a 
separate step after string adaptations, and it further constrains which lexical candidates are 
accessed and screened.  In the following chapters, we will elaborate on the mechanisms and 
strategies that contribute to the initiation and finalization of tone selections.  
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Chapter 5: Adaptation of English Place Names 
In Chapter 4, we investigated adaptations elicited in an experimental setting, using 
stimulus forms with a fixed structure ⎯ ˈCV(N).Cə and Cə.ˈCV(N) ⎯ that was designed 
specifically for the examination of stress-tone associations.  We concluded that stress patterns in 
the source word played a minimal role in tone assignments.  Instead, the distributional patterns of 
the four tones in the Mandarin native lexicon served as a more reliable indicator of how tones 
were selected in the adaptation process.  To further explore this distribution-based mechanism, 
we present a corpus-based investigation in the current chapter which examines informal and 
formal adaptations.  In contrast to the fixed structure used in the experimental setting, the corpus-
based study sampled widely varying syllable structures in typically multisyllabic words, many of 
which involved consonant clusters and illicit codas that required repair strategies in the 
adaptation process, such as epenthetic vowels.  However, segmental correspondences are no 
longer a focus in the current chapter. 
Recall that in Chapter 1, we discussed informal and formal adaptations, the former 
referring to loanwords that are adapted in casual settings, such as discussions in an internet 
forum, and the latter, to loanwords that are integrated into Mandarin lexicon, such as entries in a 
dictionary.  In the current study, informal adaptations take in renditions of English place names 
(in Chinese characters) collected from travel blogs that were published on lotour.com, a website 
where users share their travel experiences.  According to its profile on crunchbase.com (a 
platform for finding business information), the website has some 3.66 million registered users 
globally.  Formal adaptations consider renditions of English place names extracted from A 
Handbook for the Translation of Foreign Geographical Names (hereinafter referred to as 
“dictionary”), which includes 95,000 entries, also presented in Chinese characters.  The reason 
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for targeting place names is that overt semantic-tingeing (selecting a semantically favorable 
character) seems likely to be minimized in the adaptation process, so that outputs are maximally 
sound-based.  For consistency, we included only place names in the United States for both 
informal and formal adaptations. 
Adaptation forms collected in the blog corpus (hereinafter referred to as “B corpus”) 
feature place names of popular tourist destinations, such as sites in Hawaii, California, and 
Alaska.  Since the name of a specific place of interest (e.g., Oahu, a Hawaiian island) could have 
been mentioned more than once in a specific blog or in several different blogs, its adaptation 
form could be included more than once in the corpus.  Therefore, one of the characteristics of the 
B corpus is the repetition of place names.  For example, there are 206 distinct places of interest 
covered in the corpus, so one may expect to see 206 tokens of adaptation forms that are 
renditions of those place names.  However, there are in fact 395 tokens, because 59 of the place 
names have repeated occurrences in the corpus.  Another characteristic of the B corpus is the 
variation in the renditions either within or between bloggers.  For example, Hilo (town in 
Hawaii) was adapted as ‘希洛’ ([ɕi.lwo] T1.T4) and also as ‘曦嵝’ ([ɕi.lou] T1.T3) by the same 
blogger.  Oahu was adapted as ‘欧胡’ ([ou.xu] T1.T2) or ‘瓦胡’ ([wac.xu] T3.T2) by different 
bloggers.   
Adaptation forms in the dictionary corpus (hereinafter referred to as “D corpus”) differ 
from those in the B corpus in two ways.  First, there is a broader sampling of place names, 
because the dictionary captures more than popular tourist destinations.  A total of 643 distinct 
place names are included in the D corpus in comparison to 206 in the B corpus.  Second, each 
English name has only one Mandarin rendition, so there is no variation in adaptation forms.  The 
dictionary was compiled by 15 editors from the China Committee on Geographical Names, 
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which is responsible for regulating the translation of foreign place names.13  The renditions very 
likely reflect a consensus of the committee regarding a definitive way of rendering place names 
in Mandarin.  It is possible that there are conventions formulated, the nature of which is not 
spelled out. 
In the following sections, we will present information about how the corpora were 
constructed, discuss the convergences of the two corpora, compare the observed tone patterns 
against the predicted distributions, investigate the mechanisms underlying the deviation patterns 
they reveal, and explore the variations between and within the corpora. 
5.1 Corpus construction and data treatment 
The 395 adaptation forms included in the B corpus were extracted from 65 distinct blogs 
posted by 30 different bloggers, including different blogs posted by the same blogger.  Place 
names tended to be repeated in the blogs, but only those reflecting an independent judgment 
made by the adapter were included in the database.  For example, the same place name could be 
mentioned several times in a single blog posting.  If the mentions all shared the same Chinese 
form, only the initial occurrence was counted.  However, if variations occurred among the 
repetitions, each variant was counted as an independent judgment.  If a place name was 
mentioned by a blogger in different blogs, the initial occurrence of the adaptation in each blog 
was counted as a separate judgment.  Additionally, the same place name mentioned by a 
different blogger was considered a separate judgment, even if the two adaptations had identical 
form.   
 
13 A Handbook for the Translation of Foreign Geographical Names (1993) [Waiguo Diming Yiming Shouce, 外国
地名译名手册], Zhou, D., et al. (Eds.), Beijing: The Commercial Press. 
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The D corpus included 643 distinct adaptation forms, making it about 63% larger than the 
B corpus.  In contrast to the blogs, place names in the dictionary were never repeated, so each 
adaptation form was associated with a distinct place name, and each adaptation was considered 
an independent judgment.  The database was constructed though the following samplings: first, 
we extracted 246 adaptation forms from the dictionary by selecting three entries every ten pages; 
second, we extracted 133 adaptations corresponding to the place names that were also sampled in 
the B corpus.14  After an initial review, a shortage of data were identified for two string types: 
strings with nasal codas [n, ŋ] and strings with affricate onsets [tɕ, tɕʰ].  To achieve a sampling of 
diverse string and onset types that would be maximally comparable to the experimentally elicited 
corpus, we extracted an additional 264 adaptations that included the needed segments from the 
dictionary pages that had initially been visited.  
 Although the selection of place names as the target of investigation maximally avoided 
PS loans (borrowing the term used in Miao, 2006), which are semantically tinged, some of the 
adaptation forms in our corpus displayed a feature of “hybrid” loans, so called: part of the word 
was translated or took the form of a semantic tag attached to the phonemic part.  For example, in 
Big Sur (section of the coastline in California), Big was translated as ‘大’ ([tac], big) while Sur 
was adapted phonemically as ‘苏尔’ ([su.ɚ], surname SU-like so);  In St. Elias (mountains in 
Alaska), St. was translated as ‘圣’ ([ʂəŋ], sacred) while Elias was adapted as ‘伊莱亚斯’ 
([ji.lai.ja.sɹ̩], she/her-pigweed-inferior-such) based on the sound.  The adaptation form of Guam 
had two parts: Guam itself was adapted phonemically as ‘关’ ([kwan], to close), with ‘岛’ ([tɑu], 
island) added and attached to ‘关’, indicating that the place name refers to an island.  In our 
 
14 Out of the 206 place names sampled in the B corpus, 73 of them were not listed in the dictionary. Such omissions 
typically were names of streets, parks, churches, museums, or sections of mountains and beaches. 
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analysis of such hybrid loans in both B and D corpora, we included only the sound-based parts, 
and excluded the semantic tags. 
 All the place names in the B and D corpora are multisyllabic (the rendition of the name is 
composed of more than one string, e.g., Elias [ji.lai.ja.sɹ̩]), except Guam ([kwan]).  To present an 
analysis that is parallel to the investigation of the experimentally elicited corpus, we take 
multisyllabic adaptations apart and consider what syllable-level segmental sequences (strings) 
are in play.  Altogether 1246 tokens of strings were extracted from the B database, and 2218 
tokens were extracted from the D database, including multiple occurrences of the same string.  In 
total, 138 distinct string types were identified in the B corpus, and 185 in the D corpus.  In 
contrast to the experimental analysis, the strings were analyzed in a way that was separate from 
the source context: we no longer consider which of the strings in the adaptation form 
corresponds to a stressed or unstressed syllable in the source word.   
 Recall that in Chapter 4 we discussed cases where homographs (one character is 
associated with more than one pronunciation) were involved in the experimentally elicited 
adaptations.  We identified 18 homographs in B and D corpora, 14 of which overlapped between 
the two corpora.  Pinyin renditions are not provided in the dictionary from which the adaptation 
forms in the D corpus were extracted.  Therefore, we resolved 12 of the 18 homographs by 
confirming their pronunciations in Baidu Hanyu (an online dictionary provided by Baidu, the 
dominant Chinese internet search engine) where the same or comparable place names can be 
located with their Pinyin specifications provided.  Two additional homographs were resolved by 
removing pronunciations that are used only in very rare contexts.  There were four homographs 
that could not be resolved: ‘撒’ ([sac] T1 vs. T3), ‘塞’ ([sai] T4 vs. [sɤ] T4), ‘舍’ ([ʂɤ] T3 vs. 
T4), and ‘蒙’ ([məŋ] T2 vs. T3).  These were excluded from the analyses.  After removing the 
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unresolved homographs, there were 135 distinct string types in the B corpus and 182 in the D 
corpus.  Additionally, to be included in the analysis, we required a minimum of four tokens 
observed for each string, so that each of the four tones had the opportunity to be utilized.  This 
left us with 80 types of strings in the B corpus (1154 tokens) and 107 in the D corpus (2084 
tokens).           
5.2 Predicted patterns and deviation  
 In this section, we examine tone distributions observed in the two corpora and check 
them against the patterns predicted by tone probabilities calculated from Da’s (2004) corpus.  
We report that tone probability was able to predict accurately the most-often selected tones 
(including solely selected tones) for the majority of the string types in the B and D corpora.  
Deviations from the predicted patterns were largely motivated by attempts to avoid two types of 
high-frequency characters, which will be discussed below.  
5.2.1 Predicted vs. observed patterns 
 For each string type in the two corpora, we ask whether the most-often selected tone 
matches the most probable tone.  The rate of a good match was 68% (54/80 string types) in the B 
corpus and 58% (62/107) in the D corpus.  We also performed a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, 
to check the compatibility in terms of the general distribution of the four tones, but the result did 
not return a close match between the predicted and observed patterns for either of the two 
corpora: χ2(3) = 52.1, p<.0001 for B corpus; χ2(3) = 106.1, p<.0001 for D corpus.  Therefore, it 
will be interesting to check where the mismatches happened. 
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Figure 5.1 Percent tone realizations, predicted vs. observed, in Mandarin speakers’ written 
adaptations of English syllables in the Blog corpus 
  
 Figure 5.1 above shows the comparison for B corpus.  Checked against the predicted 
pattern, we see a notable decrease of T4 in the observed pattern, which contributed to a notable 
increase of T1.  The observed utilization of T2 and T3 largely matched the predicted pattern.    
 
Figure 5.2 Percent tone realizations, predicted vs. observed, in Mandarin written adaptations of 
English syllables in the Dictionary corpus 
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 In the D corpus, a similar pattern was observed, as shown in Figure 5.2 above.  There was 
a more remarkable decrease of T4, compared to B corpus, which contributed to a notable 
increase of T1 and T2.  The observed utilization of T3 largely matched the predicted pattern.  In 
the following section, we will investigate the mechanisms that potentially motivated such 
deviations in the two corpora, i.e., the reduction of T4, and the rise of T1 and T2.  
5.2.2 Deviations and character avoidance  
 Through examining the deviating cases, we detected a strong motivation to avoid certain 
high-frequency characters that could work together with their neighboring characters to trigger 
unintended readings of the place names.  Such avoidances accounted for 69% of the deviating 
cases in B corpus (18/26 string types) and 78% in D corpus (35/45).  The avoided characters also 
coincided with the most probable tones of the corresponding strings (e.g., T4), and a correlation 
was detected between the avoidances and the deviating tone patterns reported in the previous 
section, i.e., 39% of the avoidances in B corpus and 54% in D corpus were associated with a 
reduction of T4 and a corresponding increase of T1/T2.  
 In what follows, we introduce two types of avoidance, both of which involved characters 
with the highest raw frequency for a specific t-string.  The first type features content morphemes 
(predominantly verbs), and the second type features functional morphemes.  Such characters can 
easily create compound words, phrases or expressions when taken together with neighboring 
characters, which may lead to unintended readings of the place names.  We will first examine the 
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avoidance of content morphemes.  Table 5.1 below lists the verbs avoided in the two corpora and 
their most-often selected replacements.15    
Table 5.1 Avoidance and replacement: verbs (B&D corpora) 
String 
Avoidance Replacement 
Tone Char Gloss Tone Char Gloss 
[pan] T4 办 to handle T1 班  class 
[tʂac] T4 炸 to explode T1 扎 to poke, to tie 
[tɕi] T4 计 to compute T1 基 foundation 
[tɕin] T4 进 to enter T1 金 
surname JIN 
gold  
[ai] T4 爱 to love T1 埃 fine dust 
[xu] T4 护 to protect T2 胡  surname HU 
[lun] T4 论 to argue T2 伦 kinship 
[pi] T4 必 must T3 比 to compare 
[khan] T4/T1 看 to watch/guard T3 坎 ridge, threshold 
[təŋ] T3 等 to wait T1 登 to ascend, to mount 
[tɕhi] T3 起 to get up T2 奇 rare 
[khɤ] T3 可 can, may T4 克 gram 
[than] T2 谈 to talk, to discuss T3 坦 candid 
[xwo] T2 活 to live, to survive T4 霍 surname HUO 
[thiŋ] T1 听 to listen T2 廷  court 
[tɕje] T1 接 to receive T2 杰  outstanding 
[khai] T1 开 to open T3 凯 triumphant 
[ʂəŋ] T1 生 to give birth T4 盛  
surname SHENG  
magnificent 
 
 The generalization emerging from the list above is that when the most probable tone was 
skipped over due to character avoidance, the replacement was sought in the second most 
probable tone.   With the exception of ‘看’ ([khan]), all the replacement characters listed in the 
 
15 Among the 18 avoided verbs listed in Table 5.1, 15 had more than one replacement, with one of the replacements 
being selected much more frequently than the others. To demonstrate the dominant pattern of replacements, we 
included in the table only the most-often selected replacement for each avoided verb. 
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table above carried the second most probable tone for their corresponding string types.  
Character ‘看’ is a homograph that has two tones, T4 (to watch) and T1 (to guard), both of 
which were ranked high in terms of probability but were avoided due to their associated 
character meanings.  Interestingly, except for 廷 ([thiŋ] T2), all the replacement characters were 
also those with the highest raw frequency for the corresponding replacement t-strings after 
removal of any problematic characters.  For example, T4 and T1 for [khan] were skipped over to 
avoid ‘看’ (to watch, to guard).  Consequently, T3 was selected as the replacement tone based on 
the probability ranking, and ‘砍’ was the character with the highest frequency for this t-string.  
However, due to its problematic meaning (to chop/hack), this character was also skipped over, 
and the second character on the frequency list (‘坎’ ridge, threshold) was selected.  The 
exceptional case of ‘廷’ (court), associated with a [thiŋ] string only found in the D corpus, might 
reflect a convention followed in the dictionary because a non-problematic character with a higher 
frequency (‘庭’ courtyard) was available but not selected.   
 In summary, during the adaptation process, the replacement mechanism scanned the 
tones down the probability ranking and looked for the next tone on the list for the string at issue.  
The same type of scanning was also performed down the character frequency list for the t-string 
at issue.  After the removal of any problematic forms, the replacement mechanism located the 
next most probable tone represented by the character with the highest frequency.   
 After examining the verbs, we move on to the adjectives and nouns that were avoided in 
the two corpora and their replacements.  As shown in Table 5.2 below, there were much fewer 
cases than verbs.   
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Table 5.2 Avoidance and replacement: adjectives and nouns (B&D) 
String 
Avoidance Replacement 
Tone Char Gloss Tone Char Gloss 
[tac] T4 大 big T2 达 eminent, to reach 
[xwac] T4 话 remarks T2 华 splendid/splendor 
[mu] T4 目 eyes T3 姆 governess 
[wu] T4 物 object/stuff T3 伍  
surname WU 
team 
[lɑu] T3 老 old T2 劳 labor 
[man] T3 满 full T4 曼 wonderful 
 
The replacement mechanism identified among the verbs can also be applied to the nouns and 
adjectives.  For example, the most probable tone for string [wu] was T4.  This tone was skipped 
to avoid character ‘物’ (object/stuff).  The second most probable tone for this string was T2, 
which was also skipped over, due to its association with the problematic high-frequency 
character ‘无’ (no/not/nothing).  Therefore, T3, the next tone on the probability ranking list was 
selected as the replacement.  As with the verbs, the replacement characters for the nouns and 
adjectives were also those with the highest raw frequency, after the removal of problematic 
forms.  The only exception was ‘伍’ ([wu] T3, surname WU, team), for which non-problematic 
competing characters with higher frequencies existed but were not selected (e.g., ‘武’ surname 
WU, military; ‘午’ noon; ‘舞’ dance).  This is also a case found only in the D corpus, so it is 
possible that the character selection reflects a convention-based decision. 
 To illustrate how the avoidance of content morphemes could prevent potential misreading 
of the place names, we use Hoover Dam as an example.  The word Hoover was adapted 
phonemically as ‘胡佛’ ([xu.fwo] T2.T2, surname HU-Buddha), and Dam was translated 
semantically as ‘大坝’ ([tac.pac] T4.T4, big-dam), so Hoover Dam was adapted as ‘胡佛大坝’ 
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(surname HU-Buddha-big-dam).  For string [fwo], ‘佛’ was the only available character, so T2 
was the only available tone.  For string [xu], T4 was the most probable tone but was avoided.  
The highest-frequency character associated with T4 was ‘护’ (to protect).  Combining ‘护’ and 
‘佛’, the adaptation for Hoover would become ‘护佛’ (to protect-Buddha), and the full 
adaptation for Hoover Dam would become ‘护佛大坝’ (to protect-Buddha-big-dam).  Following 
the Chinese word order, a misreading could be generated that Hoover Dam is a big dam to 
protect the Buddha, which may have religious connotations.  Therefore, by avoiding T4, the 
potential misreading could be prevented.         
 The second type of avoidance involved functional morphemes.  In her study on the non-
phonological factors involved in adaption loanwords in Mandarin, Dong (2012) reported that 
certain types of grammatical words were not found in her database, such as questions-words, 
particles, interjections, grammatical markers, and modal verbs.  Based on her summary, we 
removed 13 characters from Da’s corpus, as listed in Table 5.3 below, and recomputed the tone 
probabilities for the strings at issue.  The current investigation is based on the revised tone 
probabilities.   
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Table 5.3 Grammatical words from Dong (2012) 
Character String Tone Gloss 
几 [tɕi] T3 question word 
什 [ʂən] T2 question word  
啊 [ac]  T1/T2/T4 interjection 
哎 [ai]  T1 interjection 
唉 [ai]  T4 interjection 
嗯 [ən]  T4 interjection 
把 [pac]  T3 marker of disposal construction 
被 [pei]  T4 passive/adversity marker 
非 [fei]  T1 negation marker 
没 [mei]  T2 negation marker 
个 [kɤ]  T4 classifier 
是 [ʂɹ̩]  T4 copula 
还 [hai]  T2 and, too, as well, furthermore 
 
As we carried out the analysis of character avoidance, we identified seven additional functional 
morphemes that were avoided in the adaptation process.  Below in Table 5.4 is a list of the 
characters at issue and their replacements.   
Table 5.4 Avoidance and replacement: functional morphemes (B&D) 
String 
Avoidance Replacement 
Tone Char Gloss Tone Char Gloss 
[tɕhɹ̩]  T4 此 this T2 茨 thatched hut 
[lei] T4 类 classifier T2 雷 
surname LEI 
thunder 
[wei]  T4 为 for T2 维 to maintain 
[an]  T4 按 according to T1 安 safe; to install 
[kɤ]  T4 各16 each/every 
T1 哥 (B) elder brother 
T2 格 (D) grid 
[ni]  T3 你 you T2 尼 nun 
[ɚ]  T2 而 but, while T3 尔 thou; like so 
 
 
16 In the two corpora, there was a divergence in the most-often selected replacement for ‘各’ ([kɤ] T4): ‘哥’ (T1) 
was the most often selected character for the B corpus, and ‘格’ (T2), for the D corpus. 
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 As with the content morphemes, most of the avoidances of the functional morphemes 
involved T4, and T1/T2 was the most-often selected replacements, which illustrates the tone 
deviation pattern.  Except for ‘此’ ([tɕhɹ̩] T3), all the replacements again featured the second 
most probable tone and the character with the highest frequency for the replacement t-string.  
Therefore, we report that the replacement mechanism as reflected in the content morphemes was 
also followed by the functional morphemes, i.e., the next most probable tone represented by the 
non-problematic character with the highest frequency was selected as the replacement.  For the 
exceptional case of ‘此’ ([tɕhɹ̩] T3), the most probable tone (T3) was avoided due to the function 
of ‘此’ as a demonstrative pronoun (this).  The second most probable tone T4 was also avoided 
due to its association with another functional morpheme ‘次’ (measure word for frequency).  
Therefore, the selection went to T2, the next tone down the probability list.  When selecting the 
character for this t-string, however, four candidates with a higher frequency were skipped over 
⎯ ‘词’ word; ‘辞’ to resign, diction; ‘慈’ compassionate; ‘磁’ magnetism ⎯ and the final 
selection landed on ‘茨’ (thatched hut).  The motivation was unclear.  This string was found only 
in the D corpus, so it could be a third example of the role of convention, following the 
exceptional cases of ‘廷’ ([tʰiŋ]) and ‘伍’ ([wu]) discussed earlier.  We will explore the role of 
dictionary convention in §5.3. 
 To demonstrate how the avoidance of functional morphemes could prevent potential 
misreadings of the place names, we use Gray (city in Georgia State) as an example.  This city 
name was adapted as ‘格雷’ ([kɤ.lei] T2.T2, grid-surname LEI/thunder) with the most probable 
tone skipped for both strings.  If the most probable tones and the corresponding characters 
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highest frequency had been selected, the resulting adaptation would be ‘各类’ (T4.T4, each-
type), which can create a misreading of the place name.   
 Recall that at the end of Chapter 4, we argued that in the experimentally elicited 
adaptations, tones were assigned as a separate step after strings were adapted.  The discussions 
above further suggest that before a tone assignment is finalized, the high-frequency characters 
associated with the most probable t-string may be scanned for their semantic associations.  Such 
associations could be overt or covert.  Overt association usually refers to the selection of 
semantically favorable characters, as illustrated by the PS loans discussed in Miao (2006), which 
will also be discussed in Chapter 6.  Covert association refers to the avoidance of characters that 
may lead to unintended readings.  Both types of association could lead to deviations in tone 
selection.  While overt association can redirect selection to a favorable character immediately, 
with the desirable meaning in mind, covert association, however, involves a character-by-
character screening following frequency order and is thus more intricate. 
5.3 Divergence and variation 
 In the previous section, we discussed how well tone probabilities could predict tone 
distributions in the two corpora, and how character avoidance could motivate tone deviations 
from the predicted patterns.  In this section, we compare the two corpora and see to what extent 
their tone distribution patterns converge and diverge, and investigate what caused the divergence.  
We will also explore types of variation observed in the two corpora and discuss the role of 
conventions identified in the D corpus, and see how closely they were followed in the B corpus.   
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5.3.1 Divergence in the two corpora 
 In this section, we will compare the tone distribution patterns observed in the two 
corpora.  We will investigate three aspects: first, the most frequently selected tones; second, 
additional tones utilized in one but not the other corpus; third, additional characters utilized in 
one but not the other corpus.  Through such investigations, we report that duplicated place names 
in the B corpus were the major source of divergence in tone distribution patterns.  Second, the B 
corpus utilized a larger variety of tones and characters, apparently with an intention to achieve 
certain semantic associations.  
 To eliminate the effect of string type difference in the comparison, we further narrowed 
down the data to 67 types of strings that were shared by both corpora, which resulted in a total of 
1073 tokens in B corpus and 1760 in D corpus.  Figure 5.3 below shows the comparison. 
 
Figure 5.3 Percent tone realizations observed, as a function of corpus type (Blog, Dictionary), in 
Mandarin written adaptations of English syllables 
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 As shown in the figure above, T1 and T4 were the two most popular tones in the B 
corpus, selected almost equally frequently.  T2 was selected much less frequently, and T3 was 
the least popular tone among the four.  In the D corpus, T2 and T3 were utilized more often, 
which brought down the usage of T1 and T4.  We also ran a Chi-square contingency test, which 
established a strong association between B/D corpus and tone choice, χ2(3) = 31.74, p<.0001.  
Therefore, we would like to explore what might have motivated such variation. 
 We first look at the cases where the most frequently selected tones differed in the two 
corpora.  The seven strings at issue are listed in (1) below.  Except for [ji], we see a strong 
preference in T1 and T4 in the B corpus, as opposed to T2 and T3 in D corpus.  Such differences 
illustrate the divergences in tone distribution patterns between the two corpora, as shown in 
Figure 5.3 above. 
(1) Most frequently selected tone: B versus D corpus 
String [pwo] [kɤ]  [lwo]  [ti]  [li] [mi]  [ji] 
Tone 
B T1 T1  T4 T4  T4 T4  T2 
D T2 T2  T2 T2  T3 T3  T1 
 
 A closer examination of the data revealed that for five out of the seven strings the 
divergences arose from duplicated adaptation forms of the same place names that were 
considered independent judgments in the B corpus.  Recall that such duplication was not a 
feature in the D corpus.  Using string [lwo] as an example, as shown in (2) below, T4 was the 
most frequently selected tone in B corpus (Total: T4=28, T2=23), cf. T2 in D corpus (Total: 
T2=33, T4=24).  If we count only the distinct adaptation forms involving [lwo], excluding the 
duplicates in B, the most frequently selected tone would be same for the two corpora (B: T2=12, 
T4=8; D: T2=33, T4=24).  However, if we include the duplicates, T4 would outnumber T2 in B 
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corpus.  For example, Los Angeles was adapted as [lwo.ʂan.tɕji], and T4 was assigned to [lwo] 
exclusively.  In the D corpus, T4 was counted only once for this place name, but there were 11 
duplicated forms for this place name in the B corpus, which boosted the counts for T4 and made 
it outnumber T2.   
(2) Distribution of T4 and T2 for [lwo]: B versus D 
 Blog Dictionary 
# of distinct  
adaptations 
# of duplicated 
adaptations 
Total  # of distinct  
adaptations 
# of duplicated 
adaptations 
Total 
T4 8 20 28 24 0 24 
T2 12 11 23 33 0 33 
 
 After examining the cases where the most frequently selected tones differed in the two 
corpora, we look at a second type of divergence: while many shared strings across the corpora 
shared their tone selection(s), there were cases where an additional tone was utilized in one but 
not the other corpus.  The seven strings at issue are listed in (3) below.   
(3) Additional tones utilized: B versus D 
String [pi] [lu]  [ni]  [mwo] [ja]  [tun] [lai] 
Shared Tone(s) T3 T2, T3  T2  T4 T3, T4  T4 T2 
Additional 
Tone 
B T4 T4  T1  T2 T1  - - 
D -   -  - -  T1 T4 
 
It’s interesting to see that five out of the seven additional tones occurred in the B corpus.  The 
only two cases that happened to the D corpus ([tun], [lai]) can be explained through dictionary 
conventions, which will be discussed in next section.  Let us focus on the five cases in the B 
corpus, which demonstrate three types of idiosyncratic decision.   
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 The first type of idiosyncrasy ([pi] T4, [lu] T4) practiced avoidance differently.  As noted 
in §5.2, it was typically the case that once a problematic high-frequency character was detected, 
the tone associated to this character (usually the most probable tone for the string) would be 
avoided completely, and the replacement immediately moved to the next most probable tone.  
When the first type of idiosyncrasy was at play, only the problematic character was avoided (‘必’ 
[pi] must, ‘录’ [lu] to record), but the associated tone (most probable one) was still selected.   
 The second type of idiosyncrasy ([ni] T1) illustrated overt semantic association, because 
the additional tone selected was represented by a character associated with a desirable meaning.  
The place name in question was Santa Monica, and string [ni] was used to adapt [nɪ] in Monica; 
the desirable character selected was ‘妮’ (little girl).  It is very likely that this character was 
selected to offer a feminine image that matches Monica as a female name.  We will see more 
examples related to the promotion of gendered characters in the next chapter.  
 The third type of idiosyncrasy, e.g., [mwo.ja], T2.T1, (Moab, city in Utah) reflects 
unexplained (arbitrary) decisions, because the additional selections were not ranked high either 
in term of tone probability or character frequency, and there was no overt semantic association 
involved in the characters (‘摩押’ rub-pledge).   
 Now let us look at a third type of divergence where an additional character was utilized in 
one but not the other corpus for a t-string shared in the two corpora.  The nine t-strings at issue 
are listed in (4) below.   
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(4) Additional characters utilized: B versus D  
T-String Shared Characters Additional Character 
B D 
[mɑu] T4 冒 to take (a risk) 茂 luxuriant - 
[ji] T2 夷 nationality name YI 宜 suitable - 
[ɕi] T1 
西 west 
锡 tin 
希 to hope 
曦 sunlight at dawn - 
[sɹ̩] T1 斯 such/this (archaic) 丝 silk - 
[ti] T4 
蒂 stem 
第 ordinal number marker 
地 ground - 
[ji] T4 伊 she/her (archaic) 依 according to/to rely on - 
[pwo] T2 伯 uncle - 博 abundant/profound 
[ti] T2 迪 to enlighten  狄 tribe name DI 
[tɕʰi] T2 奇 rare - 齐 even/uniform 
 
As with the additional tone utilizations, the B corpus also featured more diverse character 
utilization.  The three additional characters used only in the D corpus (‘博’, ‘狄’, ‘齐’) were 
motivated by dictionary conventions, which will be discussed in §5.3.2.  Therefore, let us focus 
on the seven cases in B corpus, which apparently reflect a desire to achieve certain semantic 
associations, except for two characters (‘地’, ‘依’).    
 Character ‘茂’ ([mɑu] T4, luxuriant) and ‘宜’ ([ji] T2, suitable) were selected to adapt 
Maui (island in Hawaii).  The shared adaptation in the two corpora was ‘毛伊’ ([mɑu.ji], T2.T1, 
surname MAO-she/her).  Comparing the two versions, we see that ‘茂宜’ (luxuriant-suitable) 
presents a more desirable image of the island as an attractive tourist destination with abundant 
green.  Similarly, character ‘曦’ ([ɕi] T1, sunlight at dawn) was selected to adapt Hilo (town in 
Hawaii) together with ‘嵝’ ([lou] T3, hilltop), which was a character used only for adapting Hilo.  
The shared adaptation in the two corpora was ‘希洛’ ([ɕi.lwo], T1.T4, to hope-river LUO).  
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Comparing the two versions, we see that ‘曦嵝’ (sunlight at dawn-hilltop) presents a more scenic 
image of Hilo as a town surrounded by tall mountains.   
 The case of ‘丝’ ([sɹ̩] T1, silk) is very similar to the case of ‘妮’ in Santa Monica, when 
we were discussing the additional tone selections earlier in this section, but with a twist.  
Character ‘丝’ ([sɹ̩] T1, silk) was selected to adapt word final -s in Ellis for Ellis Island (New 
York tourism destination).  The entire adaptation for Ellis was ‘艾丽丝’ ([ai.li.sɹ̩] T4.T4.T1, herb 
name-beautiful-silk).  Note that both ‘丽’ (beautiful) and ‘丝’ (silk) carry a strong feminine 
touch, but Ellis is not a female name, based on the history of the island.  Since Ellis sounds very 
similar to Alice, which is a well-known female name with an established Chinese adaptation (‘爱
丽丝’ [ai.li.sɹ̩], T4.T4.T1, love-beautiful-silk), bloggers might have mistaken Ellis for Alice and 
borrowed the entire adaptation directly, except for the first character (‘爱’ vs. ‘艾’ with identical 
pronunciation).  Therefore, this case accidentally illustrates gender-based overt association. 
 Regarding the two exceptions, ‘地’ was only used for adapting San Diego (‘圣地亚哥’ 
[ʂəŋ.ti.ja.kɤ], T4.T4.T4.T1).  In the D corpus, San Diego was adapted as ‘圣迭戈’ ([ʂəŋ.tje.kɤ], 
T4.T2.T1).  These two adaptation forms are often seen used interchangeably.  The other 
exception, ‘依’ was only used for adapting Iao Valley (in Hawaii), and it can be considered an 
example of idiosyncrasy.  Character ‘依’ has a higher raw frequency than ‘伊’ (the shared 
character) but was avoided in most cases, due to its status as a functional morpheme (according 
to) and common verb (to rely on).  However, this character was not avoided in adapting Iao 
Valley, and there was no semantic association involved (‘依奥’ [ji.ɑu] T1.T4, according to-
profound).     
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5.3.2 Variation 
In this section, we present tone and character variations observed in the D corpus and 
compare them with the patterns observed in the B corpus.  More specifically, we look at cases 
where more than one tone was mapped to a single string or more than one character was mapped 
to a single t-string.  We report that variations in the D corpus were largely motivated by 
conventions used for encoding pronunciation differences in the corresponding source words.  
Those conventions were, however, less closely followed in the B corpus where idiosyncrasies 
were observed.   
 We will present three scenarios below regarding the conventions followed in the D 
corpus.  It is worth noting that except for three string types, which will be discussed, those 
scenarios were not phonological or phonetic in nature, i.e., there were no patterned associations 
identified between the phonological features or phonetic properties of a source element and the 
tone property in the character selected (i.e., pitch height or contour).      
5.3.2.1 Variation in the dictionary corpus 
 In the first scenario, variations encoded pronunciation differences in the onset consonant 
of the source syllable.  The summary in Table 5.5 below lists six string types that demonstrate 
this scenario.  In each of the seven cases, two distinct onset consonants in the source syllables 
were mapped to one single onset consonant in the Mandarin string, as a repair strategy, because 
mapping either or both consonants directly to their closest counterparts in Mandarin may lead to 
the formation of illicit strings.  For example, both [hɪ] and [si] (in Hilts and Seattle, respectively) 
were mapped to [ɕi] in Mandarin, because keeping the faithful adaptations (according to Miao 
2005 and Lin 2008) would create illicit strings (*[xi] and *[si]).  In another example, [laɪ] and 
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[ɹaɪ] (in Hartline and Wrightsville, respectively) were both mapped to [lai], because strictly 
faithful adaptation would create an illicit string for one of them (English [ɹaɪ] → Mandarin 
*[ɹai]).  
Table 5.5 Tone variations sensitive to difference in source onset (D corpus) 
String Character Tone Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[ɕi] 希 T1 [hɪ] Hilts, Wewahitchka 
西 [si] Seattle, Garcia  
[ɕin] 欣 T1 [hɪn], [hɪŋ] Hinkley, Hingham 
辛 [sɪŋ], [sɪm], [sɪn], 
[ðɪŋ] 
Lancing, Simpson, Sinclair,  
Worthington 
[lai] 莱 T2 [læ], [lɛ], [lɪ], 
[laɪ] 
Blackburn, Leslie, Hollywood, 
Hartline 
赖 T4 [ɹaɪ] Wrightsville, Dryad  
[li] 利 T4 [li], [lɪ], [ɹi] Blissfield, Denali, Arizona 
里 T3 [ɹi], [ɹɪ] Berry, Darien, Dripping Springs 
[lu] 卢 T2 [lu] Luxapalila, Blooming Prairie 
鲁 T3 [ɹu], [ɹʊ], [lu] Chocorua, Cairnbrook, Honolulu 
[lwo] 洛 T4 [loʊ], [lɒ] Loda, Kiholo, Lodgell 
罗 T2 [ɹɔ], [ɹɒ], [loʊ] Korona, Crosby, Thurlow 
 
 In the examples above, repairs were reflected through tone or character variations.  
Taking string [lai] as an example, when the source onset was [l] (as in Hartline), it was assigned 
T2; when the onset was [ɹ] (as in Wrightsville), it was assigned T4.  In the case of [ɕi], when the 
source onset was [h] (as in Hilts), it was assigned character ‘希’; when the onset was [s] (as in 
Seattle), it was assigned ‘西’.  Both characters carry T1.  Although such distinct associations 
were the dominant patterns, exceptions and mismatches between onsets and tones were 
identified.  For example, for string [lu], tone variations encoded source onset differences between 
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[l] and [ɹ]: when the source onset was [l] (as in Blooming Prairie), T2 was assigned; when the 
onset was [ɹ] (as in Chocorua), T3 was assigned.  One exceptional case, Honolulu, patterns with 
[ɹ] cases, although it has [l] as the onset in the corresponding syllable.   
 Within the first scenario regarding source onset, we observed a subset of string types, for 
which mapping the source onset directly to their closest Mandarin counterparts would not result 
in illicit strings.  For example, [phwo], [thi] and [tɕhi] are all licit strings in Mandarin, but they 
were not utilized to represent the aspiration feature in the onset of the corresponding source 
syllables in Table 5.6 below (e.g., Apostle, Assateague, Molokini).  Instead, only the unaspirated 
version of the strings was adopted (i.e., [pwo], [ti] and [tɕi]).   
Table 5.6 Tone variations sensitive to laryngeal qualities in source onset (D corpus) 
String Tone Character Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[pwo] T1 波 [phɔ˞], [phɒ], [phoʊ],  Portland, Apostle, Koolaupoko  
T2 伯 [bɚ], [bə], [bɔ] Bernville, Tiburon, Hurtsboro 
博 [boʊ] Boulder 
[ti] T4 蒂 [thi], [theɪ], [tɪ] Assateague, Otego, Chocowinity 
第 [dɪ] Indiana 
T2 迪 [dɪ], [di]  Dimmitt, Pasadena,  
狄 [dɪ] Dillon 
[tɕi] T1 基 [kʰi], [kʰɪ] Molokini, Lockett 
矶 [dʒə] Los Angeles 
T2 吉 [dʒɪ] Egegik, Virgil 
 
 To encode the difference in the laryngeal qualities of the onset consonants in the source 
syllables, tone variants were utilized, but they were more likely used to denote the contrast in 
voicing rather than aspiration, because the variations illustrated the depressing effect of onset 
voicing on tone.  For example, T2 with a lower pitch onset was assigned to strings that 
correspond to source syllables with a voiced onset, while T1 or T4, which have higher onset 
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pitch, were assigned to strings corresponding to voiceless onsets.  Using string [pwo] as an 
illustration, when the source onset was voiceless (as in Portland), the string was assigned T1; 
when the onset was voiced (as in Bernville), the string was assigned T2.  This subset of strings 
demonstrates the only type of variation that might be phonetically driven, though with two 
exception ([ti] T4 for Indiana, [tɕi] T1 for Los Angeles), for which there was a mismatch of 
voicing and tone, i.e., T4 and T1 (not T2) were assigned to strings with voiced onsets. 
 In the second scenario, variations encoded differences in the rime of the source syllables, 
particularly nuclear vowels.  As reported by Lin (2008), adaptations of non-corner vowels in 
Mandarin, including diphthongs, displayed high variability: a single vowel or diphthong in the 
source syllable could be mapped to multiple vowels or diphthongs in Mandarin.  In the D corpus, 
by contrast, a many-on-one mapping pattern was observed: a single vowel/diphthong form in 
Mandarin was maximally utilized to represent a group of correspondents in the source, plausibly 
for purposes of simplicity and consistency.   
 Table 5.7 below illustrates the many-to-one mapping.  Tone or character variations were 
utilized to denote subgroupings.  For example, character ‘默’ was assigned to string [mwo] when 
the vowel/rime in the source was [ɚ] or [ə], while ‘莫’ was assigned when the correspondent was 
[oʊ] or [ɒ].  This convention could also denote cases where the correspondent was an onset or 
coda consonant without a rime associated with it.  For example, T4 was assigned to string [khɤ] 
when the correspondent in the source was as part of an onset cluster (as in Crofton) or coda (as in 
Bannack).  The other variant, T1, was not utilized for this type of association. 
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Table 5.7 Tone variations sensitive to rime differences in source correspondent (D corpus)  
String Tone Character Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[mwo] T4 默 [mɚ], [mə] Merced, Mammoth  
莫 [moʊ], [mɒ] Moab, St. Elmo, Santa Monica 
[fei] T1 菲 [fi], [fɪ]  Blissfield, Effie, Prophetstown 
T4 费 [fɛ], [fə] Fairbanks, Fedora, Felch 
 
[tun] T1 敦 [taʊn] Baytown, Comertown 
T4 顿 [tən] Crofton, Darlington 
[ai] T1 埃 [æ], [ɛ] Aphrewn, Edroy 
T4 艾 [eɪ], [aɪ] Abrahams, Isleton, Kamiah 
[kɤ] T1 戈 [gɔ], [goʊ] Kilgore, San Diego 
T2 格 [g], [gɚ], [gə] Glacier, Assateague, Erlanger, 
Wrangell 
[khɤ] T1 科 [khɔ], [khɔʊ], [khɒ], 
[khɔ˞], [khoʊ] 
Comanche, Colton, Chocorua, 
Korbel, Blencoe  
T4 克 [kh], [k], [khɚ], [khə]  Crofton, Bannack, Bad Axe, 
Baker, Haskell 
  
5.3.2.2 Variation in the blog corpus   
 In what follows, we will compare the same types of variation in the B corpus with those 
observed in the D corpus.  The purpose is to see whether the conventions identified in the D 
corpus were also followed by the bloggers.  Through our investigations, we report that 
conventions observed in the D corpus were most closely followed in the B corpus when they 
were used to denote differences in the laryngeal properties of the source onsets, as shown Table 
5.8 below.  Except for Los Angeles, T2 was exclusively assigned to strings that correspond to 
syllables with voiced onsets, and T1/T4 were assigned those that correspond to voiceless onsets. 
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Table 5.8 Tone variations sensitive to laryngeal qualities in source onset (B corpus) 
String Character Tone Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[pwo] T1 波 [phɔ˞], [phə], 
[phɒ], [phoʊ]  
Portland, Pololu, Pomponio, 
Maripossa, 
T2 伯 [bɚ] Hubbard, Roberts 
[ti] 
 
T4 蒂 [thi], [tɪ]  Yosemite, Getty, Whittier 
T2 迪 [dɪ], [də], [di] Denali, Disney, Madison, 
Pasadena  
[tɕi] T1 基 [kʰi] Kenai, Waikiki 
矶 [dʒə] Los Angeles 
T2 吉 [dʒɪ], [dʒ]  Puget, Page 
 
 Regarding conventions denoting rime differences in the source, they were followed 
closely in the B corpus for [mwo], as well as strings with a correspondent in the source as part of 
an onset cluster, but not so closely for [fei] and [ai], as illustrated in Table 5.9 below.  For both 
[fei] and [ai], either T1 or T4 could be assigned in the B corpus when the corresponding rime in 
the source syllable was [ɛ] (e.g., Fairbanks, Edmonds, Elliot).  By contrast, a clear distinction 
was followed in this case in the D corpus: only T4 was assigned for [fei], and only T1 was 
assigned for [ai].    
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Table 5.9 Tone variations sensitive to rime differences in source correspondent (B corpus) 
String Tone Character Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[mwo] T4 默 [mə] Mammoth 
莫 [moʊ], [mɔ], [mɒ] Alamo, Mauna Kea, Santa 
Monica 
[tun] T1 敦 not attested not attested 
T4 顿 [tən] Dalton, Edgerton 
[khɤ] T1 科 [khoʊ], [khɔ] Coit, Colorado 
T4 克 [kh], [k], [khɚ], [khə]  Kluane, Blackburn, Bixby, Baker, 
Rockefeller Center,  
[kɤ] T1 戈 [goʊ] San Diego 
T2 格 [g], [gə] Glennallen, Stag's Leap, 
Wrangell,  
[fei] T4 费 [fɛ], [fɚ] Fairbanks, Fern 
T1 菲 [fɛ], [fɪ], [faɪ] Fairbanks, Memphis, Pfeiffer 
[ai] T1 埃 [ɛ] Edmonds, Pueblo 
T4 艾 [ɛ] Elliot, Ellis Island 
  
 Conventions were least closely followed when they were used to denote source onset 
differences other than laryngeal properties, as shown in Table 5.10 below.  For example, in the D 
corpus, T2 for [lai] was reserved for corresponding source syllables with [l] was the onset (e.g., 
Blackburn).  In the B corpus, by contrast, T2 could also be assigned to source syllable with [ɹ] as 
the onset (e.g., Bryce), which was always assigned T4 in the D corpus.  Another example is [li], 
which as always assigned T3 when the onset of the source syllable was [ɹ] (e.g., Darien).  
However, in the B corpus, T3 could also be assigned to the corresponding source syllable with [l] 
as onset (e.g., Denali). 
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Table 5.10 Tone variations sensitive to difference in source onset (B corpus) 
String Character Tone Source Syllable Source Place Names 
[ɕi] 希 T1 [hi] Gilahina, Hilo 
西 [si] Mendocino, Seattle 
[lai] 莱 T2 [læ], [lɛ], [lɪ], 
[laɪ], [ɹai] 
Blackburn, Naalehu, Hollywood,  
Bryce 
赖 T4 not attested not attested 
[li] 利 T4 [li], [lɪ], [ɹi], [ɹei] Beverly, California, Denali, 
Hialeah, Arizona, Monterey 
里 T3 [ɹi], [ɹɪ], [li] Fremont, Florida, Denali 
[lu] 卢 T2 [lu], [lʌ] Kluane, Luxor 
鲁 T3 [ɹu], [ɹʊ], [lu] Root, Brooklyn, Honolulu  
[lwo] 洛 T4 [loʊ], [lɒ] Hallow, Los Angeles 
罗 T2 [ɹɔ], [ɹʌ], [ɹɒ], 
[ɹoʊ], [loʊ], [lɔ], 
[l]  
Coronado, Drum, Roberts, 
Roosevelt Island, Florida, Buffalo, 
St. Paul 
[fu] 夫 T1 [f] Shelikof, Taft 
福 T2 [fɔ], [vɛ] California, Roosevelt 
弗 [vɚ], [f] Beverly, Fremont 
  
5.4 Discussions and concluding remarks  
 Analyses in the previous sections suggest that overall, the B and D corpora converged on 
the general distribution of the four tones, which was primarily driven by tone probabilities. The 
ultimate tone selections, however, were subject to the scanning for character avoidance, which 
can be interpreted as a mechanism of covert semantic association.  Divergence between the two 
corpora was mainly caused by the oddly-weighted sampling in the B corpus (i.e., duplicated 
adaptation forms).  The B corpus also featured idiosyncratic decisions in character selections, 
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some of which illustrated overt semantic associations.  Variation in tone selections was largely 
motivated by conventions in the D corpus, which were not always followed in the B corpus. 
 Recall that in the concluding section of Chapter 4, we discussed probability-based tone 
processing in Mandarin (Wiener & Ito, 2016), and proposed that such mechanism could also be 
utilized in loanword adaptations.  Drawing upon Wiener and Turnbull (2016), we also proposed 
that tone assignments were initiated after segmental adaptations had been completed, and they 
constrained which lexical items (characters) were accessed and screened first (for avoidance) in 
the following steps of adaptation.  We found support of this argument also in Wiener and Ito 
(2015).  In their eye-tracking study, mono-dialectal Mandarin speakers were asked to identify the 
target character among three competitors (one with a different onset, one with a different tone, 
and one as a complete distractor) after hearing the corresponding t-string stimulus in a carrier 
sentence.  The stimuli included high and low-frequency strings, and they were paired with high 
and low-probability tones.  An interesting observation was made concerning the low-frequency 
strings: when the target character carried a low-probability tone, participants’ eyes were fixated 
initially on the competing character with a high-probability tone right after the stimulus was 
played, before shifting to the correct target.  The authors argue that participants’ knowledge of 
tonal probabilities triggered immediate probability-based processing after the segmental content 
of the string stimulus was detected, so the competing character with high tone probability was 
accessed first, even if it was not the correct target.  
 In the context of loanword adaptation, discussions presented in the current chapter also 
support the proposals above.  When adapting place names, tone recommendations were made 
based on the probability rankings, and the corresponding t-strings determined the groups of 
characters that would be accessed and screened.  For example, characters carrying the highest-
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probability tone for a specific string were accessed first, and the high-frequency characters 
within this group were screened for covert semantic association.  If problematic characters were 
detected, the tone would be discarded, and characters associated with the second most-probable 
tone would be accessed and screened.  Such process would continue until an optimal tone 
candidate was located.  We will further explore covert and overt semantic associations in 
Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 Adaptation of Role Names from Japanese Manga 
In Chapter 5, we investigated the adaptation of place names in English, and discussed 
how tone probability shaped the distributional pattern of tonal assignments.  Additionally, we 
examined the factor of character avoidance, i.e., how it worked in concert with tone probability 
to exclude certain tone candidates.  In the current chapter, we explore the adaptation of a 
different type of loanword from a different donor language, namely, manga role names, from 
Japanese.17  These are names assigned to highly stylized participants in the plots of Japanese 
comic books or graphic novels, many of which have been made into animated films.  The corpus 
also included a small number of Japanese brand names which provide an important contrasting 
subtype. 
The reason for selecting loanwords of this type is two-fold: first, we would like to check 
if there is any generalization of the adaptation mechanisms (as observed in the B and D corpora 
of place names) to a different source language ⎯ typologically a “pitch accent” rather than a 
“stress” language.  Additionally, with a syllable structure allowing few consonant clusters, which 
is very similar to Mandarin, and a cross-linguistically typical five-vowel system (/a, i, u, e, o/), it 
requires fewer repair strategies segmentally to adapt Japanese source forms into Mandarin than 
English source forms.  Therefore, although we in general ruled out an effect of English stress in 
Mandarin tone assignment, it will be useful to check if the same holds true for Japanese, i.e., 
whether accent and tones in the source words are irrelevant to suprasegmental adaptation.   
Second, we would like to see how the adaptation of proper nouns might be affected by 
contextualization.  As with place names, the names of manga roles are also proper nouns.  
 
17 When discussing Japanese manga, we use the term “role names” for what might more naturally be called 
“character names”, in order to minimize confusion with Chinese orthographic and morphemic units.  
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However, in the story-telling setting of a manga, such proper nouns are contextualized, and 
manga roles take on certain traits or dispositions that help them stand out.  Role names could 
become a useful tool in promoting such characteristics.  Manga roles can be human (adult or 
child), alien (often humanoid), or animal.  Within this mix, there are heroes and villains and 
bystanders, whose personal characteristics range from beloved to fearsome or simply cute.  Most 
manga roles are also gendered: among adult humans, for example, male figures predominate 
(e.g., Naguri, Ashitaka), but female figures also appear (e.g., Naushika, Tenten) and can be 
significant contributors to the action.  Therefore, it is interesting to see if the adaptation process 
can be affected by the desire to establish an appropriate image.  This could be considered as an 
example of overt association, which refers to the selection of semantically favorable characters 
as discussed previously in Chapter 5.  Similarly, brand names might also function to project 
corporate images, so the purpose of including a small sample of brand names is to compare with 
manga role names to see how much such desire can influence the adaptation process (cf. Miao 
2006).   
6.1 Background, corpus construction and data treatment 
 The modern Japanese writing system uses a combination of three scripts: kanji 
(characters adopted from Chinese), hiragana (syllabary typically used for native words), and 
katakana (syllabary used for loanwords).  Although all the three scripts are used for manga role 
names, they appear to have different targets: roles that are portrayed as Japanese typically have 
their names represented in kanji or hiragana; Chinese roles are mostly represented in kanji or 
katakana; names for other non-Japanese roles (including non-humans) are usually represented in 
katakana.  In the current corpus, manga role names are predominantly represented in katakana, 
because the manga stories are all set in the world of fantasy or science fiction, and the katakana 
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script mainly functions to mark foreignness.18  The only role name that is not represented in 
katakana is Kuina (a Japanese role from the manga One Piece), which is presented in hiragana.   
 Unlike hiragana or katakana, sound adaptation is largely unnecessary for role names 
represented in kanji, because those characters could simply be pronounced in the way they were 
in Mandarin.  For example, in Japanese, the role name Shizuka (from manga Doraemon) is 
written as ‘静香’ in kanji, and as a borrowed word in Mandarin it is written in the same way, 
though the pronunciation differs — [tɕiŋ.ɕjɑŋ] with T4 and T1 assigned to two successive 
strings.  In addition to manga role names, all the brand names included in the current corpus are 
also represented in katakana.  This makes it possible for us to explore purely phonological 
adaptations.    
 We included in our Japanese (J) corpus names of 176 distinct manga roles and 19 distinct 
brands.  They were extracted predominantly from Wikipedia, with a small portion of manga roles 
extracted from Baidu Encyclopedia as well, the latter being a popular collaborative web-based 
Chinese language encyclopedia.  For borrowings extracted from both sites, all variants were 
included in the corpus if the two sites provided different adaptation forms.  Among the 176 
manga characters, 18 displayed variation in their Mandarin adaptation forms, and 3 of those 18 
had more than two variants.  Incorporating all the variants, the total number of adaptation forms 
in the corpus added up to 216. 
The Japanese words were presented to a native speaker of Tokyo Japanese in their native 
forms (katakana, hiragana).  He was asked to read aloud the words one by one, and the author 
marked the tones for each word in shorthand form as H or L (e.g., アシタカ, Ashitaka, 
 
18 The 18 mangas featured in the current corpus are Astro Boy, Death Note, Doraemon, Dragon Ball, Gundam, 
Kiki’s Delivery Service, Laputa: Castle in the Sky, My neighbor Totoro, Nana, Naruto, Nausicaä of the Valley of the 
Wind, One Piece, Ophiuchus Shaina, Pokémon, Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea, Princess Mononoke, Saint Seiya, and 
The Secret World of Arrietty.  
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LHHH).19  The word list (with accompanying tone marks) was then presented to a second native 
speaker of Tokyo Japanese, a teacher of Japanese as a foreign language who was familiar with 
notational conventions in phonetics and phonology.  She was asked to check the tones provided 
by the first informant and to mark her responses if she would use a different tone pattern.  
Among the 195 distinct Japanese words, 9 disagreed in tones.  Those words were then presented 
to a third speaker of Tokyo Japanese in their native forms, who was asked to read them aloud for 
the experimenter to mark the tones.  Tone patterns agreed upon by two of the three informants 
were included in the corpus.20     
 All the adaptation forms were multisyllabic, except Kai ([khai]), Muu ([mu]), and Roo 
([lwo]).  To present an analysis that is parallel to the investigation of the B and D corpora, when 
examining the role of tone probability, we took multisyllabic adaptations apart and considered 
what syllable-level segmental sequences (strings) were in play.  Altogether 361 tokens of strings 
were extracted from the database, and a total of 102 distinct string types were identified.   
 As with the B and D corpora, we paid attention to cases where homographs were 
involved in the J corpus.  We identified four homographs: ‘娜’ [nac] T4 vs. [nwo] T2; ‘阿’ [ac] 
T1 vs. [ɤ] T1; ‘盖’ [kai] T4 vs. [kɤ] T3; ‘撒’ [sac] T1 vs. T3.  Three of these were resolved by 
removing pronunciations that are used only in very rare contexts.  One homograph (‘撒’) could 
not be resolved, so it was excluded from the analyses, which led to the removal of two string 
tokens but did not affect the number of string types.  Additionally, to be included in the analysis 
of tone probabilities, we required a minimum of four tokens observed for each type of string, to 
 
19 Roma-ji (romanized Japanese) is used to indicate the pronunciation of the Japanese words in this dissertation. 
Following usual conventions, there are two ways to indicate a long vowel: placing the diacritic ^ above a vowel 
(e.g., rômaji), or doubling the vowel (e.g., Oosaka) (Igarashi 2007). This dissertation adopts the latter format. 
20 We thank Masayuki Maki, Akiyo Furukawa, and Asami Ogawa for providing the tone judgments.  
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be consistent with the treatment of the B and D corpora.  It turned out that many string types in 
the J corpus were represented by fewer than four tokens, so this treatment left us with 34 types of 
strings (251 tokens).           
 In the following sections, we will compare the observed tone patterns against the 
distributions predicted by tone probability, examine the cases of avoidance, and investigate the 
mechanisms underlying variation patterns. 
6.2 Predicted pattern and deviation: character avoidance  
 In this section, we examine tone distributions observed in the J corpus and check them 
against the patterns predicted by tone probabilities calculated from Da’s corpus.  For each string 
type, we ask whether the most-often selected tone matches the most probable tone.  The rate of a 
good match was 62% (21/34 string types; cf. 68% for B corpus; 58% for D corpus).  We also 
performed a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, to check the compatibility in terms of the general 
distribution of the four tones.  Although the result did not return a close match between predicted 
and observed patterns (χ2(3) = 9.83, p<.02), it demonstrated a stronger compatibility than was 
seen in B and D corpora of English place names (B: χ2(3) = 52.1, p<.0001; D: χ2(3) = 106.1, 
p<.0001), as reported in §5.2.1.     
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Figure 6.1 Percent tone realizations, predicted vs. observed, in Mandarin written adaptations of 
Japanese syllables 
 
 As shown in Figure 6.1 above, checked against the predicted pattern, we see a notable 
decrease of T4 in the observed pattern (resembling the outcomes for English place names), 
which contributed to an increase of the other three tones.  In the following section, we will 
investigate the mechanisms that potentially motivated such deviations, i.e., the reduction of T4, 
and the rise of T1, T2 and T3.  
 Among the 34 string types, we identified 13 that demonstrated deviation, and detected a 
strong motivation to avoid certain high-frequency characters (just as was reported for the English 
corpora) that could work together with their neighboring characters to trigger unintended 
readings of the manga role names.  Such avoidances accounted for 69% of the deviating cases 
(9/13 string types) (cf. 69% in B; 78% in D), and 56% of the avoidances were associated with a 
reduction of T4, the dominant deviation pattern as reported above.  All the avoided characters 
also coincided with the most probable tones of the corresponding strings, which suggests that 
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tones with the highest probability were targeted first, and the avoidance mechanism applied 
immediately afterwards to block those tones from being selected. 
 As with the B and D corpora, avoidances in the J corpus featured two types of characters 
⎯ content morphemes and functional morphemes.  The content morphemes targeted were 
primarily verbs, followed by adjectives and nouns.  Table 6.1 below lists the avoided characters 
and their replacements.  Note that the same characters (‘计’, ‘必’, ‘大’, ‘目’) were also avoided 
in the B and D corpora for the corresponding strings ([tɕi], [pi], [tac], [mu]), which suggests that 
the same avoidance mechanism was invoked across the three corpora.  The remaining strings 
listed in Table 6.1 below were not observed in the B and D corpora.  
Table 6.1 Avoidance and replacement: content and functional morphemes (J corpus) 
String 
Avoidance Replacement 
Tone Char Gloss Tone Char Gloss 
Verbs  
[tɕi] T4 计 to compute 
T1 
T2 
基 
吉 
foundation 
auspicious 
[pi] T4 必 must T3 比 to compare 
[tɕhi] T3 起 
to get up 
to stand up 
T2 
奇 
琪 
rare 
fine jade 
[khɤ] T3 可 can/may T4 克 gram 
Adjectives & Nouns  
[tac] T4 大 big T2 达 eminent, to reach 
[mu] T4 目 eyes T3 姆 governess 
Functional morphemes  
[tsɹ̩] T4 自 oneself T1 兹 herewith 
[phi] T1 批 measure word T2 皮 skin, leather 
[ɚ] T2 而 
and/furthermore 
instead 
T3 尔  thou 
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 We noticed from the list above that when the most probable tone was skipped over due to 
character avoidance, the replacement went to the second most probable tone, except for [ɚ] (last 
string on the list).  For [ɚ], T2 was the most probable tone, skipped over due to its association 
with the high-frequency functional morpheme ‘而’ (and/furthermore, instead); T4 was the 
second most probable tone, but it was avoided, too, because the corresponding character with the 
highest raw frequency was ‘二’ (numeral two).  Therefore, the selection landed on the next most 
probable tone (T3).  Another string that is worth noting is [tɕi] (first item on the list), for which 
both the second and the third most probable tones were utilized as replacements.  What is 
interesting about this case is that the probability of the two replacement tones are extremely close 
(T1: 0.285 per million; T2: 0.284), which might be one of the reasons why both tones were 
utilized.     
 To demonstrate how avoidance could potentially prevent misreading of the manga role 
names, we use Gurudo, from the manga Dragon Ball, as an example.  This character is portrayed 
as a warrior serving in an elite team of mercenaries, and his name was adapted as ‘古尔多’ 
([ku.ɚ.two] T3.T3.T1; surname GU/thou/many).  For strings [ku] and [two], the selected 
characters (‘古’, ‘多’) represented the most probable tones and the highest frequency characters.  
For the middle string [ɚ], as discussed previously, T2 was the most probable tone but was 
avoided due to its association with conjunction ‘而’, which means and/furthermore or instead.  If 
this character were kept, it could easily be interpreted as connecting the two characters on its 
sides to form a misleading phrase ⎯ age-old and many (‘古而多’), which does not support the 
portrayal of the manga role (a powerful warrior).  Note that although character ‘古’ ([ku]) can 
function as a surname, it also carries the meaning of age-old (ancient).  When this character is 
joined with adjective many (‘多’ [two]) through conjunction and (‘而’ [ɚ]), it will more likely to 
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be also interpreted as an adjective, rather than as a surname, conveying the meaning age-old, and 
thus generating the misleading phrase.  However, if conjunction ‘而’ (T2) is avoided and ‘尔’ 
(T3 thou) is selected instead, the two characters on its sides are separated by an archaic pronoun 
thou, and the problematic compounding process is blocked (age-old - thou - many).  When the 
compounding fails to create a meaningful phrase, character ‘古’ is more likely to be interpreted 
as a surname, rather than an adjective, given its word-initial position (the standard position for 
Chinese surnames).  Consequently, the adaptation of the manga role name becomes completely 
phonemic, without any problematic semantic connotation.       
 Before we close this section, let us look at an interesting case regarding the role of 
character frequency in avoidance.  In Table 6.1 above, except ‘琪’ ([tɕhi] T2), all the replacement 
characters were the ones with the highest raw frequency for the corresponding replacement t-
strings, after removal of problematic characters.  Using [tɕhi] as an example, T3 was the most 
probable tone, but was skipped over to avoid the problematic character ‘起’ (to get up, to stand 
up).  Consequently, T2 was selected as the replacement tone based on its probability ranking, and 
‘其’ was the character with the highest frequency for this t-string.  However, due to its status as a 
functional morpheme (pronoun its), this character was also skipped over, and the second 
character on the frequency list (‘奇’ rare, frequency 247.8 per million) was selected.  Note, 
however, the variation in this case: an additional character ‘琪’ (8.2 per million) was also utilized 
for this t-string, and to reach a character so far down the frequency list, a non-problematic 
character with much higher raw frequency was skipped over (‘齐’; neat, even; 142.0 per 
million).  It will be interesting to ask why the frequency ranking was ignored in this case.  There 
are two manga roles whose names involved character ‘琪’ ⎯ Chichi and Kiki.  Both names were 
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adapted as ‘琪琪’, with reduplication used in both source and adaptation forms, which is a 
pattern typically adopted for female names in both Japanese and Chinese.  Not surprisingly, both 
manga roles were female: Chichi (in manga Dragon Ball) is portrayed as a princess, a beautiful 
woman, and a loving mother; and Kiki (in Kiki's Delivery Service) is portrayed as a friendly, 
sweet, cute, and strong-willed young witch.  In the adaptation forms, character ‘琪’ means fine 
jade, which supports the image of the two manga characters very well.  The higher frequency 
character candidate, ‘齐’, means neat or even.  Compared with ‘琪’, this character obviously 
lacks the desired semantic content or connotation to fit enhancing the image of the two manga 
roles.  Therefore, even though ‘齐’ occurs with higher frequency, it loses the competition to ‘琪’ 
due to the overt semantic association.    
 In summary, as we argued in Chapter 5, a double screening was performed during the 
loanword adaptation process: the first screening scans the tone probability ranking, and the 
second screening scans the character frequency ranking.  During the screening procedures, the 
avoidance and replacement mechanism (covert association) selected the optimal tone and 
character candidates.  An additional point to make after investigating the J corpus is that the 
probability/frequency-based replacement mechanism may be challenged by overt association, 
which we explore further in §6.4. 
6.3 The role of accent 
 In Chapter 4, when discussing the patterns of tone assignments in the corpus of 
experimentally elicited adaptations, we analyzed the role of stress in the English source words, 
and reported that stress played at most a minimal role in determining tone choices.  Different 
from English, Japanese is a pitch-accent language.  Therefore, we would like to check if accent 
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in the Japanese source words intervened at all in the process of making tone selections in the 
adaptation process.   
 Japanese has traditionally been categorized as a pitch-accent language, and content words 
in Japanese typically fall into two classes, accented and unaccented.  Unaccented words are 
pronounced with a rather flat pitch contour, with the first mora having a relatively lower pitch 
(L) and the following moras having a relatively higher pitch (H).21  For example, the word 
Oosaka (city Osaka) has an overall pitch pattern of LHHH.  Accented words involve an abrupt 
pitch fall, from high (H) to low (L) that starts at the end of the accented mora (Venditti 2005).  
For example, in the word gakumon (logic), the overall pitch pattern is LH'LL: the pitch drops 
immediately following the word’s second mora.22   
 To check the role of accent and tones in the Japanese source words, we grouped together 
all the Mandarin strings that corresponded to the Japanese moras or syllables that carried high 
tones, such as H, H', HH and HH'.  For example, the Japanese manga role name Radittsu has the 
tone pattern of H'LLL, and it was adapted into the Mandarin word [lac.ti.tsɹ̩], with T1.T4.T1 
assigned.  The Japanese name Biideru carried the tone pattern of HHH'L, and the corresponding 
Chinese adaptation was [pi.ti.li], with T3.T2.T4 assigned.23  In the analysis, we grouped together 
Mandarin syllables [lac] from [lac.ti.tsɹ̩] with [pi] and [ti] from [pi.ti.li], all of which 
corresponded to high tones in their Japanese source, including the high-tone accent.  To create a 
contrast of pitch patterns, we also grouped together all the Mandarin strings that corresponded to 
the Japanese moras or syllables that carried low tones, such as L or LL.  Using the same Japanese 
 
21 Whether the tone-bearing unit (TBU) is a syllable or a mora in Tokyo Japanese remains controversial. In this 
study, we follow Kubozono (2004) in assuming that the mora is the TBU. 
22 In this paper, we use boldface and the accent mark ' to indicate the accented H tone for Japanese. 
23 Mandarin adaptations simplify Japanese long vowels (as in Biideru) and geminate consonants (as in Radittsu), 
treating these as singletons in all instances. 
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words Radittsu and Biideru as examples, we also put together Mandarin syllables [ti] and [tsɹ̩] in 
[lac.ti.tsɹ̩], as well as [li] in [pi.ti.li] in the analysis, as they all corresponded to low tones in the 
source words.  
 There were all together 155 Mandarin strings that corresponded to high tones in the 
Japanese source words and 248 strings that corresponded to low tones.  As shown in Figure 6.2 
below, the overall tone patterns for the two groups of string are rather similar, with T1 receiving 
the highest percentage of selections, followed by T4, T2, and T3.  The Chi-square contingency 
test returned no evidence of dependency between high/low tones in Japanese and tone choice in 
Mandarin, χ2(3) = 1.85, p>.50.  It is worth noting that compared with the studies in English 
loanwords (Wu 2006, Chang & Bradley 2011), which reported a stress-to-tone mapping, we 
observed no association between high tones in the Japanese source forms and the assignment of 
tones with high pitch (T1, T2, T4) in Mandarin adapted forms.  
 
Figure 6.2 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin written adaptations of source moras/syllables in 
Japanese manga role names (high vs. low tone) 
 
 In addition to the potential association of pitch heights, we also checked the effect of 
pitch contours in the source forms.  We grouped together all the strings that corresponded to 
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syllables with a falling pitch contour, such as H'L and H'LL.  For example, the Japanese name 
Indora has the tone pattern of H'LLL, and its Mandarin adaptation is [jin.thwo.lwo] with 
T1.T2.T2 assigned.  Another example is the Japanese name Rabuun, with LH'LL as the tone 
pattern.  Its Mandarin adaptation is [lac.pu] with T1.T4 assigned.  We grouped together string 
[jin] from [jin.thwo.lwo] and string [pu] from [lac.pu], because they correspond to H'L and H'LL 
tones in the source words.  To make a comparison, we also grouped together strings that 
corresponded to syllables with a rising pitch contour, such as LH.  For example, the Japanese 
name Deidara has the tone pattern of LHH'L.  It was adapted into [ti.tac.lac] in Mandarin with 
T2.T2.T1 tones.  Another example is the Japanese name Bankiina with LHH'LL as the tones.  It 
was adapted as [pan.tɕhi.nac] in Mandarin, with T1.T2.T4 assigned.  We grouped together [ti] 
from [ti.tac.lac] and [pan] from [pan.tɕhi.nac], because they correspond to LH tones in the source 
words.  Note that in this analysis the source syllables are bimoraic or trimoraic, with each mora 
carrying a H or L tone.  When combined, a falling or rising pitch contour is formed within each 
Japanese syllable (e.g., H'LL over buun in Rabuun; LH over ban in Bankiina), maximally 
resembling and shape of T4 or T2 over the corresponding Mandarin string.       
 There were all together 86 Mandarin strings that corresponded to syllables carrying 
falling pitch contours in the Japanese source words and 11 strings that corresponded to rising 
contours.  As shown in Figure 6.3 below, we did not observe a rise of T4 for strings that 
correspond to a falling pitch contour in the source syllables, just as reported in Chang & Bradley 
(2011) for English inputs.  Neither did we observe a rise of T2 for strings that correspond to 
rising contours.  Therefore, we were unable to establish any facts that accent and tones in the 
Japanese source words played a role in tone assignments in Mandarin adaptations. 
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Figure 6.3 Percent tone realizations in Mandarin written adaptations of source syllables in 
Japanese manga role names (falling vs. rising pitch contour) 
 
6.4 Variation: overt association 
 In this section, we present a feature that is unique to the J corpus.  Recall that in §6.1 
when discussing the purpose of selecting the J corpus, we mentioned that we would like to 
explore how contextualization of proper names could lead to variation in tone choices.  In the 
analyses that follow, we discuss two types of contextualization: one refers to the gender 
specification of the roles in the manga stories, and the other refers to the corporate need for 
branding products.  We investigate how such contextualization plays its part in diverting tone 
choices via the selection of desired characters. 
6.4.1 Promotion of gendered characters 
 In the J corpus, there were 135 male roles and 41 female roles.  We located nine types of 
strings, which were used in adapting both male and female names but displayed variation in tone 
and character selections based on gender difference.  Below in Table 6.2 is the list, with tone 
probability and character frequency (per million) indicated. 
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Table 6.2 Tones and characters selected for adapting manga role names: male vs. female 
String Tone for 
Male  
(probability) 
Tone for 
Female  
(probability) 
Character for 
Male  
(frequency per million) 
Character for  
Female  
(frequency per million) 
Same tone, different character 
[pac] T1 (.33) T1 (.33) 巴 (387.2) 
wait anxiously 
芭 (8.3) 
a fragrant plant 
[tac] T2 (.19) T2 (.19) 达 (764.4) 
eminent, to reach  
妲 (1.1) 
name of an imperial concubine 
[tɕja] T1 (.75) T1 (.75) 加 (1259.1) 
to add 
 
佳 (62.3) 
beautiful, fine 
嘉 (44.3) 
beautiful, fine 
[li] T4 (.48) 
T3 (.46) 
T4 (.48) 利 (1389.2) 
benefit 
里 (2779.2) 
inside 
丽 (213.8), 莉 (42.8)  
pretty          jasmine 
 
Different tone 
[two] T1 (.90) T3 (.04) 多 (2489.3) 
numerous 
朵 (64.3) 
cluster of flowers 
[wac] T3 (.47) T2 (.01) 瓦 (114.9) 
tile 
娃 (44.8)  
baby, little girl 
[njou] T3 (.40) T1 (.03) 纽 (48.9) 
button 
妞 (7.7) 
girl 
[lei] T2 (.25) T3 (.05) 雷 (285.4) 
surname LEI; thunder  
蕾 (6.6) 
flower bud 
[mi] T4 (.50) 
T3 (.31) 
T1 (.01) 密 (353.9) 
secret; dense 
米 (360.0) 
rice; meter 
咪 (6.7) 
mew; meow 
 
 As we see from the list above, four of the nine strings demonstrated variation only in 
characters, while five strings showed variation in both characters and tones.  Comparing the 
selections for male and female names, we observed a higher tone probability and/or character 
frequency for all the selections involving male names.  It is also worth noting that the tone and 
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character selections for the male names also coincide with the most popular selections for the 
same string types in the B and D corpora; note that gender is not a property of place names.  This 
suggests that the male names in the J corpus were following the same selection mechanisms as in 
the B and D corpora, i.e., tone probability, avoidance and replacement.  The question then is: 
what led to the unique variation in the female names?   
 A closer examination of the characters selected for the female names provided some clue: 
they are all encoded with feminine features.  As Qian and Li (1999) report, personal names in 
Chinese reflect social mentalities that tend to associate certain traits or virtues to a specific 
gender.  For example, people tend to give such names to boys that sound strong, brave, heroic 
and majestic, while to girls they tend to give such names that sound beautiful, precious, clever, 
and appealing.  As we can tell from the characters used for the female names in the list above, 
four (‘莉’, ‘朵’, ‘蕾’, ‘芭’) are related to flowers or fragrant plants; three (‘丽’, ‘佳’, ‘嘉’) 
indicate beautiful or fine appearance; three (‘妞’, ‘娃’, ‘妲’) directly indicate the female identity 
(e.g., little girl, concubine); and one (‘咪’) alludes to the connection between felinity and 
femininity (e.g., vocalization of cats).  In contrast, the characters selected for male names do not 
involve any of such traits, though most of them do not involve masculine feature, specifically.  
Therefore, we argue that for male names the default tone selection mechanisms were applied, as 
with the place names in B and D corpora, while for female names additional selection procedures 
were followed, in order to mark gender.  It is worth noting that 35 of the 41 female role names in 
the corpus were gender-marked. 
 To investigate the additional procedures, let us first look at the string types that share the 
same tone selections for male and female names.  For each string in this group, the tone for the 
female names remained the same as the male ones, because there was a character encoded with 
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feminine features available for the same t-string, though with a lower frequency.  Using string 
[li] as an example, T4 was the most probable tone.  To select a desired character for this t-string 
(‘丽’ 213.8 per million, pretty; 莉 42.8 per million, jasmine), two non-problematic characters 
with higher frequency were skipped (‘利’ 1389.2, benefit; ‘历’ 441.8, history; 励 75.0, to 
encourage). 
 Now let us look at the second group of string types, for which tone selections were 
different for male and female names.  In this group, the tones for female names were changed, 
because there were no desirable characters available for the t-strings selected for male names.  
Therefore, a different tone was employed, even if that tone had a lower probability.  Using string 
[wac] as an example, T3 was the most probable tone (.47), and the corresponding character with 
the highest occurrence frequency (‘瓦’ 114.9, tile) was selected for male names. The only other 
non-problematic character for this tone was ‘佤’ (the name of an ethnic group in China).  
Obviously, this character is not encoded with any specifically feminine features, and moreover, 
its frequency of occurrence is rather low (0.6).  Therefore, the selection moved to the next most 
probable tone (T1, .31).  The only non-problematic character for this tone was ‘娲’, which refers 
to an ancient goddess in Chinese mythology.  This character does fulfil the requirement of 
femininity, but its frequency is also low (2.3).  Therefore, a third attempt was made to scan the 
next most probable tone (T2, .18), and a desirable character (‘娃’ little girl) was located with a 
much higher frequency (44.8).    
 The additional procedures illustrated above for selecting tones for female names 
demonstrate the role of overt semantic association, and its interaction with the dominant role of 
tone probability, as well as the factor of covert semantic association (avoidance).  It is interesting 
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to see that a tone with a desired gendered character can be promoted, and its selection can 
supersede recommendation made by tone probabilities.  
 Although gendered characters can be promoted, it is worth noting that such a strategy 
was used minimally in the J corpus.  All female names in the corpus were multisyllabic 
(involving at least two characters), but for most names gender was marked in only one of the 
characters used in each name, even when it was not impossible to mark it more than once.  For 
example, role name Heresu was adapted as ‘佩蕾斯’ ([phei.lei.sɹ̩], T4.T3.T1, to admire-bud-
such), and gender was marked only in the second character.  For its corresponding string [lei], T3 
was selected as a result of promoting the gendered character ‘蕾’ (flower bud).  For the first 
string [phei], gender-based promotion was not an option, because there is no gendered character 
available among the candidates for this string.  For the third string [sɹ̩], however, gender marking 
could be made possible by promoting character ‘丝’ (silk), which bears the same tone as the 
current selection (‘斯’), though in terms of frequency ‘丝’ (152.9 per million) is ranked lower 
than ‘斯’ (1244.9 per million).  Although ‘丝’ is a character frequently used in Chinese female 
names, its promotion was not pursued for adapting the manga role name, even if such promotion 
only challenges, potentially, the character recommendation made by frequency ranking rather 
than tone recommendation made by probability ranking.     
 Another illustration of the conservative use of overt association is that despite the highly 
dramatized content of the manga stories, which made it possible for roles with distinct 
appearances, temperaments and activities to manifest themselves (e.g., cute and clever witch, 
fierce and loyal warrior, humanoid animals), nothing was marked in those role names other than 
gender, except for cases where avoidance was utilized to prevent unintended association (e.g., 
Gurudo), as discussed earlier. 
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 Following the discussions in this section, we propose that during the process of tone 
adaptations, three steps are followed: first, a tone candidate is recommended by tone 
probabilities; second, a scanning of the high-frequency characters associated with the t-string is 
performed, and the tone candidate may be avoided (skipped) if problematic covert semantic 
associations are detected among the characters; thirdly, an additional scanning of the non-
problematic character candidates for the string may be requested by the need to establish overt 
semantic associations, and a tone candidate may be promoted consequently, even if it is ranked 
low in terms of tone probability.     
6.4.2 Ignoring avoidance for expressive branding 
 In the previous section, we presented a type of overt semantic association that was 
utilized minimally in the format of promoting a gender-marked character for adapting female 
manga role names.  In this section, we present a more prominent type of overt association that 
was observed only in the adaptation of brand names.  The strategy was to form a meaningful 
expression over the entire brand name by ignoring avoidance (covert association) and promoting 
low-frequency characters.  Note that in adapting manga role names, avoidance was followed 
consistently, and no attempt was observed in forming a meaningful expression over an entire 
manga name.  Therefore, the overt association to be discussed in this section is unique to the 
brand names, and such adaptations bear close resemblance to loans of the PS type (phonemic 
loans with semantic association) discussed in Miao (2006) and sketched earlier in the current 
study (see §2.1.1.1).  In her study, the large proportion of brand names (15%) and company 
names (51%) contributed to the prominence of the PS loans in her corpus of loanwords from 
English.   
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 Among the 19 brand names in the current corpus, we located six that utilized such 
strategies in their adaptations.24  In each adaptation, there is one string that demonstrates overt 
semantic association (except for Jiburi, to be discussed later, which features two strings).  Below 
in Table 6.3 is the list of the strings, with tone probability and character frequency (per million) 
indicated.  In the list, we contrasted the tone and character selections made for the brand names 
with those made for the manga role names and place names in B and D corpora (grouped 
together under “M/B/D”).  The purpose is to illustrate the patterned variation and the motivation 
behind it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 The remaining 13 brand names featured sound-based adaptation without overt semantic association. For example, 
Orinpasu (camera brand) was adapted as ‘奥林巴斯’ ([ɑu.lin.pac.sɹ̩], T4.T2.T1.T1, profound-forest-wait anxiously-
such)  
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Table 6.3 Tone and character selections for target strings (STR): brand vs. M/B/D 
 
STR TONE 
(Brand) 
TONE  
(M/B/D) 
CHAR  
(Brand) 
CHAR 
(M/B/D) 
Brand 
(JP) 
Brand 
(CN) 
Translation 
Same tone, different character 
[ai] T4 (.68) T4 (.68) 爱 (559.0) 
to love 
love (n.) 
 
艾 (97.3) 
herb name 
Aiwa 
electronics 
爱华 to love China 
Epuson 
electronics 
爱普生 love grows  
everywhere 
[tɕʰjɑu] T2 (.46) T2 (.46) 桥 (97.2) 
bridge 
乔 (72.9) 
surname  
QIAO 
Onkyoo 
electronics 
安桥 a safe bridge 
Different tone 
[ʂən] T2 (.45) T1 (.41) 神 (953.8) 
god 
申 (131.9) 
to state 
to extend 
Goosen 
sporting  
goods 
高神 wise god 
[tsɹ̩] T4 (.57) T1 (.16) 自 (3161.1) 
oneself 
兹 (48.1) 
herewith 
Matsuda 
automobiles 
 
马自达 a horse that can  
race to the  
destination all by  
itself 
[li] T4 (.48) T4 (.48) 
 
 
 
力 (1856.0) 
power 
利 (1389.2) 
benefit 
Jiburi 
film studio 
吉卜力 ability to  
make auspicious  
divinations 
T3 (.46)  里 (2779.2) 
inside 
[pu] T3 (.02) T4 (.98) 卜(37.7) 
to divine 
divination 
布 (587.3) 
cloth 
 
 
 As we can see from the list above, the tone and/or character selections made for the brand 
names differed from the selections made for the manga role names and place names (M/B/D).  
More specifically, the selections made for the brand names all feature highest tone probabilities 
and/or character frequencies for their corresponding strings or t-strings (except for [pu] in Jiburi, 
last item on the list).  Those selections were, however, avoided in the M/B/D adaptations 
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consistently.  It will be interesting to ask why such avoidance was ignored in the adaptation of 
the brand names.   
 If we look at the translations of the six brand names, we will notice that they are all 
meaningful expressions.  The formation of each expression relies on the selection of those 
specific characters.  Changing any of the characters could make the expression meaningless.  For 
example, the current adaptation for Aiwa (first item on the list) is ‘爱华’ ([ai.xwac], T4.T2, love-
China), which creates a patriotic image of the brand.  However, the first character ‘爱’ was 
generally avoided in the M/B/D adaptations, due to its ability to form expressions easily with its 
neighboring characters.  Although it could be undesirable to have a place or personal name 
misinterpreted as to love someone/something, it may be desirable to create such an interpretation 
for brand names for advertising purposes.  If we follow the avoidance rule and change this 
critical character (‘爱’ to love) to ‘艾’ (an herb name), which was used for M/B/D adaptations, 
the desirable meaning formed over the entire brand name will be lost (‘艾华’, herb-China).  
Also, note that the meaning created for the brand name only needed to be minimally desirable 
(sending a positive message) in that the exact semantic content did not need to be associated with 
the product or service branded.  Among the six brand names listed, only Matsuda (automobile) 
was rendered in a way that explicitly spoke to the feature of the product: ‘马自达’ (horse-self-
reach) promotes an image of a powerful automobile that takes effortless driving, just as a fine 
horse that can race to the destination without a rider.   
 The last brand name on the list, Jiburi, demonstrates the combined effect of two 
strategies for overt association: ignoring avoidance and promoting a lower-frequency character, 
in order to form a meaningful expression by compounding three characters.  This brand name 
was adapted as ‘吉卜力’ ([tçji.pu.li], T2.T3.T4, auspicious-divination-power).  The third 
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character ‘力’ was avoided in M/B/D adaptations but was selected for this brand name.  The 
second character ‘卜’ features a much lower tone probability (T3, .02) and character frequency 
(37.7), compared with the one selected in M/B/D (‘布’ cloth, T4, probability .98, frequency 
587.3).  In order to make the compounding work, character ‘卜’ was promoted.  Changing either 
of the two characters to the one selected for M/B/D will make the expression less meaningful or 
even meaningless, e.g., ‘吉卜利’ auspicious-divination-propitious, ‘吉卜里’ auspicious-
divination-inside, ‘吉布力’ auspicious-cloth-power.       
 Compared with the minimal use of promotion of gendered characters for manga role 
names, the strategy of overt semantic association was used more liberally for adapting brand 
names, allowing the formation of meaningful expressions over the entire loanword, which in turn 
contrasts with the adaptation of place names where overt association was rarely observed.  This 
suggests that loanword type plays an important role in the utilization of specific adaptation 
strategies (e.g., covert and overt association), though tone probability and character frequency 
remain as the primary adaptation mechanism across source types. 
6.5 Discussions and concluding remarks 
 At the close of Chapter 4 and 5, we argued that in adapting loanwords in Mandarin a 
probability-driven mechanism was invoked for tone assignments, and this mechanism mirrors a 
probability-based tone processing model that was utilized by Mandarin speakers in the native 
context for such tasks as making lexical predictions or decisions.  Additionally, tone assignments 
take place after strings are adapted, and more than one step may be involved in locating an 
optimal tone for the adapted string.  Observations made in the current chapter support these 
arguments.  More specifically, the adapted string initiates lexical access and search, and the 
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probability ranking for this string recommends a tone candidate (i.e., the most probable tone).  
Subsequently, the t-string formed with this tone directs screening to the associated characters.  
Covert and overt associations are checked at this step, which either confirm or replace the 
recommended tone.     
 In the concluding section of Chapter 5, we discussed Wiener and Ito’s (2015) study, in 
which Mandarin speakers listened to a series of t-strings and were asked to identify the 
corresponding characters.  The authors argued that as soon as the string had been detected, a tone 
was selected based on the probabilities, and a t-string was formed, which guided the participants 
to pick the target character.  Given the high rate of homophony in Mandarin, several character 
candidates could have been activated.  In this case, the sentential context (e.g., the carrier phrase 
of the stimulus) could further reduce the field of candidates.  Such a mechanism is analogous to 
the character-screening process involved in loanword adaptations, through which covert or overt 
semantic associations are checked.  The semantic constraint might not function at the sentence 
level.  Instead, it may function at the word level, for example, to avoid triggering unintended 
reading of a place names, or to create a desirable reading of a manga role name or brand name.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
 In the proceeding chapters, we investigated the tonal assignments of loanwords in 
Mandarin by exploring corpora that featured three different types of adaptation data — 
experimental elicitations, place names drawn from travel blogs and a dictionary, and manga role 
names and brand names.  In the experimental setting, adapters were more attuned to perceptual 
cues provided by spoken stimuli, while in the context of mangas and brands, they were 
somewhat sensitive to semantic associations.  By comparing manga role names and brand names, 
we could explore in what way and to what extent semantic associations can influence tone 
choices.  Regarding place names from blogs and dictionary, perceptual, and semantic influences 
were minimized.  We could also investigate variation between informal and formal adaptations 
by comparing blog and dictionary data.  The design of the current study also captured two donor 
languages with different suprasegmental systems ⎯ English (for experiment, blog, dictionary) 
and Japanese (for mangas and brands).  With such design, we ask two essential questions: what 
are the mechanisms behind tonal adaptations of loanwords in Mandarin? Are the same 
mechanisms invoked across loanword types and donor languages?  Throughout, the focus must 
necessarily be at the level of the syllable, the tone-bearing unit of Mandarin, where a choice must 
be made among Tone 1 (T1, 55), Tone 2 (T2, 35), Tone 3 (T3, 214), and Tone 4 (T4, 51). 
7.1 Summary of major findings 
 Regarding the first question mentioned above, we propose that the primary mechanism 
behind tonal adaptation is tone probability, and tonal assignment takes place after string 
adaptation is completed.  The secondary mechanism includes covert and overt semantic 
association.  Covert association refers to avoiding problematic characters that may lead to an 
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unintended reading of the loanword.  They are typically verbs and functional morphemes, which 
can easily create compound words, phrases or expressions when taken together with neighboring 
characters.  Overt association refers to promoting characters that can establish desired semantic 
effect.  The secondary mechanism is initiated after the primary mechanism has selected a tone 
candidate.   
 More specifically, after the segmental content of a syllable-level string is determined, the 
process of tonal adaptation involves two steps: recommendation, followed by modification (if 
necessary).  First, the most probable tone for the string is recommended, and a t-string is formed.  
Second, a lexical screening is performed over the characters associated with the t-string, 
checking semantic associations.  During this process, covert association is checked among high-
frequency characters, which are the first to be accessed to represent a t-string with a character.  If 
overt semantic association is desired, characters with lower frequency will be screened as well, 
except for those that are very rarely used.  During lexical screening, the recommended tone may 
be modified: if a problematic character is detected, the associated tone may be skipped, and the 
next most probable tone recommended, followed by further lexical screening again.  If overt 
semantic association needs to be established, all the available tones will be screened following 
the probability ranking until a desirable character is located.  The associated tone will then be 
selected to replace the tone that was recommended initially.  
 Regarding the second question, we report that the primary mechanism was invoked 
across the corpora and donor languages.  For example, the general tone distribution patterns 
observed in each corpus (experiment, blog, dictionary, Japanese) matched the patterns predicted 
by tone probabilities.  Converging tone patterns were also observed across the blog and 
dictionary corpora for shared string types.  Regarding the secondary mechanism, covert 
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association was invoked across the corpora, which suggests that avoiding problematic characters 
is a critical consideration when adapting loanwords in Mandarin.  Overt association was, 
however, mainly observed in the Japanese corpus.25  For example, gender marking was prevalent 
in adapting names for female manga roles.  When adapting such names, characters encoded with 
feminine features were often promoted, even if they were associated with less probable tones or 
characters with lower frequencies.  Furthermore, when covert association encounters overt 
association, the former may be ignored.  For example, in adapting brand names, a commonly 
avoided character may contribute to the creation of a desirable meaning over the entire 
compound word, if it is placed together with carefully chosen characters.  These observations 
suggest that the invocation of overt association depends on the loanword type (e.g., female 
names, brand names).  When this mechanism is invoked, it may overwrite the effect of covert 
association.    
 An intervening factor that was revealed through our investigation of the dictionary data in 
the current study was the prescriptive conventions formulated for formally established 
loanwords, such as place names and personal names appearing in official publications (Zheng & 
Durvasula 2015, Dong 2012).  For example, the dictionary source employed in the current study 
was compiled by the China Committee on Geographical Names, which is responsible for 
regulating the translation of foreign place names.  The renditions very likely reflect widely 
accepted conventions for adapting place names in Mandarin.  Though the nature of such 
conventions is not spelled out, we identified some regularities in the adaptation patterns.  As 
reported in Chapter 5, character variation (which can entail tone variation) was apparently 
utilized as a tool to encode pronunciation differences in the source word, such as those 
 
25 The experimental corpus was not included in the analyses of covert and overt associations, because the stimuli 
featured nonsense forms that were designed to block semantic influence.  
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concerning onset and rime properties.  Such a strategy led to tone adaptations that deviated from 
recommendations made by tone probabilities (the primary mechanism discussed above).  Except 
for the type of variation that encoded laryngeal features, such strategies were not motivated by 
phonology or phonetics.   
7.2 Research implications   
   In Chapter 3, we discussed three major approaches to loanword adaptation, all of which 
were couched within phonological or phonetic frameworks.  We argued that neither framework 
could adequately account for the tonal adaptation process in Mandarin.  Instead, non-
phonological/phonetic factors can influence the process in a way that is not normally 
contemplated in the loanword literature.  Specifically, the standard character-based orthography 
of Mandarin raises unique issues that are above and beyond the usual concern for phonological 
adaptation.  Understanding the cognitive processing of a nonalphabetic language therefore has 
strong implications, especially when constructing theoretical claims about loanword phonology 
or making crosslinguistic comparisons of loanword adaptation. 
 The Chinese writing system is morphosyllabic in that the basic graphic unit, a Chinese 
character, represents a morpheme as well as a tone-bearing syllable (t-string).  However, due to 
the prevalence of homophones, t-strings rarely have an unambiguous one-on-one mapping of 
sound to meaning (Tan & Perfetti, 1998).  For example, bàn ([pan]+T4) can be written with at 
least nine different characters (e.g., 办, 半, 伴, etc.), all with distinct meanings (e.g., to handle, 
half, partner, etc.), and they also differ in frequency of use.  On the other hand, the Mandarin 
lexicon also contains tone gaps.  As mentioned in §1.3.2, the majority of Mandarin strings have 
tone gaps.  For example, the string [nwan] never carries T1, T2 or T4, so those t-strings are non-
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words.  Wiener, Ito and Speer (2018) argued that the high rate of homophony combined with 
non-word gaps results in a distribution of string and tone co-occurrences that Mandarin speakers 
can track over time and exploit during tonal or lexical recognition tasks.  Likewise, as we argued 
in the concluding sections of the previous chapters, tone processing in loanword adaptation is 
also knowledge-based primarily, drawing upon the statistical distributions of syllable, tone and 
character learned by Mandarin speakers.  
 Furthermore, since Chinese characters conflate syllabic and morphemic units, semantic 
contents are built-in to the operational system of the language and are therefore hard to be teased 
apart from loanword adaptation process.  Although characters are monosyllabic, more than 80% 
the words in Mandarin are polysyllabic, consisting of two or more characters put together 
through compounding (Zhou et al. 1999).  This means loanwords adapted into Mandarin also 
feature polysyllabicity.  However, when the purpose of forming such a word is to convey sound 
rather than meaning, as in adapting a place name or personal name, the strong tendency of the 
Chinese language to compound may become problematic.  In processing such adaptations, the 
characters (t-strings) are placed together to approximate the pronunciation of the source word.  
Therefore, it will be undesirable if the chosen characters can function together to create a 
meaningful expression that is not intended for the loanword.  Recall that in §3.4 we mentioned 
proper adaptation, i.e., the chosen characters should not mislead readers to misinterpret the 
meaning of the loanwords (Chao 1970).  Therefore, covert semantic association (character 
avoidance) is invoked as an important mechanism to prevent potential compounding. 
The unique morphosyllabic nature of Chinese orthography makes it a valuable case study 
for comparing loanword adaptation process cross-linguistically, especially among East (and 
Southeast) Asian languages.  As discussed in Chapter 1, while many languages preserve input 
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prominence faithfully, East Asian languages tend to ignore such prominence but assign tones or 
pitch accents based on default mechanisms (Kang 2010).  Building on the mechanisms reported 
by Kang and to offer a preliminary classification, Davis et al. (2012) presented three somewhat 
loosely defined binary features that a language might demonstrate through its overall prosodic 
adaptation process.  Their study surveyed the adaptation strategies employed by seven recipient 
languages (Japanese, Lhasa Tibetan, South and North Kyungsang Korean, Hong Kong 
Cantonese, Taiwanese Southern Min, and Modern Hebrew) from three donor languages (English, 
Japanese, and Mandarin).  Note that except for English and Hebrew, all the languages involved, 
whether as recipients or donors, are East (and Southeast) Asian languages.  They identified three 
factors (with binary values) that contribute to what they characterize as a taxonomy of loanword 
prosody: 
(1) Whether features of the donor language are taken into consideration for the 
assignment of prosody in the recipient language ([±SL]);  
(2) Whether prosody assignment to borrowed words is aided by rules (or constraints) 
that are specific to loanwords [±SP.LOAN];  
(3) Whether segmental features ([–PROS]) or suprasegmental features ([+PROS]) 
(including syllable type) play a role in the adaptation.  
 
 As shown in Figure 7.1 below, the taxonomy proposed by Davis et al. is represented as a 
tree structure, with the factor regarding donor language influence ([±SL]) placed at the topmost 
level and prosody determinants ([±PROS]) at the lowest level.  The factorial combination of three 
factors creates eight classes of borrowing languages, and four of those classes are filled by the 
Asian languages included in their study.   
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Figure 7.1 Taxonomy of loanword prosody (adapted from Davis et al. 2012) 26 
                                               Loanword Prosody 
                         [+SL]                                                    [–SL] 
      [–SP.LOAN]             [+SP.LOAN]             [–SP.LOAN]            [+SP.LOAN] 
[+PROS]    [–PROS]    [+PROS] [–PROS]   [+PROS]  [–PROS]   [+PROS]   [–PROS] 
                                 HKC     Tibetan    Japanese                  NKK           
                                 TSM                                                      SKK 
 
HKC: Hong Kong Cantonese                   NKK: North Kyungsang Korean 
TSM: Taiwanese Southern Min                SKK: South Kyungsang Korean 
 
 Based on the classification scheme shown in the figure above, Mandarin can be 
categorized as [–SL], because the adaptation process does not reference the patterns of prominent 
in the donor language.  Recall that in our previous discussions, we argued that tonal adaptation 
takes place after string adaptation is completed.  Although information in the source word is 
referenced for adapting segmental contents, it is mostly irrelevant at the stage of tonal adaptation.  
Regarding the factor [SP.LOAN], Mandarin should also receive a minus sign, because tonal 
assignments are not shaped by rules (or constraints) that are specific to loanwords.  Instead, the 
same mechanism can be utilized in a native context.  For example, if a Mandarin speaker is 
presented with a Chinese name only in its pinyin form (without tone marks), as might be 
displayed on the boarding pass for an international flight, and is asked to read the name out loud, 
as if calling for attention from a passenger taking the flight, a speaker may well follow the same 
mechanisms used for assigning tones to loaned names.  In this scenario, plausibly, the most 
 
26 We removed Hebrew from this tree structure, since it is not an East or Southeast Asian language. In the original 
structure presented by Davis et al. (2012), Hebrew is categorized as [+SL], [–SP.LOAN] and [+PROS]. 
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probable tones would be picked for the strings making up the Chinese name, while effort would 
be made to avoid forming t-strings that are associated with problematic characters, so that the 
Chinese name will not sound awkward semantically, due to unintended meaning formed through 
compounding such characters.    
 Considering the shared values of [–SL] and [–SP.LOAN], Mandarin is most similar to 
Japanese in the proposed taxonomy, as shown in Figure 7.1.  However, the value of the third 
factor, [PROS], presents an issue for Mandarin.  This factor is defined differently from the other 
two factors, which are defined in terms of whether a particular influence or characteristic is 
evident, or not evident.  The factor [PROS], however, refers to which of two different 
determinants, suprasegmental or segmental features, plays a role.  In the case of Mandarin, it is 
difficult to make such determination, because it is the statistical distribution of the string-tone 
combinations that motivates the assignments, which is beyond phonological or phonetic concerns 
whether at segmental or suprasegmental level.  This sets Mandarin apart from any of the six 
languages captured in the tree structure in Figure 7.1. 
 The unique case of Mandarin introduces a valuable perspective into the broader and 
growing literature of loanword phonology and typology.  It calls for more attention to languages 
for which the process of suprasegmental adaptation can be motivated, conditioned or 
manipulated by non-phonological factors. 
7.3 Limitations and future work 
 The current study adds to the body of knowledge around the topic of loanword prosody, 
especially concerning East (and Southeast) Asian languages.  For future research, several 
limitations should be considered.  First, the type of English loanwords is restricted to place 
names, and the sources are limited to blogs and dictionary.  Future research in English loanwords 
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can be extended to personal names, to make them more comparable to the Japanese data, and the 
sources can be expanded to include more genres, such as fiction, to allow for more variation to 
surface.   
 Second, data in the current study mainly focus on the written modality, though the 
reanalysis of the experiment can shed light on the oral adaptation procedures.  More research in 
the spoken modality is necessary, especially considering the strong influence of Chinese 
orthography.  For example, investigations can be conducted to compare spoken versus written 
data.  It will be interesting to explore whether and how characters can influence tone decisions 
when they are not present in the input or required in the output.  
  Thirdly, loanword adapters featured in the current study are native Mandarin speakers.  
As native speakers, they can access stored exemplars of Mandarin sound categories and 
frequency distribution of string-plus-tone combinations (Wiener et al. 2018).  When adapting 
loanwords, adapters can track such stored information and make their tone choices accordingly.  
In future studies, it will be interesting to check if such knowledge-based processing can also be 
established in L2 learners of Mandarin who might not have sufficient Mandarin exemplars or 
certainty of Mandarin statistical regularities and therefore attend more to the acoustic properties 
of the source word.  For example, if an overseas student in China who has learned Mandarin for 
a year or two wants to introduce his/her hometown to a local friend who speaks only Mandarin, 
how would such students adapt the name of their hometowns into Mandarin, assuming there is 
not yet an established rendition of the foreign word?  With a similar question in mind (though 
not in a borrowing context), Wiener, Ito and Speer (2018) assessed how early learners track and 
use segmental and suprasegmental cues and their relative frequencies during nonnative word 
recognition.  In their study, English-speaking college students who had passed first-year 
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Mandarin courses were taught an artificial tonal language modelled after Mandarin.  The stimuli 
mimicked Mandarin’s uneven distribution of string-plus-tone combinations by varying string 
frequency (high vs. low) and the probability of tones (high vs. low) that can both occur with a 
specific string.  The results showed that the learners were sensitive to the L2 frequency 
information and could track the distribution of string-tone co-occurrences, making predictions 
accordingly during the word recognition tasks.  Therefore, it will be desirable to test in future 
studies to what extent such findings can transfer to the context of loanword adaptations. 
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Appendix A1: Blog corpus 
  SOURCE 
WORD 
SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE  
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
 IPA 
MANDARIN 
 TONE 
OCCURRENCE 
 
Place name shared with Dictionary corpus 
   
1 Alaska ə.ˈlæs.kə 阿.拉.斯.加 ac.lac.sɹ̩.tɕja 1.1.1.1 6 
2 Aleutian ə.ˈluː.ʃən 阿.留.申 ac.lju.ʂən 1.2.1 1 
3 Anchorage ˈæŋ.kə.ɹɪdʒ 安.克.雷.奇 an.khɤ.lei.tɕhi 1.4.2.2 4 
4 Appalachian  æ.pə.ˈleɪ.ʃᵻn  阿.巴.拉.契.亚 ac.pac.lac.tɕʰi.ja 1.1.1.4.4 1 
  
ˌæ.pə.ˈlæ.tʃᵻn 
    
5 Arizona ˌæ.ɹəˈzoʊ.nə 亚.利.桑.那 ja.li.sɑŋ.nac 4.4.1.4 8 
   
亚.利.桑.纳 ja.li.sɑŋ.nac 4.4.1.4 1 
6 Atlanta æt.ˈlæn.tə 亚.特.兰.大 ja.thɤ.lan.tac 4.4.2.4 1 
7 Augusta ɔː.ˈɡʌ.stə 奥.古.斯.塔 ɑu.ku.sɹ̩.thac 4.3.1.3 1 
8 Baker ˈbeɪ.kɚ 贝.克 pei.khɤ 4.4 1 
9 Banff ˈbæmf 班.夫 pan.fu 1.1 1 
10 Bethesda bə.ˈθɛz.də 贝.(塞)27.斯.达 pei.(sɤ/sai) sɹ̩.tac 4.(4).1.2 1 
11 Biscayne - 比.斯.坎 pi.sɹ̩.khan 3.1.3 1 
12 Bixby  - 比.克.斯.比 pi.khɤ.sɹ̩.pi 3.4.1.3 1 
13 Blackburn ˈblæk.bɜːn 布.莱.克.本 pu.lai.khɤ.pən 4.2.4.3 1 
14 Bronx bɹɒŋks 布.朗.克.斯 pu.lɑŋ.khɤ.sɹ̩ 4.3.4.1 2 
15 Brooklyn ˈbɹʊk.lɨn 布.鲁.克.林 pu.lu.khɤ.lin 4.3.4.2 5 
 
27 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
  
 
1
4
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MANDARIN 
 IPA 
MANDARIN 
 TONE 
OCCURRENCE 
16 Buffalo ˈbʌ.fə.loʊ 布.法.罗 pu.fac.lwo 4.3.2 1 
17 California khæ.lɨ.ˈfɔɹ.njə 加.利.福.尼.亚 tɕja.li.fu.ni.ja 1.4.2.2.4 3 
18 Carlsbad ˈkhɑɹlz.bæd 卡.尔.斯.巴.德 khac.ɚ.sɹ̩.pac.tɤ 3.3.1.1.2 1 
19 Carmel khɑɹˈmɛl 卡.梅.尔 khac.mei.ɚ 3.2.3 1 
20 Chelan ʃə.ˈlɑn 奇.兰 tɕhi.lan 2.2 1 
21 Chicago ʃɨ.ˈkhɑː.ɡoʊ 芝.加.哥 tʂɹ̩.tɕja.kɤ 1.1.1 2 
22 Chitina ˈtʃɪt.nʌ  奇.特.诺 tɕhi.thɤ.nwo 2.4.4 1 
  
tʃɪ.ˈthiː.nʌ 
    
23 Chugach  ˈtʃuː.ɡætʃ 楚.加.奇 thʂu.tɕja.thɕi 3.1.2 1 
24 Colorado khɒ.ləˈɹɑːdoʊ 科.罗.拉.多 kɤ.lwo.lac.two 1.2.1.1 9 
25 Cordova khɔɹ.ˈdoʊ.və 科.尔.多.瓦 khɤ.ɚ.two.wac 1.3.1.3 1 
26 Coronado ˌkhɔ.ɹə.ˈnɑ.doʊ  科.罗.纳.多 khɤ.lwo.nac.two 1.2.4.1 1 
  
ˌkhɒɹ.ˈnɑ.doʊ 
    
27 Dade  - 戴.德 tai.tɤ 4.2 2 
28 Dakota də.ˈkhoʊ.tə 达.科.他 tac.kʰɤ.tʰac 2.1.1 1 
29 Denali dɨ.ˈnaː.li 迪.纳.利 ti.nac.li 2.4.4 1 
   
迪.纳.里 ti.nac.li 2.4.3 1 
30 Denver ˈdɛn.vɚ 丹.佛 tan.fwo 1.2 1 
31 Disney ˈdɪz.nɪ 迪.斯.尼 ti.sɹ̩.ni 2.1.2 4    
迪.士.尼 ti.ʂɹ̩.ni 2.4.2 1 
32 Edgerton ˈɛ.dʒɚ.tən 埃.杰.顿 ai.tɕje.tun 1.2.4 1 
33 Edmonds - 埃.德.(蒙)28.兹 ai.tɤ.(məŋ).tsɹ̩ 1.2.(2/3).1 1 
 
28 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
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MANDARIN 
 IPA 
MANDARIN 
 TONE 
OCCURRENCE 
34 Elliott ˈɛ.liət  埃.利.奥.特 ai.li.ɑu.tʰɤ 1.4.4.4 1   
ˈɛ.lyət 
    
35 Fairbanks ˈfɛɚ.bæŋks 费.尔.班.克.斯 fei.ə.pan.khɤ.sɹ̩ 4.3.1.4.1 4 
   
菲.尔.班.克.斯 fei.ə.pan.khɤ.sɹ̩ 1.3.1.4.1 1 
36 Florida ˈflɔ.ɹɪ.də   佛.罗.里.达 fwo.lwo.li.tac 2.2.3.2 3 
  
ˈflɒ.ɹɪ.də  
    
37 Guam ˈɡwɑːm 关 kwan 1 1   
ˈɡwɒm  
    
38 Haleakala  ˌhɑː.liː.ɑː.kə.ˈlɑː 哈.莱.阿.卡.拉 xac.lai.ac.khac.lac 1.2.1.3.1 1 
   
哈.雷.卡.拉 xac.lei.khac.lac 1.2.3.1 1 
   
海.勒.卡.拉 xai.lɤ.khac.lac 3.4.3.1 1 
39 Hana - 哈.纳 xac.nac 1.4 1 
40 Harding  ˈhɑɹ.dɪŋ 哈.丁 xac.tiŋ 1.1 1 
41 Harlem ˈhɑː.ləm 哈.勒.姆 xac.lei.mu 1.4.3 1 
42 Havana həˈvæ.nə 哈.瓦.那 xac.wac.nac 1.3.4 1 
43 Hawaii hə.ˈwaɪ.i 夏.威.夷 ɕja.wei.ji 4.1.2 7 
44 Hialeah ˌhaɪə.ˈliːə 海.厄.利.亚 xai.ɤ.li.ja 3.4.4.4 1 
45 Hilo ˈhi.loʊ 希.洛 ɕi.lwo 1.4 3    
曦.嵝 ɕi.lou 1.3 1 
46 Hollywood ˈhɒ.li.wʊd  好.莱.坞 xɑu.lai.wu 3.2.1 3 
47 Homestead ˈhoʊm.stɛd  霍.姆.斯.特.得 xwo.mu..sɹ̩.thɤ.tɤ 4.3.1.4.2 1 
  
ˈhoʊm.stɪd 
    
48 Honolulu hɒ.nə.'lu.lu 火.奴.鲁.鲁 xwo.nu.lu.lu 3.2.3.3 4 
49 Hoover ˈhu.vɚ 胡.佛 xu.fwo 2.2 2 
50 Hubbard ˈhʌ.bɚd 哈.伯.德 xac.pwo.tɤ 1.2.2 1 
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MANDARIN 
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OCCURRENCE 
51 Idaho ˈaɪ.də.hoʊ 爱.达.荷 ai.tac.xɤ 4.2.2 2 
52 Indiana ɪn.di.ˈæ.nə 印.第.安.纳 jin.ti.an.nac 4.4.1.4 1 
53 Juan de Fuca ˈwɑn.dɪ.ˈfyu.kə  胡.安.德.富.卡 xu.an.tɤ.fu.khac 2.1.2.4.3 1 
  
ˈwɑn.dɪ.ˈfu.kə  
    
  
ˈdʒu.ən.dɪ.ˈfu.kə 
    
54 Juneau ˈdʒuː.noʊ 朱.诺 tʂu.nwo 1.4 1 
55 Kahului kɑ.hu.ˈlu.i 卡.胡.卢.伊 khac.xu.lu.ji 3.2.2.1 1 
56 Kansas ˈkæn.zəs 堪.萨.斯 kʰan.sac.sɹ̩ 1.4.1 1 
57 Kapaau - 卡.帕.奥 khac.phac.ɑu 3.4.4 1 
58 Katmai ˈkæt.maɪ 卡.特.迈 khac.thɤ.mai 3.4.4 1 
59 Kilauea ki.laʊ.ˈeɪ.ə 基.拉.韦.厄 ɕi.lac.wei.ɤ 1.1.2.4 3 
60 Kluane - 克.卢.恩 khɤ.lu.ən 4.2.1 1 
61 Lahaina lə.ˈhaɪ.nə 拉.海.纳 lac.xai.nac 1.3.4 2 
62 Landers ˈlæn.dɚs 兰.德.斯 lan.tɤ.sɹ̩  2.2.1 1 
63 Las Vegas lɑːs.ˈveɪ.ɡəs 拉.斯.韦.加.斯 lac.sɹ̩.wei.tɕja.sɹ̩ 1.1.2.1.1 9 
64 Lauderdale ˈlɔː.dɚ.deɪl 劳.德.代.尔 lɑu.tɤ.tai.ɚ 2.2.4.3 1 
65 Los Angeles lɒs.ˈæn.dʒə.lɨs  洛.杉.矶 lwo.ʂan.tɕi 4.1.1 11 
66 Madison ˈmæ.də.sən 麦.迪.逊 mai.ti.ɕyn 4.2.4 1 
67 Mammoth ˈmæ.məθ 马.默.斯 mac.sɹ̩.mwo 3.4.1 1 
68 Manhattan mæn.ˈhæ.tən 曼.哈.顿 man.hac.tun 4.1.4 6 
69 Maui ˈmaʊ.i 毛.伊 mɑu.ji 2.1 1    
茂.宜 mɑu.ji 4.2 2 
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70 Mauna Kea ˌmɔː.nə.ˈkheɪ.ə 冒.纳.凯.阿 mɑu.nac.khai.ac 4.4.3.1 1 
  
ˌmaʊ.nə.ˈkheɪ.ə 冒.纳.开.亚 mɑu.nac.khai.ja 4.4.1.4 1 
71 Mauna Loa - 冒.纳.罗.亚 mɑu.nac.lwo.ja 4.4.2.4 1 
72 McKinley mə.ˈkhɪn.lɪ 麦.金.利 mai.tɕin.li 4.1.4 3 
73 Mead mid 米.德 mi.tɤ 3.2 1 
74 Memphis ˈmɛm.fɪs 孟.菲.斯 məŋ.fei.sɹ̩  4.1.1 1 
75 Mendocino ˌmɛn.dəˈsi.noʊ 门.多.西.诺 mən.two.ɕi.nwo 2.1.1.4 1 
76 Merced mɚˈsɛd 默.(塞).德 mwo.(sɤ/sai).tɤ 4.(4).2 1 
77 Miami maɪˈæ.mi  迈.阿.密 mai.ac.mi 4.1.4 2   
maɪˈæ.mə 
    
78 Moab  ˈmoʊ.æb 莫.阿.布 mwo.ac.pu 4.1.4 1 
79 Molokini - 莫.洛.基.尼 mwo.lwo.tɕi.ni 4.4.1.2 1 
80 Montana mɒnˈthæ.nə (蒙).大.拿 (məŋ).tac.nac (2/3).4.2 1 
81 Monterey ˌmɒn.təˈɹeɪ (蒙).特.雷 (məŋ).thɤ.lei (2/3).4.2 1 
   
(蒙).特.利 (məŋ).tʰɤ.li (2/3).4.4 1 
82 Muir myʊɚ 缪.尔 mjou.ɚ 4.3 1 
83 Naalehu - 纳.阿.莱.胡 nac.ac.lai.xu 4.1.2.2 2 
84 Napa ˈnæ.pə 纳.帕 nac.phac 4.4 2 
  
ˈnɑ.pə 
    
85 Navajo  ˈnæ.vəˌhoʊˈ 纳.瓦.霍 nac.wac.xwo 4.3.4 3 
  
nɑ vəˌhoʊ 
    
86 Nebraska nə.ˈbɹæ.skə 内.布.拉.斯.加 nei.pu.lac.sɹ̩.tɕja 4.4.1.1.1 1 
87 Nevada nəˈvæ.də  内.华.达 nei.xwac.tac 4.2.2 5 
  
nəˈvɑ.də 
    
87 New Haven  nju:.ˈheɪ.vən 纽.黑.文 nju.xei.wən 3.1.2 1 
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88 New York nju:.jɔːk 纽.约 njou.ɥe 3.1 12 
89 Niagara naɪ.ˈæ.ɡɹə 尼.亚.加.拉 ni.ja.tɕja.lac 2.4.1.1 1 
90 Oahu oʊ.ˈɑ.hu 瓦.胡 wac.xu 3.2 3 
   
欧.胡 ou.xu 1.2 3 
91 Olympic əˈlɪm.phɪk   奥.林.匹.克 ɑu.lin.pʰi.kʰɤ 4.2.3.4 1 
  
oʊˈlɪm.phɪk 
    
92 Opa-locka ˌoʊ.pəˈlɒ.kə 奥.帕.洛.卡 ɑu.phac.lwo.khac 4.4.4.3 1 
93 Oregon ˈɔː.ɹᵻ.ɡən 俄.勒.冈 ɤ.lɤ.kɑŋ 2.4.1 1 
94 Orlando ɔɹ.ˈlæn.doʊ 奥.兰.多 ɑu.lan.two 4.2.1 3 
95 Oxnard ˈɒks.nɑɹd 奥.克.斯.纳.德 ɑu.khɤ.sɹ̩.nac.tɤ 4.4.1.4.2 1 
96 Page pheɪdʒ 佩.奇 phei.tɕhi 4.2 1 
   
佩.吉 phei.tɕi 4.2 1 
97 Pahoa pə.ˈhoʊ.ə 帕.霍.阿 phac.xwo.ac 4.4.1 1 
98 Pasadena ˌphæ.sə.ˈdiː.nə 帕.萨.迪.纳 phac.sac.ti.nac 4.4.2.4 1 
99 Portland ˈphɔːɹt.lənd 波.特.兰 pwo.thɤ.lan 4.4.2 2 
100 Rainier ɹeɪ.ˈnɪɚ 雷.尼.尔 lei.ni.ɚ 2.2.3 1 
101 Rocky (Mountain) ˈɹɒ.khi (ˈmaʊn tn) 落.基.(山)29 lwo.tɕi.(ʂan) 4.1.(1) 2 
102 Roosevelt ˈɹoʊ.zə.vɛlt 罗.斯.福 lwo.sɹ̩.fu 2.1.2 1 
103 Root ɹuːt 鲁.特 lu.thɤ 3.4 1 
104 Saipan saɪ.ˈphæn 塞.班 sai.pan 4.1 1 
105 (San) Antonio (ˌsæn).ænˈthoʊ.niˌoʊ (圣)30.安.东.尼.奥 (ʂəŋ).an.tuŋ.ni.ɑu (4).1.1.2.4 1 
 
29 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
30 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
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106 (San) Diego (ˌsæn).diːˈeɪ.ɡoʊ (圣).地.亚.哥 (ʂəŋ).ti.ja.kɤ (4).4.4.1 5    
(圣).迭.戈 (ʂəŋ).tje.kɤ (4).2.1 3 
107 Sanford ˈsan.fɚd 桑.福.德 sɑŋ.fu.tɤ 1.2.2 1 
108 (Santa) Cruz (ˈsæn.tə) ˈkhɹuz (圣).克.鲁.斯 (ʂəŋ).khɤ.lu.sɹ̩. (4).4.3.1 1 
109 (Santa) Monica (ˈsæn.tə).ˈmɒ.nɪ.kə  (圣).莫.尼.卡 (ʂəŋ).mwo.ni.khac (4).4.2.3 2 
   
(圣).(塔).莫.尼.卡 (ʂəŋ).(tac).mwo.ni.khac (4).(3).4.2.3 1 
110 Seattle si.ˈæ.thəl 西.雅.图 ɕi.ja.thu 1.3.2 7 
111 Shelikof - (舍)31.利.科.夫 (ʂɤ).li.khɤ.fu (3/4).4.1.1 1 
112 (St.) Elias (sənt). ɪˈlaɪ.əs (圣).伊.莱.亚.斯 (ʂəŋ).ji.lai.ja.sɹ̩ (4).1.2.4.1 1 
113 (St.) George (sənt).dʒɔɹdʒ (圣).乔.治 (ʂəŋ).tɕhjɑu.tʂɹ̩ (4).2.4 1 
114 (St.) John (sənt).dʒɒn (圣).约.翰 (ʂəŋ.)ɥe.xan (4).1.4 1 
115 (St.) Paul (sənt).phɔl (圣).保.罗 (ʂəŋ.)pɑu.lwo (4).3.2 1 
116 Stag's Leap 
 
斯.坦.格.利.坡 sɹ̩.than.kɤ.li.pwo 1.3.2.4.1 1 
117 Staten (Island) ˈstæ.tən 斯.塔.腾 sɹ̩.thac.təŋ 1.3.2 1 
118 Sterling ˈstɜɹ.lɪŋ 斯.特.灵 sɹ̩.thɤ.liŋ 1.4.2 1 
119 (Big) Sur (bɪg).sɚ (大)32.瑟.尔 (tac).sɤ.ɚ (4).4.3 1 
   
(大).苏.尔 (tac).su.əɹ (4).1.3 2 
120 Taft thæft 塔.夫.脱 thac.fu.thwo 3.1.1 1 
121 (Grand) Teton (gɹænd).ˈthi.tən (大).蒂.顿 (tac).ti.tun (4).4.4 1 
122 Tucson ˈthuː.sɒn  图.森 thu.sən 2.1 1 
  
tuˈsɒn  
    
 
31 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
32 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
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123 Turnberry 
 
特.恩.贝.里 thɤ.ən.pei.li 4.1.4.3 1 
124 Utah ˈyu.tɔ 犹.他 jou.thac 2.1 4 
  
ˈyu.tɑ 
    
125 Venice ˈvɛ.nɪs 威.尼.斯 wei.ni.sɹ̩ 1.2.1 2 
126 Vernal ˈvɜɹ.nl 弗.纳.尔 fu.nac.ɚ 2.4.3 1 
127 Waikiki waɪ.kiː.ˈkhiː 怀.基.基 xwai.tɕi.tɕi 2.1.1 1 
   
威.基.基 wei.tɕi.tɕi 1.1.1 1    
维.基.基 wei.tɕi.tɕi 2.1.1 1 
128 Washington ˈwɒ.ʃɪŋ.tən 华.盛.顿 xwa.ʂəŋ.tun 2.4.4 4 
129 Whittier ˈʰwɪ.tiɚ  惠.蒂.尔 xwei.ti.ɚ 4.4.3 1 
130 Wrangell ˈɹæŋɡəl 兰.格.尔 lan.kɤ.ɚ 2.2.3 1 
131 Wyoming waɪ.ˈoʊ.mɪŋ 怀.俄.明 xwai.ɤ.miŋ 2.2.2 1 
132 Yosemite joʊ.ˈsɛ.mᵻ.ti 约.(塞).米.蒂 ɥe.(sɤ/sai).mi.ti 1.(4).3.4 1    
约.(塞).密.提 ɥe.(sɤ/sai).mi.thi 1.(4).4.2 1 
   
优.胜.美.地 jou.ʂəŋ.mei.ti 1.4.3.4 1 
133 Zion ˈzaɪ.ən 宰.恩 tsai.ən 3.1 1 
 
Place names unique to Blog corpus 
    
134 Akaka ə.ˈkhɑː.kə 阿.卡.卡 ac.khac.khac 1.3.3 1 
135 Alamo ə.ˈlɑː.moʊ 阿.拉.莫 ac.lac.mwo 1.1.4 2 
136 Beverly ˈbɛ.vɚ.li 比.弗.利 pi.fu.li 3.2.4 2    
比.佛.利 pi.fu.li 3.2.4 1 
137 Bryant ˈbɹaɪ.ənt 布.莱.恩.特 pu.lai.ən.thɤ. 4.2.1.4 1 
138 Bryce ˈbɹaɪs 布.莱.斯 pu.lai.sɹ̩ 4.2.1 3 
139 Cannon ˈkhæ.nən 加.农 tɕja.nuŋ 1.2 1 
  
 
1
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140 Carlsbad ˈkhɑɹlz.bæd 卡.尔.斯.班 khac.əɹ.sɹ̩.pan 3.3.1.1 1 
141 Carmel khɑɹˈmɛl 卡.梅.尔 khac.mei.əɹ 3.2.3 4 
142 Celanese sɛ.lə.ˈni:z 塞.拉.尼.斯 sai.lac.ni.sɹ̩ 4.1.2.1 1 
143 Chrysler ˈkhɹaɪs.lɚ 克.莱.斯.勒 khɤ.lai.sɹ̩.lɤ 4.2.1.4 2 
144 Coit  khɔɪt 科.伊.特 khɤ.ji.thɤ 1.1.4 1 
145 Columbia kə.ˈlʌm.bɪə 哥.伦.比.亚 kɤ.lun.pi.ja 1.2.3.4 1 
146 Dalton ˈdɔːl.tən 道.尔.顿 tɑu.əɹ.tun 4.3.4 2 
147 Delacorte  
 
戴.拉.寇.特 tai.lac.khou.thɤ 4.1.4.4 1 
148 Dolby ˈdoʊl.bi   杜.比 tu.pi 4.4 1   
ˈdɔl.bi 
    
149 Drum dɹʌm 德.罗.姆 tɤ.lwo.mu 2.2.3 1 
150 Edmonds ˈɛd.məndz 埃.德.(蒙).斯 ai..tɤ.(məŋ).sɹ̩ 1.2.2.1 1 
151 Ellis ˈɛ.lɪs 艾.丽.丝 ai.li.sɹ̩ 4.4.1 1 
152 Fern fɜɹn 费.恩 fei.ən 4.1 1 
153 Fremont  ˈfɹi.mɒnt 弗.里.蒙 fu.li.məŋ 2.3.2 1 
154 Frick fɹɪk 弗.里.克 fwo.li.khɤ 2.3.4 1 
155 Getty ˈgɛ.tɪ 盖.蒂 kai.di 4.4 1 
156 Gilahina - 吉.拉.希.纳 tɕi.lac.ɕi.nac 2.1.1.4 1 
157 Glennallen ɡlɛ.ˈnæ.lən 格.伦.纳.伦 kɤ.lun.nac.lun 2.2.4.2 1 
158 Grand Wash gɹænd.wɒʃ 格.兰.德.瓦.什 kɤ.lan.tɤ.wac.ʂɹ̩ 2.2.2.3.2 1 
  
gɹænd.wɔʃ 
    
159 Greenwich ˈɡɹɛ.nɪtʃ 格.林.威.治 kɤ.lin.wei.tʂɹ̩ 2.2.1.4 2   
ˈɡɹɪ.nɪdʒ 
    
  
ˈɡɹɪ.nɪtʃ  
    
  
ˈɡɹɛ.nɪdʒ 
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160 Griffith ˈgɹɪ.fɪθ 格.里.菲.斯 kɤ.li.fei.sɹ̩ 2.3.1.1 1 
161 Guggenheim ˈgu.gən.haɪm 古.根.汉.姆 ku.kən.han.mu 3.1.4.3 2    
古.根.海.姆 ku.kən.hai.mu 3.1.3.3 1 
162 Hallow ˈhæ.ləʊ 哈.洛 xac.lwo 1.4 1 
163 Hanuman ˈhʌ.nʊˌmɑn 哈.诺.玛 xac.nwo.mac 1.4.3 1 
  
ˈhɑ.nʊˌmɑn 
    
  
ˌhʌ.nʊ.ˈmɑn 
    
  
ˌhɑ.nʊ.ˈmɑn 
    
164 Hapuna - 哈.普.纳 xac.phu.nac 1.3.4 1 
165 Hudson ˈhʌd.sən 哈.德.孙 xac.tɤ.sun 1.2.1 1 
   
哈.德.逊 xac.tɤ.ɕyn 1.2.4 4 
166 Iao - 依.奥 i.ɑu 1.4 1 
167 Kalapana - 卡.拉.帕.那 khac.lac.phac.nac 3.1.4.4 1 
168 Kenai ˈkhiːnaɪ 基.耐 tɕi.nai 1.4 1 
169 Kennecott - 肯.尼.卡.特 khən.ni.khac.thɤ 3.2.3.4 1 
170 Kohala - 柯.哈.拉 khɤ.xac.lac 1.1.1 1 
171 Kona ˈkhoʊ.nə 科.纳 khɤ.nac 1.4 2 
172 Koolau - 科.劳 khɤ.lɑu 1.2 1 
   
柯.劳 khɤ.lɑu 1.2 1 
173 Kuskulana - 库.斯.库.拉.纳 khu.sɹ̩.khu.lac.nac 4.1.4.1.4 1 
174 Luxor ˈlʌk.sɔɹ 卢.克.索 lu.kʰɤ.swo 2.4.3 1 
175 Malibu ˈmæ.lɨ.buː 马.里.布 mac.li.pu 3.3.4 1 
176 Mariposa ˌmæ.ɹə.ˈphoʊ.sə   马.里.波.萨 mac.li.pwo.sac 3.3.1.4 1 
  
ˌmæ.ɹə.ˈphoʊ.zə 
    
  
 
1
5
3
 
  SOURCE 
WORD 
SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE  
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
 IPA 
MANDARIN 
 TONE 
OCCURRENCE 
177 Matanuska mæ.tə.ˈnuːs.kə  马.塔.努.斯.卡 mac.thac.nu.sɹ̩.khac 3.3.3.1.3 1 
178 McCarthy mə.ˈkhɑː.θɪ 麦.卡.锡 mai.khac.ɕi 4.3.1 1 
179 McWay - 麦.克.维 mai.khɤ.wei 4.4.2 1 
180 Nob nɒb 诺.布 nwo.pu 4.4 1 
181 Novarupta - 诺.瓦.鲁.普.塔 nwo.wac.lu.phu.thac 4.3.3.3.4 1 
182 Nuuanu Pali  - 努.阿.努.帕.里 nu.ac.nu.phac.li 3.1.3.4.3 1 
183 Paunsaugunt - 帕.绍.甘.梯 phac.ʂɑu.kan.thi 4.4.1.1 1 
184 Pfeiffer - 菲.佛 fei.fwo 1.2 1 
185 Pike phaɪk 派.克 phai.khɤ 4.4 2 
186 Polulu pə.'lu.lu 波.罗.陆 pwo.lwo.lu 1.2.4 2 
187 Pomponio - 波.姆.波.尼.奥 pwo.mu.pwo.ni.ɑu 1.3.1.2.4 1 
188 Pueblo ˈphwɛ.bloʊ 普.埃.布.洛 phu.ai.pu.lwo 3.1.4.2 1 
189 Puget ˈphjuː.dʒɪt 普.吉.特 phu.tɕi.tʰɤ 3.2.4 1 
   
普.捷.特 phu.tɕje.thɤ 3.2.4 1 
190 Punaluu - 普.纳.鲁.吾 phu.nac.lu.wu 3.4.3.3 1 
   
普.娜.鲁.吾 phu.nac.lu.wu 3.4.3.3 1 
191 Redland - 瑞.德.兰.德 ɹwei.tɤ.lan.tɤ 4.2.2.2 1 
192 Regal ˈɹi:.ɡəl 里.格.尔 li.kɤ.əɹ 3.2.3 1 
193 Richardson ˈɹɪ.tʃɚd.sən 理.查.森 li.thʂac.sən 3.2.1 1 
194 Roberts ˈɹɒ.bɚts 罗.伯.特 lwo.pwo.thɤ 2.2.4 1 
195 Rockefeller ˈɹɒ.kəˌfɛ.lə 洛.克.菲.勒 lwo.khɤ.fei.lɤ 4.4.1.4 7 
   
洛.克.菲.罗 lwo.khɤ.fei.lwo 4.4.1.2 1 
196 (Saint) Mary (sənt).ˈmɛə.ɹɪ (圣).玛.丽 (ʂəŋ).mac.li (4).3.4 1 
  
 
1
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4
 
  SOURCE 
WORD 
SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE  
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
 IPA 
MANDARIN 
 TONE 
OCCURRENCE 
197 (St.) Patrick (sənt).ˈphæ.tɹɪk (圣).巴.特.里 (ʂəŋ).pac.thɤ.li (4).1.4.3 1 
   
(圣).帕.特.里.克 (ʂəŋ).pac.thɤ.li.khɤ (4).4.4.3.4 2 
198 Tantalus ˈthæn.tə.ləs 坦.塔.拉.斯 than.thac.lac.sɹ̩ 3.3.1.1 1 
199 Tumon - 杜.梦 tu.məŋ 4.4 1 
200 Tusayan - 吐.(撒)33.扬 thu.(sac).jɑŋ 3.(3/1).2 1 
201 Waikoloa  waɪ.kə.ˈloʊ.ə 威.可.洛.亚 wei.kɤ.lwo.ja 1.3.4.4 1 
202 Waimea - 怀.梅.阿 xwai.mei.ac 2.2.1 1 
203 Waipio - 怀.皮.奥 xwai.phi.ɑu 2.2.4 1 
204 Wall (Street) wɔːl.(stɹit) 华.尔.(街)34 xwa.əɹ.(tɕje) 2.3.(1) 5 
205 Wynn wɪn 韦.恩 wei.ən 2.1 1 
206 Zanetti - 萨.内.蒂 sac.nei.ti 4.4.4 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
34 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
  
 
1
5
5
 
Appendix A2: Dictionary corpus 
 
SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
 
Place name shared with Blog corpus 
  
1 Alaska ə.ˈlæs.kə 阿.拉.斯.加 ac.lac.sɹ̩.tɕja 1.1.1.1 
 
Aleutian ə.ˈluː.ʃən 阿.留.申 ac.lju.ʂən 1.2.1 
3 Anchorage ˈæŋ.kə.ɹɪdʒ 安.克.雷.奇 an.khɤ.lei.tɕhi 1.4.2.2 
4 Appalachian  æ.pə.ˈleɪ.ʃᵻn  阿.巴.拉.契.亚 ac.pac.lac.tɕʰi.ja 1.1.1.4.4 
  
ˌæ.pə.ˈlæ.tʃᵻn 
   
5 Arizona ˌæ.ɹəˈzoʊ.nə 亚.利.桑.那 ja.li.sɑŋ.nac 4.4.1.4 
6 Atlanta æt.ˈlæn.tə 亚.特.兰.大 ja.thɤ.lan.tac 4.4.2.4 
7 Augusta ɔː.ˈɡʌ.stə 奥.古.斯.塔 ɑu.ku.sɹ̩.thac 4.3.1.3 
8 Baker ˈbeɪ.kɚ 贝.克 pei.khɤ 4.4 
9 Banff ˈbæmf 班.夫 pan.fu 1.1 
10 Bethesda bə.ˈθɛz.də 贝.(塞)35.斯.达 pei.(sɤ/sai).sɹ̩.tac 4.(4).1.2 
11 Biscayne - 比.斯.坎 pi.sɹ̩.khan 3.1.3 
12 Bixby  - 比.克.斯.比 pi.khɤ.sɹ̩.pi 3.4.1.3 
13 Blackburn ˈblæk.bɜːn 布.莱.克.本 pu.lai.khɤ.pən 4.2.4.3 
14 Bronx bɹɒŋks 布.朗.克.斯 pu.lɑŋ.khɤ.sɹ̩ 4.3.4.1 
15 Brooklyn ˈbɹʊk.lɨn 布.鲁.克.林 pu.lu.khɤ.lin 4.3.4.2 
16 Buffalo ˈbʌ.fə.loʊ 布.法.罗 pu.fac.lwo 4.3.2 
 
35 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
17 California khæ.lɨ.ˈfɔɹ.njə 加.利.福.尼.亚 tɕja.li.fu.ni.ja 1.4.2.2.4 
18 Carlsbad ˈkhɑɹlz.bæd 卡.尔.斯.巴.德 khac.ɚ.sɹ̩.pac.tɤ 3.3.1.1.2 
19 Carmel khɑɹˈmɛl 卡.梅.尔 khac.mei.ɚ 3.2.3 
20 Chelan ʃə.ˈlɑn 奇.兰 tɕhi.lan 2.2 
21 Chicago ʃɨ.ˈkhɑː.ɡoʊ 芝.加.哥 tʂɹ̩.tɕja.kɤ 1.1.1 
22 Chitina ˈtʃɪt.nʌ  奇.特.诺 tɕhi.thɤ.nwo 2.4.4 
  
tʃɪ.ˈthiː.nʌ 
   
23 Chugach  ˈtʃuː.ɡætʃ 楚.加.奇 thʂu.tɕja.thɕi 3.1.2 
24 Colorado khɒ.ləˈɹɑːdoʊ 科.罗.拉.多 kɤ.lwo.lac.two 1.2.1.1 
25 Cordova khɔɹ.ˈdoʊ.və 科.尔.多.瓦 khɤ.ɚ.two.wac 1.3.1.3 
26 Coronado ˌkhɔ.ɹə.ˈnɑ.doʊ  科.罗.纳.多 khɤ.lwo.nac.two 1.2.4.1 
  
ˌkhɒɹ.ˈnɑ.doʊ 
   
27 Dade  - 戴.德 tai.tɤ 4.2 
28 Dakota də.ˈkhoʊ.tə 达.科.他 tac.kʰɤ.tʰac 2.1.1 
29 Denali dɨ.ˈnaː.li 迪.纳.利 ti.nac.li 2.4.4 
30 Denver ˈdɛn.vɚ 丹.佛 tan.fwo 1.2 
31 Disney ˈdɪz.nɪ 迪.士.尼 ti.ʂɹ̩.ni 2.4.2 
32 Edgerton ˈɛ.dʒɚ.tən 埃.杰.顿 ai.tɕje.tun 1.2.4 
33 Edmonds - 埃.德.(蒙)36.兹 ai.tɤ.(məŋ).tsɹ̩ 1.2.(2/3).1 
34 Elliott ˈɛ.liət  埃.利.奥.特 ai.li.ɑu.tʰɤ 1.4.4.4   
ˈɛ.lyət 
   
35 Fairbanks ˈfɛɚ.bæŋks 费.尔.班.克.斯 fei.ə.pan.khɤ.sɹ̩ 4.3.1.4.1 
 
36 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
36 Florida ˈflɔ.ɹɪ.də   佛.罗.里.达 fwo.lwo.li.tac 2.2.3.2 
  
ˈflɒ.ɹɪ.də  
   
37 Guam ˈɡwɑːm 关 kwan 1   
ˈɡwɒm  
   
38 Haleakala  ˌhɑː.liː.ɑː.kə.ˈlɑː 哈.莱.阿.卡.拉 xac.lai.ac.khac.lac 1.2.1.3.1 
39 Hana - 哈.纳 xac.nac 1.4 
40 Harding  ˈhɑɹ.dɪŋ 哈.丁 xac.tiŋ 1.1 
41 Harlem ˈhɑː.ləm 哈.勒.姆 xac.lei.mu 1.4.3 
42 Havana həˈvæ.nə 哈.瓦.那 xac.wac.nac 1.3.4 
43 Hawaii hə.ˈwaɪ.i 夏.威.夷 ɕja.wei.ji 4.1.2 
44 Hialeah ˌhaɪə.ˈliːə 海.厄.利.亚 xai.ɤ.li.ja 3.4.4.4 
45 Hilo ˈhi.loʊ 希.洛 ɕi.lwo 1.4 
46 Hollywood ˈhɒ.li.wʊd  好.莱.坞 xɑu.lai.wu 3.2.1 
47 Homestead ˈhoʊm.stɛd  霍.姆.斯.特.得 xwo.mu..sɹ̩.thɤ.tɤ 4.3.1.4.2 
  
ˈhoʊm.stɪd 
   
48 Honolulu hɒ.nə.'lu.lu 火.奴.鲁.鲁 xwo.nu.lu.lu 3.2.3.3 
49 Hoover ˈhu.vɚ 胡.佛 xu.fwo 2.2 
50 Hubbard ˈhʌ.bɚd 哈.伯.德 xac.pwo.tɤ 1.2.2 
51 Idaho ˈaɪ.də.hoʊ 爱.达.荷 ai.tac.xɤ 4.2.2 
52 Indiana ɪn.di.ˈæ.nə 印.第.安.纳 jin.ti.an.nac 4.4.1.4 
53 Juan de Fuca ˈwɑn.dɪ.ˈfyu.kə  胡.安.德.富.卡 xu.an.tɤ.fu.khac 2.1.2.4.3 
  
ˈwɑn.dɪ.ˈfu.kə  
   
  
ˈdʒu.ən.dɪ.ˈfu.kə 
   
54 Juneau ˈdʒuː.noʊ 朱.诺 tʂu.nwo 1.4 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
55 Kahului kɑ.hu.ˈlu.i 卡.胡.卢.伊 khac.xu.lu.ji 3.2.2.1 
56 Kansas ˈkæn.zəs 堪.萨.斯 kʰan.sac.sɹ̩ 1.4.1 
57 Kapaau - 卡.帕.奥 khac.phac.ɑu 3.4.4 
58 Katmai ˈkæt.maɪ 卡.特.迈 khac.thɤ.mai 3.4.4 
59 Kilauea ki.laʊ.ˈeɪ.ə 基.拉.韦.厄 ɕi.lac.wei.ɤ 1.1.2.4 
60 Kluane - 克.卢.恩 khɤ.lu.ən 4.2.1 
61 Lahaina lə.ˈhaɪ.nə 拉.海.纳 lac.xai.nac 1.3.4 
62 Landers ˈlæn.dɚs 兰.德.斯 lan.tɤ.sɹ̩  2.2.1 
63 Las Vegas lɑːs.ˈveɪ.ɡəs 拉.斯.韦.加.斯 lac.sɹ̩.wei.tɕja.sɹ̩ 1.1.2.1.1 
64 Lauderdale ˈlɔː.dɚ.deɪl 劳.德.代.尔 lɑu.tɤ.tai.ɚ 2.2.4.3 
65 Los Angeles lɒs.ˈæn.dʒə.lɨs  洛.杉.矶 lwo.ʂan.tɕi 4.1.1 
66 Madison ˈmæ.də.sən 麦.迪.逊 mai.ti.ɕyn 4.2.4 
67 Mammoth ˈmæ.məθ 马.默.斯 mac.sɹ̩.mwo 3.4.1 
68 Manhattan mæn.ˈhæ.tən 曼.哈.顿 man.hac.tun 4.1.4 
69 Maui ˈmaʊ.i 毛.伊 mɑu.ji 2.1 
70 Mauna Kea ˌmɔː.nə.ˈkheɪ.ə 冒.纳.凯.阿 mɑu.nac.khai.ac 4.4.3.1 
  
ˌmaʊ.nə.ˈkheɪ.ə 
   
71 Mauna Loa - 冒.纳.罗.亚 mɑu.nac.lwo.ja 4.4.2.4 
72 McKinley mə.ˈkhɪn.lɪ 麦.金.利 mai.tɕin.li 4.1.4 
73 Mead mid 米.德 mi.tɤ 3.2 
74 Memphis ˈmɛm.fɪs 孟.菲.斯 məŋ.fei.sɹ̩  4.1.1 
75 Mendocino ˌmɛn.dəˈsi.noʊ 门.多.西.诺 mən.two.ɕi.nwo 2.1.1.4 
76 Merced mɚˈsɛd 默.(塞).德 mwo.(sɤ/sai).tɤ 4.(4).2 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
77 Miami maɪˈæ.mi  迈.阿.密 mai.ac.mi 4.1.4   
maɪˈæ.mə 
   
78 Moab  ˈmoʊ.æb 莫.阿.布 mwo.ac.pu 4.1.4 
79 Molokini - 莫.洛.基.尼 mwo.lwo.tɕi.ni 4.4.1.2 
80 Montana mɒnˈthæ.nə (蒙).大.拿 (məŋ).tac.nac (2/3).4.2 
81 Monterey ˌmɒn.təˈɹeɪ (蒙).特.雷 (məŋ).thɤ.lei (2/3).4.2 
82 Muir myʊɚ 缪.尔 mjou.ɚ 4.3 
83 Naalehu - 纳.阿.莱.胡 nac.ac.lai.xu 4.1.2.2 
84 Napa ˈnæ.pə 纳.帕 nac.phac 4.4 
  
ˈnɑ.pə 
   
85 Navajo  ˈnæ.vəˌhoʊˈ 纳.瓦.霍 nac.wac.xwo 4.3.4 
  
nɑ vəˌhoʊ 
   
86 Nebraska nə.ˈbɹæ.skə 内.布.拉.斯.加 nei.pu.lac.sɹ̩.tɕja 4.4.1.1.1 
87 Nevada nəˈvæ.də  内.华.达 nei.xwac.tac 4.2.2 
  
nəˈvɑ.də 
   
87 New Haven  nju:.ˈheɪ.vən 纽.黑.文 nju.xei.wən 3.1.2 
88 New York nju:.jɔːk 纽.约 njou.ɥe 3.1 
89 Niagara naɪ.ˈæ.ɡɹə 尼.亚.加.拉 ni.ja.tɕja.lac 2.4.1.1 
90 Oahu oʊ.ˈɑ.hu 瓦.胡 wac.xu 3.2 
91 Olympic əˈlɪm.phɪk   奥.林.匹.克 ɑu.lin.pʰi.kʰɤ 4.2.3.4 
  
oʊˈlɪm.phɪk 
   
92 Opa-locka ˌoʊ.pəˈlɒ.kə 奥.帕.洛.卡 ɑu.phac.lwo.khac 4.4.4.3 
93 Oregon ˈɔː.ɹᵻ.ɡən 俄.勒.冈 ɤ.lɤ.kɑŋ 2.4.1 
94 Orlando ɔɹ.ˈlæn.doʊ 奥.兰.多 ɑu.lan.two 4.2.1 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
95 Oxnard ˈɒks.nɑɹd 奥.克.斯.纳.德 ɑu.khɤ.sɹ̩.nac.tɤ 4.4.1.4.2 
96 Page pheɪdʒ 佩.奇 phei.tɕhi 
 
97 Page peɪdʒ 佩.奇 phei.tɕhi 
 
97 Pahoa pə.ˈhoʊ.ə 帕.霍.阿 phac.xwo.ac 4.4.1 
98 Pasadena ˌphæ.sə.ˈdiː.nə 帕.萨.迪.纳 phac.sac.ti.nac 4.4.2.4 
99 Portland ˈphɔːɹt.lənd 波.特.兰 pwo.thɤ.lan 4.4.2 
100 Rainier ɹeɪ.ˈnɪɚ 雷.尼.尔 lei.ni.ɚ 2.2.3 
101 Rocky (Mountain) ˈɹɒ.khi (ˈmaʊn tn) 落.基.(山)37 lwo.tɕi.(ʂan) 4.1.(1) 
102 Roosevelt ˈɹoʊ.zə.vɛlt 罗.斯.福 lwo.sɹ̩.fu 2.1.2 
103 Root ɹuːt 鲁.特 lu.thɤ 3.4 
104 Saipan saɪ.ˈphæn 塞.班 sai.pan 4.1 
105 (San) Antonio (ˌsæn).ænˈthoʊ.niˌoʊ (圣)38.安.东.尼.奥 (ʂəŋ).an.tuŋ.ni.ɑu (4).1.1.2.4 
106 (San) Diego (ˌsæn).diːˈeɪ.ɡoʊ (圣).迭.戈 (ʂəŋ).tje.kɤ (4).2.1 
107 Sanford ˈsan.fɚd 桑.福.德 sɑŋ.fu.tɤ 1.2.2 
108 (Santa) Cruz (ˈsæn.tə) ˈkhɹuz (圣).克.鲁.斯 (ʂəŋ).khɤ.lu.sɹ̩. (4).4.3.1 
109 (Santa) Monica (ˈsæn.tə).ˈmɒ.nɪ.kə  (圣).莫.尼.卡 (ʂəŋ).mwo.ni.khac (4).4.2.3 
110 Seattle si.ˈæ.thəl 西.雅.图 ɕi.ja.thu 1.3.2 
111 Shelikof - (舍)39.利.科.夫 (ʂɤ).li.khɤ.fu (3/4).4.1.1 
112 (St.) Elias (sənt). ɪˈlaɪ.əs (圣).伊.莱.亚.斯 (ʂəŋ).ji.lai.ja.sɹ̩ (4).1.2.4.1 
113 (St.) George (sənt).dʒɔɹdʒ (圣).乔.治 (ʂəŋ).tɕhjɑu.tʂɹ̩ (4).2.4 
114 (St.) John (sənt).dʒɒn (圣).约.翰 (ʂəŋ.)ɥe.xan (4).1.4 
 
37 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
38 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
39 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
115 (St.) Paul (sənt).phɔl (圣).保.罗 (ʂəŋ).pɑu.lwo (4).3.2 
116 Stag's Leap 
 
斯.坦.格.利.坡 sɹ̩.than.kɤ.li.pwo 1.3.2.4.1 
117 Staten (Island) ˈstæ.tən 斯.塔.腾 sɹ̩.thac.təŋ 1.3.2 
118 Sterling ˈstɜɹ.lɪŋ 斯.特.灵 sɹ̩.thɤ.liŋ 1.4.2 
119 (Big) Sur (bɪg).sɚ (大)40.瑟.尔 (tac).sɤ.ɚ (4).4.3 
120 Taft thæft 塔.夫.脱 thac.fu.thwo 3.1.1 
121 (Grand) Teton (gɹænd).ˈthi.tən (大).蒂.顿 (tac).ti.tun (4).4.4 
122 Tucson ˈthuː.sɒn  图.森 thu.sən 2.1 
  
tuˈsɒn  
   
123 Turnberry 
 
特.恩.贝.里 thɤ.ən.pei.li 4.1.4.3 
124 Utah ˈyu.tɔ 犹.他 jou.thac 2.1 
  
ˈyu.tɑ 
   
125 Venice ˈvɛ.nɪs 威.尼.斯 wei.ni.sɹ̩ 1.2.1 
126 Vernal ˈvɜɹ.nl 弗.纳.尔 fu.nac.ɚ 2.4.3 
127 Waikiki waɪ.kiː.ˈkhiː 怀.基.基 xwai.tɕi.tɕi 2.1.1 
      
128 Washington ˈwɒ.ʃɪŋ.tən 华.盛.顿 xwa.ʂəŋ.tun 2.4.4 
129 Whittier ˈʰwɪ.tiɚ  惠.蒂.尔 xwei.ti.ɚ 4.4.3 
130 Wrangell ˈɹæŋɡəl 兰.格.尔 lan.kɤ.ɚ 2.2.3 
131 Wyoming waɪ.ˈoʊ.mɪŋ 怀.俄.明 xwai.ɤ.miŋ 2.2.2 
132 Yosemite joʊ.ˈsɛ.mᵻ.ti 约.(塞).米.蒂 ɥe.(sɤ/sai).mi.ti 1.(4).3.4 
133 Zion ˈzaɪ.ən 宰.恩 tsai.ən 3.1 
 
40 Semantic tag excluded from analysis. 
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SOURCE WORD SOURCE WORD  
IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
 
Place names unique to Dictionary corpus 
  
134 Abilene 
 
阿.比.林 ac.pi.lin 1.3.2 
135 Abiquiú ˈæ.bᵻ.khjuː 阿.比.丘 ac.pi.tɕhjou 1.3.1 
136 Abrams ˈeɪ.bɹəm 艾.布.拉.姆.斯 ai.pu.lac.mu.sɹ̩ 4.4.1.3.1 
137 Absarokee æb.ˈsɔːɹ.khiː 阿.布.索.罗.基 a.pu.swo.lwo.tɕi 1.4.3.2.1 
138 Ajo ˈɑː.hoʊ 阿.霍 ac.xwo 1.4 
139 Akaska 
 
阿.卡.斯.卡 ac.khac.sɹ̩.khac 1.3.1.3 
140 Akeley 
 
阿.基.利 ac.tɕi.li 1.1.3 
141 Akhiok 
 
阿.克.希.奥.克 ac.khɤ.ɕi.ɑu.khɤ 1.4.1.4.4 
142 Akiak 
 
阿.基.亚.克 ac.tɕi.ja.kʰɤ 1.1.4.4 
143 Alunite ˈæ.lyə.ˌnaɪt 阿.勒.奈.特 ac.lɤ.nai.thɤ 1.4.4.4 
144 Alverstone 
 
阿.尔.弗.斯.通 ac.ɚ.fu.sɹ̩.tʰuŋ 1.3.2.1.1 
145 Alvin 
 
阿.尔.文 ac.ɚ.wən 1.3.2 
146 Alvwood 
 
阿.尔.夫.伍.德 ac.ɚ.fu.wu.tɤ 1.3.1.3.2 
147 Alzada 
 
阿.尔.扎.达 ac.ɚ.tʂac.tac 1.3.1.2 
148 Amak 
 
阿.马.克 ac.mac.khɤ 1.3.4 
149 Amanda 
 
阿.曼.达 ac.man.tac 1.4.2 
150 Ana 
 
安.娜 an.nac 1.4 
151 Aphrewn 
 
埃.夫.伦 ai.fu.lun 1.1.2 
152 Apostle ə.ˈphɒ.səl 阿.波.斯.特.尔 ac.pwo.sɹ̩.thɤ.ɚ. 1.1.1.4.3 
153 Apple Springs 
 
阿.普.尔.斯.普.林.斯 ac.phu.ɚ.sɹ̩.phu.lin.sɹ̩ 1.3.3.1.3.2.1 
154 Appleton 
 
阿.普.尔.顿 ac.phu.ɚ.tun 1.3.3.4 
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IPA 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
155 Apua 
 
阿.普.阿 ac.phu.ac 1.2.1 
156 Asotin ə.ˈsoʊ.tən  阿.索.廷 ac.swo.thiŋ 1.3.2 
157 Aspen 
 
阿.斯.彭 ac.sɹ̩.phəŋ 1.1.2 
158 Assateague 
 
阿.萨.蒂.格 ac.sac.ti.kɤ 1.4.4.2 
159 Assumption ə.ˈsʌmp.ʃən 阿.桑.普.申 ac.sɑŋ.phu.ʂən 1.1.3.1 
160 Bad Axe bæd.æks 巴.德.阿.克.斯 pac.tɤ.ac.khɤ.sɹ̩ 1.2.1.4.1 
161 Baden 
 
巴.登 pac.təŋ 1.1 
162 Badger ˈbæ.dʒɚ 巴.杰 pac.tɕje 1.2 
163 Badger Basin 
 
巴.杰.贝.森 pac.tɕje.pei.sən 1.2.4.1 
164 Badlands 
 
巴.德.兰.兹 pac.tɤ.lan.tsɹ̩ 1.2.2.1 
165 Baldin 
 
巴.丁 pac.tiŋ 1.1 
166 Banks bæŋks 班.克.斯 pan.khɤ.sɹ̩ 1.4.1 
167 Bannack 
 
班.纳.克 pan.nac.khɤ 1.4.4 
168 Banning 
 
班.宁 pan.niŋ 1.2 
169 Bannock ˈbæ.nək 班.诺.克 pan.nwo.khɤ 1.4.4 
170 Barrington ˈbæ.ɹɪŋ.tən 巴.灵.顿 pac.liŋ.tun 1.2.4 
171 Bay Horse beɪ.hɔɹs 贝.霍.斯 pei.xwo.sɹ̩ 4.4.1 
172 Bay Springs 
 
贝.斯.普.林.斯 pei.sɹ̩.phu.lin.sɹ̩ 4.1.3.2.1 
173 Bazar 
 
巴.扎 pac.tʂac 1.1 
174 Bazine 
 
贝.津 pei.tɕin 4.1 
175 Beach bitʃ 比.奇 pi.tɕhi 3.2 
176 Beacon 
 
比.肯 pi.khən 3.3 
177 Bealeton 
 
比.尔.顿 pi.ɚ.tun 3.3.4 
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IPA 
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178 Bend 
 
本.德 pən.tɤ 3.2 
179 Berne 
 
伯.恩 pwo.ən 2.1 
180 Bernville 
 
伯.恩.维.尔 pwo.ən.wei.ɚ 2.1.2.3 
181 Berrien Springs 
 
贝.林.斯.普.林.斯 pei.lin.sɹ̩.phu.lin.sɹ̩ 4.2.1.3.2.1 
182 Berry ˈbɛ.ɹi 贝.里 pei.li 4.3 
183 Bertrand ˈbɜɹ.tɹənd 伯.特.兰 pwo.thɤ.lan 2.4.2 
184 Berwyn 
 
伯.温 pwo.wən 2.1 
185 Blencoe 
 
布.伦.科 pu.lun.khɤ 4.2.1 
186 Blessing 
 
布.莱.辛 pu.lai.ɕin 4.2.1 
187 Blevins 
 
布.莱.温.斯 pu.lai.wən.sɹ̩ 4.2.1.1 
188 Blissfield 
 
布.利.斯.菲.尔.德 pu.li.sɹ̩.fei.ɚ.tɤ 4.4.1.1.3.2 
189 Blitzen 
 
布.利.岑 pu.li.tshən 4.4.2 
190 Blooming Prairie 
 
布.卢.明.普.雷.里 pu.lu.miŋ.phu.lei.li 4.2.2.3.2.3 
191 Bloomington 
 
布.卢.明.顿 pu.lu.miŋ.tun 4.2.2.4 
192 Blountstown 
 
布.朗.茨.敦 pu.lɑŋ.tsɹ̩.tun 4.3.2.1 
193 Blue Diamond 
 
布.卢.戴.(蒙).德 pu.lu.tai.(məŋ).tɤ 4.2.4.(2/3).2 
194 Blue Hill 
 
布.卢.希.尔 pu.lu.ɕi.ɚ 4.2.1.3 
195 Boulder ˈboʊl.dɚ 博.尔.德 pwo.ɚ.tɤ 2.3.2 
196 Boundary ˈbaʊn.də.ɹi 邦.德.里 pɑŋ.tɤ.li 1.2.3   
ˈbaʊn.dɹi 
   
197 Bourbeuse 
 
布.伯.斯 pu.pwo.sɹ̩ 4.2.1 
198 Bourbon 
 
波.旁 pwo.pɑŋ 1.2 
199 Buchanan byu.ˈkhæ.nən 布.坎.南 pu.kʰan.nan 4.3.2 
  
bə.ˈkhæ.nən 
   
200 Buckeystown 
 
巴.基.斯.敦 pac.tɕi.sɹ̩.tun 1.1.1.4 
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201 Buckhannon 
 
巴.克.汉.嫩 pa.kʰɤ.xan.nən 1.4.4.4 
202 Bucklin 
 
巴.克.林 pac.khɤ.lin 1.4.2 
203 Buckskin 
 
巴.克.斯.金 pac.khɤ.sɹ̩.tɕjin 1.4.1.1 
204 Buda ˈbjuː.də 比.尤.达 pi.jou.tac 3.2.2 
205 Cacapon kə.ˈkheɪ.pən 卡.凯.庞 kʰac.kʰai.phɑŋ 3.3.2 
206 Caillou 
 
卡.尤 kʰac.jou 3.2 
207 Cain 
 
凯.恩 khai.ən 3.1 
208 Cairnbrook 
 
凯.恩.布.鲁.克 kʰai.ən.pu.lu.kʰɤ 3.1.4.3.4 
209 Calabasas 
 
卡.拉.巴.萨.斯 kʰa.la.pac.sac.sɹ̩ 3.1.1.4.1 
210 Calamine 
 
卡.勒.迈.恩 khac.lɤ.mai.ən 3.4.4.1 
211 Caroleen 
 
卡.罗.林 khac.lwo.lin 3.2.2 
212 Carolina Beach 
 
卡.罗.来.纳.比.奇 khac.lwo.lai.nac.pi.tɕhi  3.2.2.4.3.2 
213 Carp kɑɹp 卡.普 kʰac.pʰu 3.3 
214 Carpenter 
 
卡.彭.特 khac.phəŋ.thɤ 2.2.4 
215 Carpinteria 
 
卡.平.特.里.亚 khac.phiŋ.thɤ.li.ja 2.2.4.3.4 
216 Carranglan 
 
卡.朗.兰 khac.lɑŋ.lan 3.3.2 
217 Carrara khəˈɹɑ.ɹə 卡.拉.拉 kʰac.lac.lac 3.1.1 
218 Carrizo Springs 
 
卡.里.索.斯.普.林.斯 kʰac.li.swo.sɹ̩.pʰu.lin.sɹ̩ 3.3.3.1.3.2.1 
219 Carrollton 
 
卡.罗.尔.敦 khac.lwo.ɚ.tun 3.2.3.1 
220 Carrolltown 
 
卡.罗.尔.顿 khac.lwo.ɚ.tun 3.2.3.4 
221 Chaco  
 
查.科 tʂhac.khɤ 2.1 
222 Chacon 
 
查.孔 tʂhac.tʂhac.khuŋ 2.3 
223 Chacra 
 
查.克.拉 tʂʰac.kʰɤ.lac 2.4.1 
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224 Chadbourn 
 
查.德.本 tʂhac.tɤ.pən 2.2.3 
225 Chadwick 
 
查.德.威.克 tʂhac.tɤ.wei.khɤ 2.2.1.4 
226 Chaffee 
 
查.菲 tʂhac.fei 2.1 
227 Chagrin Falls ʃə.ˈgɹɪn fɔlz 查.格.林.福.尔.斯 tʂʰac.kɤ.lin.fu.ɚ.sɹ̩ 2.2.2.2.3.1 
228 Chakachamna 
 
查.卡.查.姆.纳 tʂʰac.kʰac.tʂʰac.mu.nac 2.3.2.3.4 
229 Charleston 
 
查.尔.斯.顿 tʂhac.ɚ.sɹ̩.tun 2.3.1.4 
230 Chitanana 
 
奇.塔.纳.纳 tɕhi.thac.nac.nac 2.3.4.4 
231 Chivington 
 
齐.温.顿 tɕʰi.wən.tun 2.1.4 
232 Chocorua ʃʌˈkhɔʊˌɹwə 切.科.鲁.瓦 tɕʰje..kʰɤ.lu.wac 1.1.3.3 
233 Chocowinity 
 
乔.科.威.尼.蒂 tɕhjau.khɤ.wei.ni.ti 2.1.1.2.4 
234 Choctawhatchee 
 
查.克.托.哈.奇 tʂhac.khɤ.thwo.xac.tɕhi 2.4.1.1.2 
235 Chokio 
 
乔.凯.奥 tɕʰjɑu.kʰai.ɑu 2.3.4 
236 Cholame 
 
乔.莱.姆 tɕhjau.lai.mu 2.2.3 
237 Colonial Beach 
 
科.洛.尼.尔.比.奇 khɤ.lwo.ni.ɚ.pi.tɕhi 1.4.2.3.3.2 
238 Colton ˈkhoʊl.tn 科.尔.顿 kʰɤ.ɚ.tun 1.3.4 
239 Columbus 
Junction 
 
哥.伦.布.章.克.申 kɤ.lun.pu.tʂɑŋ.khɤ.ʂən 1.2.4.1.4.1 
240 Comanche khə.ˈmæn.tʃi 科.曼.奇 kʰɤ.man.tɕʰi 1.4.2 
  
khoʊ.ˈmæn.tʃi 
   
241 Comertown 
 
科.莫.敦 kʰɤ.mwo.tun 1.4.1 
242 Comfort 
 
康.福.特 khɑŋ.fu.thɤ 1.2.4 
243 Comfrey 
 
康.弗.里 khɑŋ.fu.li 1.2.3 
244 Comins 
 
科.明.斯 khɤ.miŋ.sɹ̩ 1.2.1 
245 Crillon 
 
克.里.伦 khɤ.li.lun 4.3.2 
246 Cripple Landing ˈkhɹɪ.pəl.ˈlæn.dɪŋ 克.里.普.尔.兰.丁 kʰɤ.li.pʰu.ɚ.lan.tiŋ 4.3.3.3.2.1 
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247 Crittenden 
 
克.里.滕.登 khɤ.li.thəŋ.təŋ 4.3.2.1 
248 Crivitz 
 
克.里.维.茨 khɤ.li.wei.tshɤ 4.3.2.2 
249 Crockitt 
 
克.罗.基.特 khɤ.lwo.tɕi.thɤ 4.2.1.4 
250 Crofton 
 
克.罗.夫.顿 kʰɤ.lwo.fu.tun 4.2.1.4 
251 Croghan 
 
克.罗.根 khɤ.lwo.kən 4.2.1 
252 Crookston 
 
克.鲁.克.斯.顿 khɤ.lu.khɤ.sɹ̩.tun 4.3.4.1.4 
253 Crosby ˈkhɹɔz.bi  克.罗.斯.比 kʰɤ.lwo.sɹ̩.pi 4.2.1.4 
  
ˈkhɹɒz.bi 
   
254 Cross Hill 
 
克.罗.斯.希.尔 khɤ.lwo.sɹ̩.ɕi.ɚ 4.2.1.1.3 
255 Darien ˈdɛə.ɹiˌɛn  达.里.恩 tac.li.ən 2.3.1 
  
ˈdɛə.ɹiˌən 
   
  
ˈdæɹ.ɹiˌən 
   
  
ˌdɛə.ɹiˈɛn  
   
  
ˌdæɹ.ɹiˈɛn 
   
256 Darlington ˈdɑɹ.lɪŋ.tən 达.灵.顿 tac.liŋ.tun 2.2.4 
257 Darrouzett 
 
达.鲁.泽.特 tac.lu.tsɤ.tʰɤ 2.3.2.4 
258 Dayton ˈdeɪ.tən 戴.顿 tai.tun 4.4 
259 Dighton 
 
戴.顿 tai.tun 4.4 
260 Dilia 
 
迪.利.亚 ti.li.ja 2.4.4 
261 Dilkon 
 
迪.尔.肯 ti.ɚ.khən 2.3.3 
262 Dillingham 
 
迪.灵.汉 ti.liŋ.xan 2.2.4 
263 Dillon 
 
狄.龙 ti.luŋ 2.2 
264 Dillwyn 
 
迪.尔.温 ti.ɚ.wən 2.3.1 
265 Dimmitt ˈdɪ.mɪt 迪.米.特 ti.mi.thɤ 2.3.4 
266 Dresden 
 
德.累.斯.顿 tɤ.lei.sɹ̩.tun 2.4.1.4 
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267 Drifton 
 
德.鲁.夫.顿 tɤ.lu.fu.tun 2.3.1.4 
268 Dripping Springs ˈdɹɪ.pɪŋ.spɹɪŋz 德.里.平.斯.普.林.斯 tɤ.li.pʰiŋ.sɹ̩.pʰu.lin.sɹ̩ 2.3.2.1.3.2.1 
269 Drummond ˈdɹʌ.mənd 德.拉.(蒙).德 tɤ.lac.(məŋ).tɤ 2.1.(2/3).2 
270 Dryad ˈdɹaɪ.əd  德.赖.厄.德 tɤ.lai.ɤ.tɤ 2.4.4.2   
ˈdɹaɪ.æd 
   
271 Dryden 
 
德.赖.登 tɤ.lai.təŋ 2.4.1 
272 Edisto Island 
 
埃.迪.斯.托.艾.兰 ai.ti.sɹ̩.thwo.ai.lan 1.2.1.1.4.2 
273 Edmeston 
 
埃.德.默.斯.顿 ai.tɤ.mwo.sɹ̩.tun 1.2.4.1.4 
274 Edmond 
 
埃.德.(蒙) ai.tɤ.(məŋ) 1.2.(2/3) 
275 Edroy 
 
埃.德.罗.伊 ai.tɤ.lwo.ji 1.2.2.1 
276 Edson 
 
埃.德.森 ai.tɤ.sən 2.2.1 
277 Edwards 
 
爱.德.华.兹 ai.tɤ.xwac.tsɹ̩ 2.2.2.1 
278 Effie ˈɛ.fi 埃.菲 ai.fei 1.1 
279 Effingham 
 
埃.芬.汉 ai.fən.xan 1.1.4 
280 Egegik 
 
伊.杰.吉.克 ji.tɕje.tɕi.khɤ 1.2.2.4 
281 Egeland 
 
伊.杰.兰 ji.tɕje.lan 1.2.2 
282 Eglin 
 
埃.格.林 ai.kɤ.lin 1.2.2 
283 Erath ˈiː.ɹæθ 伊.拉.斯 ji.lac.sɹ̩ 1.1.1 
284 Erick 
 
埃.里.克 ai.li.kʰɤ 1.3.4 
285 Erickson 
 
埃.里.克.森 ai.li.khɤ.sən 1.3.4.1 
286 Erlanger 
 
厄.兰.格 ɤ.lan.kɤ 4.2.2 
287 Faysville 
 
费.斯.维.尔 fei.sɹ̩.wei.ɚ 4.1.2.3 
288 Fedora fɪˈdɔ.ɹə 费.多.拉 fei.two.lac 4.1.1 
  
fɪˈdoʊ.ɹə 
   
289 Felch 
 
费.尔.奇 fei.ɚ.tɕʰi 4.3.2 
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290 Foster ˈfɔs.tɚ  福.斯.特 fu.sɹ̩.tʰɤ 2.1.4   
ˈfɒs.tɚ 
   
291 Fountain ˈfaʊn.tn 方.廷 fɑŋ.tʰiŋ 1.2 
292 Fountain Inn 
 
方.廷.因 fɑŋ.thiŋ.jin 1.2.1 
293 Four Buttes 
 
福.巴.茨 fu.pac.tshɹ̩ 2.1.2 
294 Fowey Rocks fɔɪ.ɹɒks 福.伊.罗.克.斯 fu.ji.lwo.kʰɤ.sɹ̩ 2.1.2.4.1 
295 Fowlerton 
 
福.勒.顿 fu.lɤ.tun 2.4.4 
296 Fowlstown 
 
福.尔.斯.敦 fu.ɚ.sɹ̩.tun 2.3.1.1 
297 Garber 
 
加.伯 tɕja.pwo 1.2 
298 Garberville 
 
加.伯.维.尔 tɕja.pwo.wei.ɚ 1.2.2.3 
299 Garcia 
 
加.西.亚 tɕja.ɕi.ja 1.1.4 
300 Gardar 
 
加.达 tɕja.tac 1.2 
301 Garden 
 
加.登 tɕja.təŋ 1.1 
302 Garden Valley ˈgɑɹ.dn.ˈvæ.li 加.登.瓦.利 tɕja.təŋ.wac.li 1.1.3.4 
303 Gardena 
 
加.迪.纳 tɕja.ti.nac 1.2.4 
304 Gardner 
 
加.德.纳 tɕja.tɤ.nac 1.2.4 
305 Garfield ˈgɑɹˌfild 加.菲.尔.德 tɕja.fei.ɚ.tɤ 1.1.3.2 
306 Garfield Heights 
 
加.菲.尔.德.海.茨 tɕja.fei.ɚ.tɤ.xai.tshɹ̩ 1.1.3.2.3.2 
307 Garland 
 
加.兰 tɕja.lan 1.2 
308 Garlrand 
 
加.尔.兰.德 tɕja.ɚ.lan.tɤ 1.3.2.2 
309 Garnavillo 
 
加.纳.维.洛 tɕja.nac.wei.lwo 1.4.2.4 
310 Garneill 
 
加.尼.尔 tɕja.ni.ɚ 1.2.3 
311 Garner 
 
加.纳 tɕja.nac 1.4 
312 Garnett 
 
加.尼.特 tɕja.ni.thɤ 1.2.4 
313 Glacier ˈgleɪ.ʃɚ 格.拉.西.尔 kɤ.lac.ɕi.ɚ 2.1.1.3 
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314 Gladstone 
 
格.拉.德.斯.通 kɤ.lac.tɤ.sɹ̩.thuŋ 2.1.2.1.1 
315 Gladwin 
 
格.拉.德.温 kɤ.lac.tɤ.wən 2.1.2.1 
316 Glamis 
 
格.拉.姆.斯 kɤ.lac.mu.sɹ̩ 2.1.3.1 
317 Gleason ˈgli.sən 格.利.森 kɤ.li.sən 2.4.1 
318 Gleasonton 
 
格.利.森.顿 kɤ.li.sən.tun 2.4.1.4 
319 Glen 
 
格.伦 kɤ.lun 2.2 
320 Glen Alpine 
 
格.伦.阿.尔.派.恩 kɤ.lun.ac.eɹ.phai.ən 2.2.1.3.4.1 
321 Glen Canyon 
 
格.伦.坎.宁 kɤ.lun.khan.niŋ 2.2.3.2 
322 Glenburn 
 
格.伦.本 kɤ.lun.pən 2.2.3 
323 Glennallen ɡlɛ.ˈnæ.lən 格.伦.纳.伦 kɤ.lun.nac.lun 2.2.4.2 
324 Grassland 
 
格.拉.斯.兰 kɤ.lac.sɹ̩.lan 2.1.1.2 
325 Gravette 
 
格.雷.维.特 kɤ.lei.wei.tʰɤ 2.2.2.4 
326 Grawn 
 
格.劳.恩 kɤ.lau.ən 2.2.1 
327 Grayland 
 
格.雷.兰 kɤ.lei.lan 2.2.2 
328 Grayling 
 
格.雷.灵 kɤ.lei.liŋ 2.2.2 
329 Grayson 
 
格.雷.森 kɤ.lei.sən 2.2.1 
330 Grayton Beach 
 
格.雷.顿.比.奇 kɤ.lei.tun.pi.tɕhi 2.2.4.3.2 
331 Gusher 
 
加.(舍) tɕja.(ʂɤ) 1.(3/4) 
332 Gustine 
 
加.斯.廷 tɕja.sɹ̩.thiŋ 1.1.2 
333 Guthrie ˈgʌθ.ɹi 加.斯.里 tɕja.sɹ̩.li 1.1.3 
334 Guttenberg 
 
加.滕.伯.格 tɕja.təŋ.pwo.kɤ 1.2.2.2 
335 Guymon 
 
盖.(蒙) kai.(məŋ) 4.(2/3) 
336 Guyton 
 
盖.顿 kai.tun 4.4 
337 Gwinner 
 
格.温.纳 kɤ.wen.nac 2.1.4 
338 Hartland 
 
哈.特.兰 xac.tʰɤ.lan 1.4.2 
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339 Hartline 
 
哈.特.莱.恩 xac.thɤ.lai.ən 1.4.2.1 
340 Hartwood 
 
哈.特.伍.德 xac.tʰɤ.wu.tɤ 1.4.3.2 
341 Haskell 
 
哈.斯.克.尔 xac.sɹ̩.kʰɤ.ɚ 1.1.4.3 
342 Hilts 
 
希.尔.兹 ɕi.ɚ.tsɹ̩ 1.3.1 
343 Hinchinbrook 
 
欣.钦.布.鲁.克 ɕin.tɕʰin.pu.lu.kʰɤ 1.1.4.3.4 
344 Hindes 
 
海.恩.兹 xai.ən.tsɹ̩ 3.1.1 
345 Hingham ˈhɪŋ.əm 欣.厄.姆 ɕin.ɤ.mu 1.4.3 
346 Hinkley 
 
欣.克.利 ɕin.khɤ.li 1.4.4 
347 Hinsdale 
 
欣.斯.代.尔 ɕin.sɹ̩.tai.ɚ 1.1.4.3 
348 Hiram ˈhaɪ.ɹəm 海.勒.姆 xai.lɤ.mu 3.4.3 
349 Holstein 
 
荷.尔.斯.泰.因 xɤ.ɚ.sɹ̩.thai.jin 2.3.1.4.1 
350 Hudson ˈhʌd.sən 哈.德.孙 xac.tɤ.sun 1.2.1 
351 Huntington ˈhʌn.tɪŋ.tən 亨.廷.顿 xəŋ.tʰiŋ.tun 1.2.4 
352 Hurdland 
 
赫.德.兰 xɤ.tɤ.lan 4.2.2 
353 Hurdsfield 
 
赫.兹.菲.尔.德 xɤ.tsɹ̩.fei.ɚ.tɤ 4.1.1.3.2 
354 Huron ˈhyʊə.ɹən  休.伦 ɕiou.lun 1.2   
ˈhyʊə.ɹɒn 
   
  
ˈyʊɚ.ɹən 
   
355 Hurtsboro 
 
赫.茨.伯.勒 xɤ.tshɹ̩.pwo.lɤ 4.2.2.4 
356 Hutchins ˈhʌ.tʃɪnz 哈.钦.斯 xac.tɕʰin.sɹ̩ 1.1.1 
357 Islamorada 
 
伊.斯.拉.莫.拉.达 ji.sɹ̩.lac.mwo.lac.tac 1.1.1.4.1.2 
358 Island Heights 
 
艾.兰.海.茨 ai.lan.xai.tshɹ̩ 4.2.3.2 
359 Island Mountain 
 
艾.兰.芒.廷 ai.lan.mɑŋ.thiŋ 4.2.2.2 
360 Island Pond 
 
艾.兰.庞.德 ai.lan.phɑŋ.tɤ 4.2.2.2 
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361 Isleton 
 
艾.尔.顿 ai.ɚ.tun 4.3.4 
362 Isola 
 
艾.索.拉 ai.swo.lac 4.3.1 
363 Joaquin xoa.ˈkin  华.金 xwac.tɕin 2.1 
364 Job 
 
乔.布 tɕhjau.pu 2.4 
365 Joffre ˈʒɔ.fɹə 若.夫.尔 ɹuo.fu.ɚ 4.1.3 
366 John dʒɒn 约.翰 ɥe.xan 1.4 
367 John Redmond 
 
约.翰.雷.德.(蒙).德 ɥe.xan.lei.tɤ.(məŋ).tɤ 1.4.2.2.(2/3).2 
368 Johnson 
 
约.翰.逊 ɥe.xan.ɕɥyn 1.4.4 
369 Johnston 
 
约.翰.斯.顿 ɥe.xan.sɹ̩.tun 1.4.1.4 
370 Kamela 
 
卡.梅.拉 kʰac.mei.lac 3.2.1 
371 Kamiah ˈkhæ.mi.aɪ 卡.米.艾 kʰac.mi.ai 3.3.4 
372 Kamishak 
 
卡.米.沙.克 kʰac.mi.ʂac.kʰɤ 3.3.1.4 
373 Kaysville 
 
凯.斯.维.尔 kʰai.sɹ̩.wei.ɚ 3.1.2.3 
374 Keahole 
 
凯.阿.霍.莱 kʰai.ac.xwo.lai 3.1.4.2 
375 Kealaikahiki 
 
凯.阿.莱.卡.希.基 khai.ac.lai.khac.ɕi.tɕi 3.1.2.3.1.1 
376 Keams Canyon 
 
基.姆.斯.坎.宁 tɕi.mu.sɹ̩.khan.niŋ 1.3.1.3.2 
377 Keatchie 
 
基.奇 tɕi.tɕhi 1.2 
378 Keating 
 
基.廷 tɕi.thiŋ 1.2 
379 Keddie 
 
凯.迪 kʰai.ti 3.2 
380 Kedron 
 
凯.德.伦 khai.tɤ.lun 3.2.2 
381 Kenai ˈkhiːnaɪ 基.奈 tɕi.nai 1.4 
382 Kiholo 
 
基.霍.洛 tɕi.xwo.lwo 1.4.4 
383 Kila 
 
基.拉 tɕi.lac 1.1 
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384 Kilgore ˈkɪl.gɔɹ 基.尔.戈 tɕi.ɚ.kɤ 1.3.1   
ˈkɪl.goʊɹ 
   
385 Killdeer 
 
基.尔.迪.尔 tɕi.ɚ.ti.ɚ 1.3.2.3 
386 Koolaupoko 
 
科.奥.劳.波.科 kʰɤ.ɑu.lɑu.pwo.kʰɤ 1.4.2.1.1 
387 Korbel 
 
科.贝.尔 kʰɤ.pei.ɚ 1.4.3 
388 Korona ˈkhɔ.ɹə.nə  科.罗.纳 kʰɤ.lwo.nac 1.2.4 
  
ˈkhoʊ.ɹə.nə 
   
389 Kushtaka 
 
库.什.塔.卡 kʰu.ʂɹ̩.tʰac.kʰac 4.2.3.3 
390 Kuttawa kə.ˈtɑː.wə 库.塔.瓦 kʰu.tʰac.wac 4.3.3 
391 Kutztown 
 
库.茨.敦 kʰu.tsɹ̩.tun 4.2.1 
392 Lampasas 
 
兰.帕.瑟.斯 lan.phac.sə.sɹ̩ 2.4.4.1 
393 Lancing 
 
兰.辛 lan.ɕin 2.1 
394 Landa 
 
兰.达 lan.tac 2.2 
395 Lander 
 
兰.德 lan.tɤ 2.2 
396 Landes 
 
兰.兹 lan.tsɹ̩ 2.1 
397 Landrum 
 
兰.德.拉.姆 lan.tɤ.lac.mu 2.2.1.3 
398 Langford 
 
兰.福.德 lan.fu.tɤ 2.2.2 
399 Langlois 
 
兰.洛.伊.斯 lan.lwo.ji.sɹ̩ 2.4.1.1 
400 Langton ˈlæŋ.tən 兰.登 lan.təŋ 2.1 
401 Lepanto lɪˈphæn.thoʊ 勒.班.陀 lɤ.pan.tʰwo 4.1.2 
402 Lerna ˈlɜɹ.nə 勒.纳 lɤ.nac 4.4 
403 Leslie ˈlɛs.li 莱.斯.利 lai.li.sɹ̩ 2.1.4   
ˈlɛz.li 
   
404 Lockett 
 
洛.基.特 lwo.tɕi.thɤ 4.1.4 
405 Lockridge 
 
洛.克.里.奇 lwo.khɤ.li.tɕhi 4.4.3.2 
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406 Loda 
 
洛.达 lwo.tac 4.2 
407 Lodge 
 
洛.奇 lwo.tɕhi 4.2 
408 Lodgell 
 
洛.格.德.尔 lwo.kɤ.tɤ.ɚ 4.2.2.3 
409 Lodgepole 
 
洛.奇.波.尔 lwo.tɕhi.pwo.ɚ 4.2.1.3 
410 Logan ˈloʊ.gən 洛.根 lwo.kən 4.1 
411 Logcabin 
 
洛.格.卡.宾 lwo.kɤ.khac.pin 4.2.3.1 
412 Lohn 
 
洛.恩 lwo.ən 4.1 
413 Lurton 
 
勒.顿 lɤ.tun 4.4 
414 Lusk 
 
拉.斯.克 lac.sɹ̩.kʰɤ 1.1.4 
415 Lutesville 
 
卢.茨.维.尔 lu.tsɹ̩.wei.ɚ 2.2.2.3 
416 Luttrell 
 
拉.特.勒.尔 lac.tʰɤ.lɤ.ɚ 1.4.4.3 
417 Lutz 
 
卢.茨 lu.tshɹ̩ 2.2 
418 Luverne 
 
卢.文 lu.wən 2.2 
419 Luxapalila 
 
卢.克.萨.帕.利.拉 lu.kʰɤ.sac.pʰac.li.lac 2.4.4.4.4.1 
420 Luzerne 
 
卢.泽.恩 lu.tsɤ.ən 2.1.1 
421 Mad  mæd 马.德 mac.tɤ 3.2 
422 Madelia 
 
马.迪.利.亚 mac.ti.li.ja 3.2.4.1 
423 Madill 
 
马.迪.尔 mac.ti.ɚ 3.2.3 
424 Marine 
 
马.林 mac.lin 3.2 
425 Marineland 
 
马.林.兰 mac.lin.lan 3.2.2 
426 Maringouin 
 
梅.灵.温 mei.liŋ.wən 2.2.1 
427 Marion Junction 
 
马.里.恩.章.克.申 mac.li.ən.tʂɑŋ.khɤ.ʂən 3.3.1.1.4.1 
428 Mariposa ˌmæ.ɹə.ˈphoʊ.sə   马.里.波.萨 mac.li.pwo.sac 3.3.1.4 
  
ˌmæ.ɹə.ˈphoʊ.zə 
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429 Marissa 
 
马.里.萨 mac.li.sac 3.3.4 
430 Markesan 
 
马.基.桑 mac.tɕi.sɑŋ 3.1.1 
431 Marksville 
 
马.克.斯.维.尔 mac.khɤ.sɹ̩.wei.ɚ 3.4.1.2.3 
432 Marland 
 
马.兰 mac.lan 3.2 
433 Meddybemps 
 
梅.迪.本.普.斯 mei.ti.pən.phu.sɹ̩ 2.2.3.3.1 
434 Medical Lake ˈmɛ.dɪ.kəl.leɪk 梅.迪.克.尔.莱.克 mei.ti.khɤ.ɚ.lai.khɤ 2.2.4.3.2.4 
435 Medicine Lody 
 
梅.迪.辛.洛.奇 mei.ti.ɕin.lwo.tɕhi 2.2.1.4.2 
436 Medicine Mound 
 
梅.迪.辛.芒.德 mei.ti.ɕin.mɑŋ.tɤ 2.2.1.2.2 
437 Medon 
 
米.登 mi.təŋ 3.1 
438 Meeteetse 
 
米.蒂.齐 mi.ti.tɕʰi 3.4.2 
439 Millarton 
 
米.勒.顿 mi.lɤ.tun 3.4.4 
440 Milledgeville 
 
米.利.奇.维.尔 mi.li.tɕhi.wei.ɚ 3.4.2.2.3 
441 Millegan 
 
米.尔.根 mi.ɚ.kən 3.3.1 
442 Millertown 
 
米.勒.敦 mi.lɤ.tun 3.4.1 
443 Millett ˈmɪ.lɪt 米.利.特 mi.li.tʰɤ 3.4.4 
444 Milliken 
 
米.立.肯 mi.li.khən 3.4.3 
445 Millington 
 
米.灵.顿 mi.liŋ.tun 3.2.4 
446 Millinocket 
 
米.利.诺.基.特 mi.li.nwo.tɕi.thɤ 3.4.4.1.4 
447 Milner mil.neɹ 米.尔.纳 mi.ɚ.nac 3.3.4 
448 Miltonvale 
 
米.尔.顿.维.尔 mi.ɚ.tun.wei.ɚ 3.3.4.2.3 
449 Monroe 
 
门.罗 mən.lwo 2.2 
450 Monson 
 
(蒙).森 (məŋ).sən (2/3).1 
451 Mont Belvieu 
 
(蒙).特.贝.尔.维.尤 (məŋ).tʰɤ.pei.ɹ.wei.jou (2/3).4.4.3.2.2 
452 Montague 
 
(蒙).塔.古 (məŋ).tʰac.ku (2/3).3.3 
453 Monteagle 
 
(蒙).蒂.格.尔 (məŋ).ti.kɤ.ɚ (2/3).4.2.3 
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454 Mukwonago 
 
马.阔.纳.戈 mac.kʰwo.nac.kɤ 3.4.4.1 
455 Mulchatna 
 
马.尔.查.特.纳 mac.ɚ.tʂhac.thɤ.nac 3.3.2.4.4 
456 Muldoon 
 
马.尔.墩 mac.ɚ.tun 3.3.1 
457 Muleshow 
 
缪.尔.舒 mjou.ɚ.ʂu 4.3.1 
458 Mullan 
 
马.兰 mac.lan 3.2 
459 Mullens 
 
马.伦 mac.lun 3.2 
460 Mullins 
 
马.林.斯 mac.lin.sɹ̩ 3.2.1 
461 Mullinville 
 
马.林.维.尔 mac.lin.wei.ɚ 3.2.2.3 
462 Mulvane 
 
马.尔.文 mac.ɚ.wən 3.3.2 
463 Nantahala næn.tʌ.ˈheɪ.lʌ 南.塔.哈.拉 nan.tʰac.xac.lac 2.3.1.1 
464 Nantucket 
 
楠.塔.基.特 nan.thac.tɕi.thɤ 2.3.1.4 
465 Naomi ne.ˈomi 纳.奥.米 nac.ɑu.mi 4.4.3 
466 Napavine 
 
纳.帕.万 nac.phac.wan 4.4.4 
467 Napier ˈneɪ.pɪə 内.皮.尔 nei.pʰi.ɚ 4.2.3 
468 New Market 
 
纽.马.基.特 nju.mac.tɕi.thɤ 3.3.1.4 
469 Newfane 
 
努.凡 nu.fan 3.2 
470 Newfolden 
 
纽.福.尔.登 nju.fu.ɚ.təŋ 3.2.3.1 
471 Newfoundland 
 
纽.芬.兰 nju.fən.lan 3.1.2 
472 Newgulf 
 
纽.加.尔.夫 njou.tɕja.ɚ.fu 3.1.3.1 
473 Newhalen 
 
纽.哈.伦 nju.xac.lun 3.1.2 
474 Newington 
 
纽.因.顿 nju.jin.tun 3.1.4 
475 Newkirk 
 
纽.柯.克 njou.kʰɤ.kʰɤ 3.1.4 
476 Newman 
 
纽.曼 nju.man 3.4 
477 Newnan 
 
纽.南 njou.nan 3.2 
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478 Newport Beach 
 
纽.波.特.比.奇 nju.pwo.thɤ.pi.tɕhi 3.1.4.3.2 
479 Norwich 
 
诺.威.奇 nwo.wei.tɕʰi 4.1.2 
480 Notasulga 
 
诺.塔.萨.尔.加 nwo.tʰac.sac.ɚ.tɕja 4.3.4.3.1 
481 Nottely 
 
诺.特.利 nwo.tʰɤ.li 4.4.4 
482 Ojai ˈoʊ.haɪ 奥.哈.伊 ɑu.xac.ji 4.1.1 
483 Ojo Caliente 
 
奥.霍.卡.连.特 ɑu.xwo.khac.ljan.thɤ 4.4.3.2.4 
484 Okanogan 
 
奥.卡.诺.根 ɑu.khac.nwo.kən 4.3.4.1 
485 Okarche 
 
奥.卡.奇 ɑu.kʰac.tɕʰi. 4.3.2 
486 Okeechobee 
 
奥.基.乔.比 ɑu.tɕi.tɕhjau.pi 4.1.2.3 
487 Okeene 
 
奥.金 ɑu.tɕin 4.1 
488 Okefenokee 
 
奥.克.弗.诺.基 ɑu.khɤ.fu.nwo.tɕi 4.4.2.4.1 
489 Okemah 
 
奥.基.马 ɑu.tɕi.mac 4.1.3 
490 Oketo 
 
奥.基.托 ɑu.tɕi.tʰwo 4.1.1 
491 Orleans 
 
奥.尔.良 ɑu.ɚ.ljaŋ 4.3.2 
492 Oswegatchie 
 
奥.斯.威.加.奇 ɑu.sɹ̩.wei.tɕja.tɕhi 4.1.1.1.2 
493 Otego 
 
奥.蒂.戈 ɑu.ti.kɤ 4.4.1 
494 Otoe 
 
奥.托 ɑu.tʰwo 4.1 
495 Otsego 
 
奥.齐.戈 ɑu.tɕhi.kɤ 4.2.1 
496 Otterbein 
 
奥.特.伯.恩 ɑu.thɤ.pwo.ən 4.4.2.1 
497 Palmetto phæl.ˈmɛ.təʊ 帕.尔.梅.托 pʰac.ɚ.mei.two 4.3.2.1 
498 Palo Duro 
 
帕.洛.杜.罗 pʰac.lwo.tu.lwo 4.4.4.2 
499 Palo Verde 
 
帕.洛.弗.迪 pʰac.lwo.fu.ti 4.4.2.2 
500 Paltz 
 
帕.尔.茨 phac.ɚ.tshɹ̩ 4.3.2 
501 Pearland 
 
皮.尔.兰 phi.ɚ.lan 2.3.2 
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502 Pearson 
 
皮.尔.森 phi.ɚ.sən 2.3.1 
503 Pecan Island 
 
皮.坎.艾.兰 phi.khan.ai.lan 2.3.4.2 
504 Pecatonica 
 
佩.卡.托.尼.卡 pʰei.kʰac.two.ni.kʰac 4.3.1.2.3 
505 Peculiar pɪ.ˈkhjuː.lɪə 皮.丘.利.尔 pʰi.tɕʰjou.li.ɚ 2.1.4.3 
506 Pedro Bay ˈphɛ.dɹəʊ.beɪ 佩.德.罗.贝 pʰei.tɤ.lwo.pei 4.2.2.4 
507 Picacho 
 
皮.卡.乔 phi.khac.tɕjau 2.3.2 
508 Picayune ˌphɪ.kə.ˈjuːn 皮.卡.尤.恩 pʰi.kʰac.jou.ən 2.3.2.1 
509 Pickens 
 
皮.肯.斯 phi.khən.sɹ̩ 2.3.1 
510 Pickwick ˈphik.wik 皮.克.威.克 pʰi.kʰɤ.wei.kʰɤ 2.4.1.4 
511 Picture Rocks 
 
皮.克.彻.罗.克.斯 phi.khɤ.tʂhɤ.lwo.khɤ.sɹ̩ 2.4.4.2.4.1 
512 Piedmont ˈphiːd.mɒnt 皮.德.(蒙).特 pʰi.tɤ.(məŋ).tʰɤ 4.2.(2/3).4 
513 Pompano Beach 
 
庞.帕.诺.比.奇 phɑŋ.phac.nwo.pi.tɕhi 2.4.4.3.2 
514 Pompey ˈphɒm.pɪ 庞.皮 pʰɑŋ.pʰi 2.2 
515 Ponce de Leon 
 
庞.斯.德.利.昂 phɑŋ.sɹ̩.tɤ.li.ɑŋ 2.1.2.4.2 
516 Poneto 
 
波.尼.托 pwo.ni.tʰwo 1.2.1 
517 Pontchartrain ˈphɒn.tʃəˌtɹeɪn 庞.恰.特.雷.恩 pʰɑŋ.tɕʰja.tʰɤ.lei.ən 2.4.4.2.1 
518 Pritchett 
 
普.里.奇.特 phu.li.tɕhi.thɤ 3.3.2.4 
519 Progresso 
 
普.罗.格.雷.索 pʰu.lwo.kɤ.lei.swo 3.2.2.2.3 
520 Promontory 
 
普.罗.(蒙).特.里 phu.lwo.(məŋ).thɤ.li 3.2.(2/3).4.3 
521 Prophetstown 
 
普.罗.菲.茨.敦 phu.lwo.fei.tshɹ̩.tun 3.2.1.2.1 
522 Prospect ˈphɹɒ.spɛkt 普.罗.斯.佩.克.特 pʰu.lwo.sɹ̩.pʰei.kʰɤ.tʰɤ 3.2.1.4.4.4 
523 Provencal 
 
普.罗.文.卡.尔 phu.lwo.wən.khac.ɚ 3.2.2.3.3 
524 Provincetown ˈphɹɒ.vɪnsˌtaʊn 普.罗.温.斯.敦 pʰu.lwo.wən.sɹ̩.tun 3.2.1.1.4 
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525 Quarryville 
 
阔.里.维.尔 kʰwo.li.wei.ɚ 4.3.2.3 
526 Quasqueton 
 
夸.斯.奎.顿 kʰwac.sɹ̩.kʰwei.tun 1.1.2.4 
527 Quay khwey 奎.伊 kʰwei.ji 2.1 
  
khiː 
   
528 Raquette 
 
拉.基.特 lac.tɕi.thɤ 1.1.4 
529 Raritan 
 
拉.里.坦 lac.li.tʰan 1.3.3 
530 Rasberry ˈɹɑːz.bə.ɹɪ  拉.斯.伯.里 lac.sɹ̩.pwo.li 1.1.2.3 
  
ˈɹɑːz.bɹɪ 
   
531 Ratcliff 
 
拉.特.克.利.夫 lac.tʰɤ.kʰɤ.li.fu 1.4.4.4.1 
532 Ringgold 
 
灵.戈.尔.德 liŋ.kɤ.ɚ.tɤ 2.1.3.2 
533 Ringling 
 
灵.林 liŋ.lin 2.2 
534 Ringsted 
 
灵.斯.特.德 liŋ.sɹ̩.thɤ.tɤ 2.1.4.2 
535 Ringwood ˈɹɪŋ.wʊd 灵.伍.德 liŋ.wu.tɤ 2.3.2 
536 Rio Grande 
 
里.奥.格.兰.德 li.ɑu.kɤ.lan.tɤ 3.4.2.2.2 
537 Rubicon ˈɹuː.bɪ.kən 鲁.比.肯 lu.pi.kʰən 2.3.3 
538 Ruby Valley ˈɹuː.bɪ.ˈvæ.lɪ 鲁.比.瓦.利 lu.pi.wac.li 3.3.3.4 
539 Rugby ˈɹʌɡ.bɪ 拉.格.比 lac.kɤ.pi 1.2.3 
540 Saltville 
 
索.尔.特.维.尔 swo.ɚ.tʰɤ.wei.ɚ 3.3.4.2.3 
541 Salyersville sæl.jɚz.vəl 萨.利.维.斯.维.尔 sac.li.wei.sɹ̩.wei.ɚ 4.4.2.1.2.3 
542 Samaria səˈmɛə.ɹɪə (撒).马.利.亚 (sac).mac.li.ja (3/4).3.4.4 
543 Santa Catalina ˈsæn.təˌkæ.təˈliː.nə (圣).卡.塔.利.娜 (ʂəŋ).kʰac.tʰac.li.nac (4).3.3.4.4 
544 Santa Claus ˈsæn.təˌkhlɔːz (圣).克.劳.斯 (ʂəŋ).kʰɤ.lɑu.sɹ̩ (4).4.2.1 
545 Santa Elena 
 
(圣).埃.伦.娜 (ʂəŋ).ai.lun.nac (4).1.2.4 
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546 Scenic ˈsiː.nɪk  锡.尼.克 ɕi.ni.kʰɤ 1.2.4   
ˈsɛnˌnɪk 
   
547 Schaffer 
 
沙.弗 ʂac.fu 1.2 
548 Schertz 
 
谢.茨 ɕje.tsɹ̩ 4.2 
549 Seth sɛθ 塞.斯 sai.sɹ̩ 4.1 
550 Seven Lakes ˈsɛ.vən.leɪk 塞.文.莱.克.斯 sai.wən.lai.kʰɤ.sɹ̩ 4.2.2.4.1 
551 Severance 
 
塞.弗.伦.斯 sai.fu.lun.sɹ̩ 4.2.2.1 
552 Severy 
 
塞.弗.里 sai.fu.li 4.2.3 
553 Simpson 
 
辛.普.森 ɕin.phu.sən 1.3.1 
554 Sinclair 
 
辛.克.莱.尔 ɕin.kʰɤ.lai.ɚ 1.4.2.3 
555 Singer ˈsɪŋ.ɚ 辛.格 ɕin.kɤ 1.2 
556 Sinking Spring ˈsɪŋ.kɪŋ.spɹɪŋ 辛.金.斯.普.林 ɕin.tɕin.sɹ̩.pʰu.lin 1.1.1.3.2 
557 Sinnemahoning 
 
辛.纳.马.霍.宁 ɕin.nac.mac.xwo.niŋ 1.4.3.4.2 
558 Souris 
 
苏.里.斯 su.li.sɹ̩ 3.3.1 
559 Southborough 
 
绍.斯.伯.勒 ʂɑu.sɹ̩.pwo.lɤ 4.1.2.4 
560 Southbridge 
 
绍.斯.布.里.奇 ʂau.sɹ̩.pu.li.tɕhi 4.1.4.3.2 
561 (St.) Elmo 
 
圣.埃.尔.莫 ʂəŋ.ai.ɚ.mwo 4.1.3.4 
562 (St.) Francis (seɪnt).ˈfɹɑːn.sɪs (圣).弗.朗.西.斯 (ʂəŋ).fu.lɑŋ.ɕi.sɹ̩ (4).2.3.1.1 
563 (Ste.) Marie (seɪnt).məˈɹiː (圣).玛.丽 (ʂəŋ).mac.li (4).3.4 
564 Stewartstown 
 
斯.图.尔.茨.敦 sɹ̩.tʰu.ɚ.tsɹ̩.tun 1.2.3.2.4 
565 Stoutsville 
 
斯.陶.茨.维.尔 sɹ̩.thau.tshɹ̩.wei.ɚ 1.2.2.2.3 
566 Strafford ˈstɹæ.fəd 斯.特.拉.福.德 sɹ̩.tʰɤ.lac.fu.tɤ 1.4.1.2.2 
567 Strang 
 
斯.特.朗 sɹ̩.thɤ.lɑŋ 1.4.3 
568 Stratford ˈstɹat.feɹd 斯.特.拉.特.福 sɹ̩.tʰɤ.lac.tʰɤ.fu 1.4.1.4.2 
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569 Strawberry ˈstɹɔː.bə.ɹɪ 斯.特.罗.伯.里 sɹ̩.tʰɤ.lwo.pwo.li 1.4.2.2.3   
ˈstɹɔː.bɹɪ 
   
570 Strawn 
 
斯.特.朗 sɹ̩.thɤ.lɑŋ 1.4.3 
571 Streetman 
 
斯.特.里.特.曼 sɹ̩.thɤ.li.thɤ.man 1.4.3.4.4 
572 Tabiona 
 
塔.比.奥.纳 tʰac.pi.ɑu.nac 3.3.4.4 
573 Tabor ˈtheɪ.bə 泰.伯 tʰai.pwo 4.2 
574 Tacoma təˈkhəʊ.mə 塔.科.马 tʰac.kʰɤ.mac 3.1.3 
575 Tavernier 
 
塔.弗.尼.尔 tʰac.fu.ni.ɚ 3.2.2.3 
576 Tawakoni 
 
塔.瓦.科.尼 tʰac.wac.kʰɤ.ni 3.3.1.2 
577 Taylor ˈtheɪ.lə 泰.勒  tʰai.lɤ 4.4 
578 Thumb θʌm 萨.姆 sac.mu 4.3 
579 Thunder 
 
桑.德 sɑŋ.tɤ 1.2 
580 Thurlow 
 
瑟.罗 sɤ.lwo 4.2 
581 Tiber ˈthaɪ.bə 泰.伯 tʰai.pwo 4.2 
582 Tiburon 
 
蒂.伯.龙 ti.pwo.luŋ 4.2.2 
583 Ticonderoga 
 
泰.孔.德.罗.加 tai.khuŋ.tɤ.lwo.tɕja 4.3.2.2.1 
584 Tonzona 
 
通.佐.纳 thuŋ.tswo.nac 1.3.4 
585 Topaz 
 
托.珀.兹 thwo.phwo.tsɹ̩ 1.4.1 
586 Topock 
 
托.波.克 tʰwo.pwo.kʰɤ 1.1.4 
587 Toquima 
 
托.基.马 thwo.tɕi.mac 1.1.3 
588 Torbert 
 
托.伯.特 tʰwo.pwo.tʰɤ 1.2.4 
589 Torch thɔːtʃ 托.奇 tʰwo.tɕʰi 1.2 
590 Tumbledown ˈthʌm.bəl.ˌdaʊn 坦.布.尔.当 tʰan.pu.ɚ.tɑŋ 3.4.3.1 
591 Tungsten ˈthʌŋ.stən 通.斯.滕 tʰuŋ.sɹ̩.tʰəŋ 1.1.2 
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592 Tunnelton 
 
坦.纳.尔.顿 tʰan.nac.ɚ.tun 3.4.3.4 
593 Uncompahgre 
 
安.肯.帕.格.里 an.khən.phac.kɤ.li 1.3.4.2.3 
594 Ungalik 
 
昂.加.利.克 ɑŋ.tɕja.li.khɤ 2.1.4.4 
595 Unicoi 
 
尤.尼.科.伊 jou.ni.kʰɤ.ji 2.2.1.1 
596 Union ˈjuː.njən 尤.宁 jou.niŋ 2.2 
597 Union Church 
 
尤.宁.彻.奇 jou.niŋ.tʂhɤ.tɕhi 2.2.4.2 
598 Union Gap 
 
尤.宁.加.普 jou.niɥ.tɕja.phu 2.2.1.3 
599 University Park ˌjuː.nɪ.ˈvɜː.sɪ.tɪ.phɑːɹk 尤.尼.弗.西.蒂.帕.克 jou.ni.fu.ɕi.ti.pʰac.kʰɤ 2.2.2.1.4.4.4 
600 Varnville 
 
瓦.恩.维.尔 wac.ən.wei.ɚ 3.1.2.3 
601 Vashon 
 
瓦.雄 wac.ɕjuŋ 3.2 
602 Vassar ˈva.seɹ 瓦.瑟 wac.sɤ 3.4 
603 Vaughn 
 
沃.恩 wo.ən 4.1 
604 Vinalhaven 
 
韦.纳.尔.黑.文 wei.nac.ɚ.xei.wən 2.2.2.4.3.2 
605 Vincent 
 
文.森.特 wən.sən.tʰɤ 2.1.4 
606 Vining 
 
韦.宁 wei.niŋ 3.2 
607 Vinson 
 
文.森 wən.sən 4.2 
608 Vinton 
 
文.顿 wən.tun 4.2.2.2 
609 Vinvennes 
 
温.森.斯 wən.sən.sɹ̩ 2.2.3 
610 Viola vɪ.ˈəʊ.lə 韦.厄.拉 wei.ɤ.lac 3.4.1 
611 Virden 
 
弗.登 fu.təŋ 2.1 
612 Virgelle 
 
弗.杰.尔 fu.tɕje.ɚ 2.2.3 
613 Virgil 
 
弗.吉.尔 fu.tɕi.ɚ 2.2.3 
614 Virginia Beach 
 
弗.吉.尼.亚.比.奇 fu.tɕi.ni.ja.pi.tɕhi 2.2.2.4.3.2 
615 Waianae 
 
怀.厄.奈 xwai.ɤ.nai 2.4.4 
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616 Waimea 
 
怀.梅.阿 xwai.mei.ac 2.2.1 
617 Wallingford 
 
沃.灵.福.德 wo.liŋ.fu.tɤ 4.2.2.2 
618 Wallong 
 
沃.伦 wo.lun 4.2.1 
619 Walnut Ridge 
 
沃.尔.纳.特.里.奇 wo.eɹ.nac.thɤ.li.tɕhi 4.3.4.4.3.2 
620 Walnut Springs ˈwɔːl.ˌnʌt.spɹɪŋz 沃.尔.纳.特.斯.普.林.斯 wo.ɚ.nac.tʰɤ.sɹ̩.pʰu.lin.sɹ̩ 4.3.4.4.1.3.2.1 
621 Walthill 
 
沃.尔.特.希.尔 wo.ɚ.tʰɤ.ɕi.ɚ 4.3.4.1.3 
622 Walton Junction 
 
沃.尔.顿.章.克.申 wo.ɚ.tun.tʂɑŋ.khɤ.ʂən 3.3.1.2.3 
623 Wanaque 
 
沃.纳.基 wo.nac.tɕi 4.4.1 
624 Wanblee 
 
旺.布.利 wɑŋ.pu.li 4.3.2.2 
625 Wanchese 
 
旺.奇.斯 wɑŋ.tɕhi.sɹ̩ 4.3.4.1.4.1 
626 Washakie 
 
沃.(舍).基 wo.(ʂɤ).tɕi 4.(3/4).1 
627 Wayne 
 
韦.恩 wei.ən 2.1 
628 Wetmore 
 
韦.特.莫.尔 wei.tʰɤ.mwo.ɚ 3.4.4.3 
629 Wetonka 
 
韦.通.卡 wei.thuŋ.khac 2.2.2.3.3.2 
630 Wewahitchka 
 
韦.瓦.希.奇.卡 wei.wac.ɕi.tɕhi.khac 4.2 
631 Weyauwega waɪ.əˈwiː.ɡə 韦.厄.维.加 wei.ɤ.wei.tɕja 3.4.2.1 
632 Weyerhauser 
 
韦.尔.豪.泽 wei.ɚ.xau.tsɤ 3.1.3 
633 Worland 
 
沃.兰 wo.lan 2.4.3 
634 Worthington 
 
沃.辛.顿 wo.ɕin.tun 4.1.4 
635 Wren ɹɛn 雷.恩 lei.ən 2.1 
636 Wrentam 
 
伦.瑟.姆 lun.sə.mu 2.4.3 
637 Wrightsville 
Beach 
 
莱.茨.维.尔.比.奇 lai.tshɹ̩.wei.ɚ.pi.tɕhi 2.2.2.3.3.2 
638 Wrightwood 
 
赖.特.伍.德 lai.tʰɤ.wu.tɤ 4.4.3.2 
639 Yates 
 
耶.茨 je.tshɹ̩ 1.2 
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640 Yukon 
 
育.空 ɥy.khuŋ 4.1 
641 Zachary 
 
扎.卡.里 tʂac.kʰac.li 1.3.3 
642 Zahl 
 
扎.尔 tʂac.ɚ 1.3 
643 Zaleski 
 
扎.莱.斯.基 tʂac.lai.sɹ̩.tɕi 1.2.1.1 
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Appendix B: Japanese corpus 
 
SOURCE 
WORD 
SOURCE 
ACCENT 
CHINESE 
CHARACTERS 
MANDARIN 
IPA 
MANDARIN 
TONE 
 
Male names 
  
1 Aiakosu H.HH'.L.L 艾.亚.哥.斯 ai.ja.kɤ.sɹ̩ 4.4.1.1 
2 Aioria  L.HH.H'L 艾.奥.里.亚 ai.ɑu.li.ja 4.4.3.4 
   
艾.奥.里 ai.ɑu.li 4.4.3 
3 Amachi H'.L.L 阿.马.奇 ac.mac.tɕhi 1.3.2 
4 Anato H'.L.L 安.那.特 an.nac.thɤ 1.4.4 
5 Araku H'.L.L 阿.拉.库 ac.lac.khu 1.1.4 
6 Arakune L.H.H'.L 亚.勒.古.尼 ja.lɤ.ku.ni 4.4.3.2 
7 Arudebaran L.H.H.H.H'L 阿.鲁.迪.巴 ac.lu.ti.pac 1.3.2.1 
   
亚.鲁.狄.巴 ja.lu.ti.pac 4.3.2.1 
   
亚.尔.迪.巴.朗 ja.ɚ.ti.pac.lɑŋ 4.3.2.1.3 
8 Arugeti L.H.H.HH 亚.路.杰.狄 ja.lu.tɕje.ti 4.4.2.2 
9 Ashitaka L.H.H.H 阿.西.达.卡 ac.ɕi.tac.khac 1.1.2.3 
10 Atomu H'.L.L 阿.童.木 ac.thuŋ.mu 1.2.4 
11 Baata H'L.L 巴.特 pac.thɤ 1.4 
12 Babidi H'.L.L 巴.菲.迪 pac.fei.ti 1.1.2 
13 Bajiru H'.L.L 巴.兹.尔 pac.tsɹ̩.ɚ 1.1.3 
14 Baki H'.L 马.基 mac.tɕi 3.1 
15 Bariete L.HH.H 巴.利.埃.特 pac.li.ai.thɤ 1.4.1.4 
16 Barubarossa L.H.H.HH'.L 巴.鲁.巴.鲁.萨 pac.lu.pac.lu.sac 1.3.1.3.4 
17 Bejiita L.HH'.L 贝.吉.塔 pei.tɕi.thac 4.3.2 
18 Bejitto H'.LL.L 贝.吉.特 pei.tɕi.thɤ 4.2.4 
19 Beriini L.HH'.L 佩.利.尼 phei.li.ni 4.4.2 
20 Berugamo L.H.H.H 贝.尔.盖.莫 pei.ɚ.kai.mwo 4.3.4.4 
21 Birusu H'.L.L 比.鲁.斯 pi.lu.sɹ̩ 3.3.1 
22 Bobonba L.HH'.L 嘣.嘣.巴 pəŋ.pəŋ.pac 1.1.1 
23 Bonba H'L.L 嘣.巴 pəŋ.pac 1.1 
24 Botamo H'.L.L 波.塔.摩 pwo.thac.mwo 1.3.2 
25 Buraamu L.HH'.L 布.拉.姆 pu.lac.mu 4.1.3 
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26 Buu H'L 布.欧 pu.ou 4.1 
27 Chaka H'L.L 恰.卡 tɕhja.khac 4.3 
28 Daabura H'L.L.L 达.普.拉 tac.phu.lac 2.3.1 
29 Deidara LH.H'.L 迪.达.拉 ti.tac.lac 2.2.1 
30 Dende H'L.L. 丹.迪 tan.ti 1.2 
31 Dio H'L.L 狄.奥 ti.ɑu 2.4 
32 Dyubaru H'L.L.L 迪.巴.鲁 ti.pac.lu 2.1.3 
33 Farafura LH.H.H.H 法.拉.福.拉 fac.lac.fu.lac 3.1.2.1 
34 Gancho H'L.LL 甘.裘 kan.tɕhjou 1.2 
35 Gero H'.L 格.罗 kɤ.lwo 2.2 
36 Giganto L.HH'.L 古.加.多 ku.tɕja.two 3.1.1 
37 Ginyuu H'.LL 基.纽 tɕi.njou 1.3 
38 Gowasu H'.L.L 格.瓦.斯 kɤ.wac.sɹ̩ 2.3.1 
39 Gurudo H'.L.L 古.尔.多 ku.ɚ.two 3.3.1 
40 Gyattsu H'LL.L 加.兹 tɕja.tsɹ̩ 1.1 
41 Hirudegaan L.H.H.HH'L 希.尔.德.卡.恩 ɕi.ɚ.tɤ.khac.ən 1.3.2.3.1 
42 Igaramu L.H.H'L 尹.卡.莱.姆 ji.khac.lai.mu 1.3.2.3 
43 Indora H'L.L.L 因.陀.罗 jin.thwo.lwo 1.2.2 
44 Inheru H'L.L.L 因.海.尔 jin.xai.ɚ 1.3.3 
45 Io H'L 伊.奥 ji.ɑu 1.4 
46 Iru H'.L 伊.鲁 ji.lu 1.3 
47 Jamian H'L.LLL 贾.密.安 tɕja.mi.an 3.4.1 
48 Jigura H'.L.L 基.格.拉 tɕi.kɤ.lac 1.2.1 
49 Jiisu H'L.L 吉.斯 tɕi.sɹ̩ 2.1 
50 Jiji H'.L 吉.吉 tɕi. tɕi 2.2 
51 Jiru H'.L 基.尔 tɕi.ɚ 1.3 
52 Kai H'L 凯  khai 3 
53 Kamyu H'.LL 卡.谬 khac.mju 3.4 
54 Kappa LH.H 卡.巴 khac.pac 3.1 
55 Karin H'.LL 卡.林 kʰac.lin 3.2 
   
加.林 tɕja.lin 1.2 
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57 Karon H'.LL 卡.戎 khac.ɹuŋ 3.2 
   
卡.隆 khac.luŋ 3.2 
58 Karune H'.L.L 卡.尔.涅 khai.ɚ.nje 3.3.4 
59 Kaasa  H'L.L 加.沙 tɕja.ʂac 1.1 
60 Kebi H'.L 凯.比 khai.pi 3.3 
61 Kibito H'.L.L 杰.比.特 tɕje.pi.thɤ 2.3.4 
62 Kitera H'.L.L 奇.泰.拉 tɕhi.thai.lac 2.4.1 
63 Kitton H'L.LL 基.冬 tɕi.tuŋ 1.1 
64 Kongu H'L.L 空.古 khuŋ.ku 1.3 
65 Kooza H'L.L 空.扎 khuŋ.tʂac 1.1 
66 Kuura H'L.L 古.拉 ku.lac 3.1 
67 Kurotowa L.H.H.H 克.罗.托.瓦 khɤ.lwo.thwo.wa 4.2.1.3 
68 Kuru H'.L 库.鲁 khu.lu 4.3 
69 Kyabe H'L.L 卡.贝 khac.pei 3.4 
70 Kyuubu  H'LL.L 裘.布 tɕhjou.pu 2.4 
   
丘.布 tɕhjou.pu 1.4 
71 Miime  H'L.L 米.伊.美 mi.ji.mei 3.1.3 
   
米.鸣 mi.miŋ 3.2 
72 Miinosu H'L.L.L 米.诺.斯 mi.nwo.sɹ̩ 3.4.1 
73 Miro H'.L. 米.罗  mi.lwo 3.2 
74 Mito H'.L 米.特 mi.thɤ 3.4 
75 Monaka H'.L.L 莫.纳.卡 mwo.nac.khac 4.4.3 
76 Moonin H'L.LL 莫.宁 mwo.niŋ 4.2 
77 Mosuko H'.L.L 莫.斯.克 mwo.sɹ̩.khɤ 4.1.4 
78 Motobaro L.H.H.H 摩.托.巴.洛 mwo.thwo.pac.lwo 2.1.1.4 
79 Muu H'L 穆 mu 4 
80 Muku H'.L 木.克 mu.khɤ 4.4 
81 Myuu H'L 米.乌 mi.wu 3.1 
   
苗 mjau 2 
   
缪 mjou 4 
82 Naguri H'.L.L 纳.格.利 nac.kɤ.li 4.2.4 
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83 Nappa H'L.L 那.帕 nac.phac 4.4 
   
那.巴 nac.pac 4.1 
84 Niobe H'L.L 尼.奥.比 ni.ɑu.pi 2.4.3 
85 Nuubon H'L.LL 努.邦 nu.pɑŋ 3.1 
86 Orufe H'.L.LL 欧.路.菲 ou.lu.fei 1.4.1 
87 Pati H'.L 派.迪 phai.ti 4.2 
88 Pakkun H'L.LL 帕.克 phac.khɤ 4.4 
89 Pappagu LH.H.H. 帕.帕.格 phac.phac.kɤ 4.4.2 
90 Pekkori H'L.L.L 佩.克.利 phei.khɤ.li 4.4.4 
91 Pero H'.L 保.露 pɑu.lu 3.4 
92 Peru H'.L 贝.鲁 pei.lu 4.3 
93 Pippi H'L.L 皮.皮 phi.phi 2.2 
94 Pikachuu L.H'.LL 皮.卡.丘 phi.khac.tɕhjou 2.3.1 
95 Pirafu H'.L.L 皮.拉.夫 phi.lac.fu 2.1.1 
96 Popo H'.L 波.波 pwo.pwo 1.1 
97 Potsūn L.HH'L 波.增 pwo.tsəŋ 1.1 
98 Rabuun L.HH'L 波.波 pwo.pwo 1.1 
99 Radittsu H'.LL.L 拉.蒂.兹 lac.ti.tsɹ̩ 1.4.1 
   
拉.帝.兹 lac.ti.tsɹ̩ 1.4.1 
100 Raimi H'L.L 莱.米 lai.mi 2.3 
101 Ramuushi L.HH'.L 拉.姆.西 lac.mu.ɕi 1.3.1 
102 Ranpoo H'L.LL 蓝.普 lan.pju 2.3 
103 Rikuumu L.HH'.L 利.库.姆 li.khu.mu 4.4.3 
104 Roo H'L 罗 lwo 2 
105 Roki H'.L 洛.基 lwo.tɕi 4.1 
106 Rune H'.L. 路.尼 lu.ni 4.2 
107 Sanji H'L.L 山.智 ʂan.tʂɹ̩ 1.4 
   
桑.吉 sɑŋ.tɕi 1.2 
108 Shaa H'L 夏.亚 ɕja.ja 4.4 
109 Shaka H'L.L 沙.加 ʂac.tɕja 1.1 
110 Shanba H'LL.L 夏.巴 ɕja.pac 4.1 
111 Shankusu H'L.L.L 香.克.斯 ɕjɑŋ.khɤ.sɹ̩ 1.4.1 
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112 Shanpa H'LL.L 象.帕 ɕjɑŋ.phac 4.4 
113 Shido H'.L 斯.多 sɹ̩.two 1.1 
   
薛.度 ɕɥe.tu 1.4 
113 Shidora H'L.L 锡.德.拉 ɕi.tɤ.lac 1.2.2 
114 Shidou H'.LL 希.多 ɕi.two 1.1 
115 Shion H'LL 史.昂 ʂɹ̩.ɑŋ 3.2 
116 Shirufiido L.H.HHH'.L 西.路.费.都 ɕi.lu.fei.tu 1.4.4.1 
117 Shushu H'.L 秀.秀 ɕju.ɕju 4.4 
   
趣.趣 ɕju.ɕju 4.4 
118 Sorento  L.HH'.L 索.伦.特 swo.lun.thɤ 3.2.4 
   
苏.伦.特 su.lun.thɤ 1.2.4 
   
苏.兰.特 su.lan.thɤ 1.2.4 
119 Taaresu H'L.L.L 达.列.斯 tac.lje.sɹ̩ 2.4.1 
120 Tibanii H'.L.LL 迪.巴.尼 ti.pac.ni 2.1.2 
121 Tonjitto LH.HH'.L 东.吉.特 tuŋ.tɕi.tɤ 1.2.4 
122 Toppo H'L.L 托.破 thwo.phwo 1.4 
123 Totoro H'.L.L 豆.豆.龙 tou.tou.luŋ 4.4.2 
124 Toremii H'.L.LL 德.里.密 tɤ.li.mi 2.3.4 
125 Toto H'.L 多.托 two.thwo 1.1 
126 Uisu H'L.L 维.斯 wei.sɹ̩ 2.1 
127 Waporu H'.L.L 瓦.波.尔 wac.pwo.ɚ 3.1.3 
128 Yajirobee L.H.H.H'L 雅.奇.洛.贝 ja.tɕhi.lwo.pei 3.2.4.4 
   
亚.奇.洛.贝 ja.tɕhi.lwo.pei 4.2.4.4 
129 Yupa H'.L 尤.巴 jou.pac 2.1 
130 Zaabon HH.H'L 萨.伯 sac.pwo 4.2 
131 Zaba H'.L (撒)41.巴 (sac).pac (3/1).1 
132 Zamasu L.H'.L 扎.马.斯 tʂac.mac.sɹ̩ 1.3.1 
133 Zefu H'.L 卓.夫 tʂwo.fu 2.1 
134 Zeerosu HH'.L.L 赛.洛.斯 sai.lwo.sɹ̩ 4.4.1 
135 Zunoo H'.LL 祖.诺 tsu.nwo 3.4 
 
41 Unresolved homograph removed from analysis. 
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Female names 
  
136 Arare L.H.H 阿.拉.蕾 ac.lac.lei 1.1.2 
137 Arietti L.H.HH'.L 阿.莉.埃.蒂 ac.li.ai.ti 1.4.1.4 
138 Asuwa H'.L.L 阿.思.娃 ac.sɹ̩.wac 1.1.2 
139 Bankiina LH.HH'.L 班.奇.娜 pan.tɕhi.nac 1.2.4 
140 Biideru HH.H'.L 比.迪.丽 pi.ti.li 3.2.4 
141 Buruma H'.L.L 布.尔.玛 pu.ɚ.mac 4.3.3 
142 Chichi H'.L 琪.琪 tɕʰi. tɕʰi 2.2 
143 Dora H'.L 朵.拉 two.lac 1.1 
   
杜.娜 tu.nac 4.4 
144 Heresu H'.L.L 佩.蕾.斯 phei.lei.sɹ̩ 4.2.1 
145 Karura H'.L.L 加.琉.罗 tɕja.ljou.lwo 1.2.2 
   
加.瑠.罗 tɕja.ljou.lwo 1.2.2 
146 Kaya H'.L 卡.雅 khac.ja 3.4 
   
嘉.雅 tɕja.ja 1.3 
147 Keimii H'L.LL 凯.咪 khai.mi 3.1 
148 Kiki H'.L 琪.琪 tɕʰi. tɕʰi 2.2 
149 Kirara H'.L.L 琪.拉.拉 tɕhi.lac.lac 2.1.1 
150 Kiyo H'.L 姬.朵 tɕi.two 1.3 
151 Kuina L.H.H 克.伊.娜 khɤ.ji.nac 4.1.4 
152 Kushana L.H.H 库.夏.娜 khu.ɕja.nac 4.4.4 
153 Mamiya H'.L.L 玛.米.亚 mac.mi.ja 3.3.4 
154 Marukariita L.H.H.HH'.L 玛.露.卡.莉.塔 mac.lu.khac.li.thac 3.4.3.4.3 
155 Meidi H'L.L 梅.蒂 mei.ti 2.4 
156 Miidora H'L.L.L 米.特. mi.thɤ.lac 3.4.1 
157 Moro H'.L 莫.娜 mwo.nac 4.4 
158 Nami H'.L 娜.美 nac.mei 4.3 
159 Nana H'.L 娜.娜 nac.nac 4.4 
160 Naushika L.H.H'.L 娜.乌.西.卡 nac.wu.ɕi.khac 4.1.1.3 
161 Oguma L.H.H 欧.格.玛 ou.kɤ.mac 1.2.3 
162 Ponyo H'.L 波.妞 pwo.njou 1.1 
163 Rami H'.L 菈.米 lac.mi 1.3 
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164 Remu H'.L 雷.姆 lei.mu 2.3 
165 Rika H'.L 莉.佳 li.tɕja 4.1 
166 Ririka H'.L.L 莉.莉.佳 li.li.tɕja 4.4.1 
167 Saara H'L.L 萨.拉 sac.lac 4.1 
168 Sasame H'.L.L 沙.沙.美 ʂac.ʂac.mei 1.1.3 
169 Shaina H'LL.L (撒).娜 (sac).nac (1/3).4 
   
夏.伊.娜 ɕja.ji.nac 4.1.4 
170 Shakkii H'L.LL 芍.奇 ʂɑu.tɕhi 2.2 
171 Shiita H'L.L 西.达 ɕi.tac 1.2 
172 Soran H'.LL 苏.兰 su.ɹan 1.2 
173 Tenten H'L.H'L 天.天 thjɛn.thjɛn 1.1 
174 Urara H'.L.L 乌.拉.拉 wu.lac.lac 1.1.1 
175 Vadosu H'L.L.L 芭.朵.斯 pac.two.sɹ̩ 1.3.1 
176 Wanda H'L.L 万.妲 wan.tac 4.2 
 
Brand names 
  
1 Aiwa LH.H 爱.华 ai.xwac 4.2 
2 Daikin H'L.LL 大.金 ta.tɕin 4.1 
3 Epuson H'.L.LL 爱.普.生 ai.phu.ʂəŋ 4.3.1 
4 Goosen LH.HH 高.神 kɑu.ʂən 1.2 
5 Guriko  H'.L.L 格.力.高 kɤ.li.kɑu 2.4.1 
6 Jiburi H'.L.L 吉.卜.力 tɕi.pu.li 2.3.4 
7 Kashio H'.L.L 卡.西.欧 kʰac.ɕi.ou 3.1.1 
8 Konika H'.L.L 柯.尼.卡 khɤ.ni.khac 1.2.3 
9 Matsuda L.H.H 马.自.达 mac.tsɹ̩.tac 2.4.2 
10 Mizuno  H'.L.L 美.津.浓 mei.tɕin.nuŋ 3.1.2 
11 Nikon H'.LL 尼.康 ni.khɑŋ 2.1 
12 Onkyoo LH.HH 安.桥 an.tɕhjɑu 1.2 
13 Orinpasu  L.HH.H'.L 奥.林.巴.斯 ɑu.lin.pac.sɹ̩ 4.2.1.1 
14 Rikoo L.HH 理.光 li.kwɑŋ 3.1 
15 Seikoo LH.HH 精.工 tɕiŋ.kuŋ 1.1 
16 Shaapu LH'.L 夏.普 ɕja.phu 4.3 
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17 Sonii H'.LL 索.尼 swo.ni 3.2 
18 Wakooru L.HH'.L 华.歌.尔 xwa.kɤ.ɚ 2.1.3 
19 Yamaha  L.H.H 雅.马.哈 ja.mac.xac 3.3.1 
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